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By A. D. FREAS and M . L . SELBO, engineers, . Forest Products . Laboratory, 2 Forest
Service

Fabrication and Design
. of

Glued Laminated Wood Structural-Members '

Technical Bulletin No. 1069 • February 1954 .

INTRODUCTIO N
Widespread developments in the field of glued laminated wood

construction in the United States during the past two decades hav e
directed attention of architects and engineers to a new produc t
admirably adapted to a wide variety of building and constructio n
uses and, in effect, have launched a new industry. Factors that
favored the ready acceptance of laminated construction, aside fro m
its unlimited architectural possibilities, were the significant improve-
ments in glues and the development through research of the necessary
engineering design data .

The term "glued laminated construction," as applied to structural
members, refers to material glued up from smaller pieces of wood ,
either in straight or curved form, with the grain of all the laminations
essentially parallel to the length of the member . It is thus basically
different from plywood, in which the grain direction of adjacent plie s
is usually at right angles . The laminations may be of any thickness
or length, of narrow pieces glued edge to edge to make wide ones, o f
different wood species, or of pieces .bent to curved form during gluing-
all of which afford infinite choice in design, subject only to economi c
factors involved in production and use .

Bonding wood with glue is, of course, an old art that has mad e
possible the .fabrication of wood products in various forms and shapes .
The usefulness of such products has in general been dependent on th e
strength of the joints and on the ability of the glue to maintain strength
in service . Improved glues have increased the serviceability of con-
ventional glued wood products and provided an opportunity for usin g
wood for many purposes . Recently developed highly water-resistant
resins that set at moderate temperatures have made possible th e
production of laminated wood suitable for use under severe servic e
conditions, inctuding exterior exposure .

The. Forest Products Laboratory has long been active in researc h
on the gluing of wood . The first research at the Laboratory on
engineering design data for glued laminated arches was undertake n

Submitted for publication January 30, 1953 .
2 Maintained at Madison, Wis ., in cooperation with the University of Wisconsin .
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in 1934, when a number of three-hinged arches were fabricated an d
installed in a building erected for the Laboratory at Madison, Wis .
It included tests of structural units to check such factors as design
formulas and working stresses, and the effect on strength of curvature ,
scarf joints, and knots in the inner laminations . Results of this
research are presented in United States Department of Agricultur e
Technical Bulletin 691, The Glued Laminated Wooden Arch, which
provides the technical data necessary for the use of laminated arches
on a sound basis .

The great demand during World War II for heavy timbers fo r
military and industrial uses hastened the development of laminated
wood products, since the supply of solid timbers was inadequate .
Some of these uses required hardwoods rather than the softwoods tha t
had customarily been laminated with casein glue, and many members
were needed for use under exterior or wet-exposure conditions, wher e
casein glue would not be durable .

Some of the synthetic resins of the urea-formaldehyde type, devel-
oped in the 193 0 's, can be used at room temperatures and are superio r
to casein glues in water resistance . However, when they were trie d
for laminating oak lumber into boat keels, they did not withstand th e
service conditions imposed . In 1942 attention was turned to the us e
of the new intermediate-temperature-setting phenol-resorcinol resins fo r
laminating white oak ship keels and frames . Sponsored by the Navy
Department's Bureau of Ships and by the War Production Board' s
Office of Production Research and Development, experimental wor k
on the application and performance of these glues was undertaken a t
the Forest Products Laboratory and at two commercial pilot plants ,
those of Gamble Bros ., Inc ., a t Louisville, Ky ., and Timber Structures ,
Inc ., at Seattle, Wash . Later the experimental work included simila r
studies on the more recently developed resorcinol resins . As a result ,
procedures were worked out for fabricating laminated members, the
bonding of which is capable of withstanding all exposures that th e
wood itself can withstand .

While the procedures for making glued laminated construction wer e
developing to the point where beams and other structural elements
could be made, it became increasingly apparent that additional re -
search was necessary to solve new problems relative to strength and
design. With the cooperation of the War Production Board and
industry, further work on the factors affecting strength was under -
taken at the Forest Products Laboratory . This work included the
testing of full-sized laminated beams and columns, to provide addi-
tional design data and information for technical phases of specifica-
tions . Factors investigated included the relative strength of member s
containing different types of end joints, the effect on strength of de-
fects in different laminations, the effect of varying the thickness o f
laminations, and like factors.

ADVANTAGES OF GLUED LAMINATED CONSTRUCTION

Advantages of glued laminated wood construction are many an d
significant. They include the following :

1 . Ease of fabricating large structural elements from standard com-
mercial sizes of lumber . Laminated arches have been erected that
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provide buildings with clear spans up to 170 feet, as have laminate d
beams of 80-foot span . Arches with sections as deep as 7 feet have
been projected .

2. Achievement of excellent architectural effects, and the possi-
bility of individualistic decorative styling in interiors .

3. Freedom from checks or other seasoning defects associated wit h
large one-piece wood members, in that the laminations are thin enough
to be readily seasoned before fabrication .

4. The opportunity of designing on the basis of the strength o f
seasoned wood, for dry service conditions, inasmuch as the individua l
laminations can be dried to provide members thoroughly seasoned
throughout .

5. The opportunity to design structural elements that vary in
cross section along their length in accordance with strength require-
ments .

6. The possible use of lower-grade material for less highly stresse d
laminations, without adversely affecting the structural integrity o f
the member .

7. The fabrication of large laminated structural members fro m
smaller pieces is increasingly adaptable to our future timber economy ,
when more of our lumber will come in smaller sizes from smaller tree s
and in lower grades .

Modern glues and gluing techniques provide both adequate and effec -
tive means of bonding laminations intro an assembly equal in strength
to a single-piece member of equivalent section . They may be selecte d
to provide a laminated assembly that is water-resistant or waterproo f
as conditions of use may dictate . An example is the use for ship
construction of laminated oak keels and stems fabricated with phenol -
resorcinol, resorcinol, or melamine glues . When properly glued,
laminated members maybe given preservative treatment by pressur e
methods much as solid timbers are treated, and thereby have . improved
resistance to decay when used under adverse conditions of exposure .
It is possible also to give the laminations preservative treatment prio r
to assembly .

Certain factors involved in the production of laminated timber s
are not encountered, however, in producing solid `timbers. A number
of these are :

1. The preparation of lumber for gluing and the gluing usually
raise the cost of the final laminated product above that of solid gree n
timbers .

2. For constructions in which green timbers are satisfactory, mor e
time is required to cut and season lumber and to do the laminating
than is required to cut solid green timbers .

3. Since the value of a laminated product depends upon the strengt h
of the glue joints, the laminating process requires special equipment ,
plant facilities, and fabricating skills not needed to produce solid
green timbers .

4. Because several extra fabricating operations are involved in
manufacturing laminated members, as compared with solid members ,
greater care must be exercised in each operation to insure a product
of high quality .

5. Large curved members are awkward to handle and ship by th e
usual carriers .

1.

r
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

One of the early applications of glued laminated construction i n
the United States was in the form of 3-hinged arches of approximately
46-foot span in a building at, the Forest Products Laboratory (fig .
1, A) . These arches were of variable cross section, tapering in dept h
toward the ridge of the roof and toward the base from a maximu m
at the knee. The knee was placed at the eaves, with an approximatel y
vertical leg, so that maximum utilization of space up to cave heigh t
was possible . Arches having this general shape. are also suitabl e
for gymnasiums (fig. 1, B) and industrial buildings, since they provid e
unobstructed floor area usable to a considerable height . An unusual
application of glued laminated arches is illustrated by figure 1, C .
Figure 2 shows laminated arches having an I section .

Glued laminated arches have found considerable acceptance i n
church construction . The pleasing architectural effects possible wit h
glued laminated arches are illustrated in figure 3 .

The form of support for the arch may be varied to suit the require-
ments imposed by the structure . Where interference above wal l
height is not critical, tied arches may be used for single spans (fig .
4, A) or for multiple spans (fig . 4, B) . Buttresses may also be used
for arch support .

Glued laminated curved rafters are now frequently used in far m
structures (figs . 5 and 6), particularly in barns . The rafters, ordi-
narily of relatively small size and spaced about 2 feet apart, are avail-
able from lumberyards and farm cooperatives in stock sizes for a
variety of spans . Members of this same general character are als o
used for small one-story industrial and commercial buildings .

Aircraft, hangars employing glued laminated arches of various form s
became fairly common (luring World War II . Such a hangar is illus-
trated in figure 7, A . In bowstring trusses, the curved upper chords ar e
frequently of glued laminated construction . Usually the lower chor d
and web members are of solid construction, but . in some cases bot h
upper and lower chords are laminated, as shown in figure 7, B .

Glued laminated structures in exterior applications are less com-
mon, but a number of bridge installations have been made on rail -
roads and highways . One such installation, involving laminate d
stringers, posts, and caps, is shown in figure 8, A . Figure 8, B, shows
a two-lane highway bridge supported by 4 glued laminated arches o f
103-foot span. The laminations were treated with a preservativ e
salt before being glued .

Boat and ship construction offers a promising field for the utilizatio n .
of glued laminated wood . During World War II, the shortage o f
white oak of proper quality and adequate size for keels, stems, frames ,
and other parts led to an intensive program of research . Laminated
keel-stem assemblies, such as are shown in figure 9, demonstrate d
adequate durability and considerably improved strength and stiffnes s
as compared with the mechanically joined assemblies commonly used .
Boat parts may be formed to various patterns, thus simplifyin g
assembly ; for example, bilge, stringers and ga,rboards may be formed
to a pattern involving compound curvature and twist. . Figure 1 0
shows laminated ship planking.
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FIGURE 1 .-A, Laminated arches span 46-foot-wide service building at Fores t
Products Laboratory ; B, laminated arches of 63-foot span in high school gym-
nasium at Darlington, Wis . ; C, laminated arches of varying span and shap e
for theater at Los-Angeles, Calif .
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FIGURE 2.-Laminated arches having an I section.
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FiruEI, 3.-A, Laminated arches in a chapel at Pasadena, Calif . ; B, lamigat,e d
arches combined with straight, solid members for architectural effect in churc h
at San Gabriel, Calif .
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FIGURE 4.-A, Glued laminated tied arches, single span, Beverly Hills, Calif. ;
B, laminated tied arches, multiple span, for warehouse at Los Angeles, Calif .
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FiruRE 5.-Laminated barn rafters (1% by 5% inches in cross section) continuou s
from foundation to peak . Spacing of rafters, 2 feet .

Illustrative of the large sizes and exacting uses possible with glue d
laminated construction are the dredge• spud pictured in figure 11, A ,
and the radar mast in figure 11, B . A number of such spuds, 30 by 3 0
inches in cross section and 85 feet long, have had extensive use in
dredging work on the Columbia. River. Illustrative also of large siz e
and exacting use are the 80-foot beams supporting the roof of a dy e
house in Portland, Oreg. This somewhat, unusual application o f
simple beams was dictated by the severe atmospheric condition s
within the building . The highly humid, acid atmosphere preclude d
the use of steel girders and trusses, or even of timber trusses wit h
steel bolts or connectors . because of the certainty of rapid corrosion .
Thus a wood beam glued with highly resistant . resorcinol glue provide d
a practical solution to the problem .

'line guides laminated with the grain of part of the lamination s
at an angle to the axis of the guide to provide greater wear resistance
have. seen service in experimental installations . Laminated spars
and spar flanges for wing spars of trainer and glider aircraft were use d
in large numbers during World War II . A laminated airplane pro-
pellor is shown in figure 12, A . Laminated cross arms (fig. 12, B) for
elect vie power lines have been used to some extent .
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FIGURE 6 .-Corn crib in which laminated rafters are used .

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

This publication is intended primarily as a guide to the fabrication
and design of glued laminated members of engineering structures ,
such as beams, arch ribs, and truss parts, although the fab- •
rication principles set forth are applicable to glued laminate d
articles of all types and sizes. Part I describes the properties .and
use characteristics of glues suitable for laminating structural woo d
products, the selection of the proper glue for the intended service ,
and the most common procedures for the laminating operation . Part
'II presents principles of design of laminated structural members . No
attempt is made to present methods of structural analysis excep t
where design details peculiar to wood or laminated wood structures
need discussion for completeness .
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FIGURE 7.-A, Hangar for aircraft at Hagerstown, Md ., showing 170-foot glue d
laminated arches in place ; B, bowstring trusses of 118-foot span, with glue d
laminated upper and lower chords, for sound stage of motion-picture set at
Hollywood, Calif . Side- and end-wall posts also of glued laminated construction .
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FIGURE 8.-A, Railway trestle of laminated southern yellow pine timbers ; stringers ,
posts, and caps glued with intermediate-temperature-setting phenol-resorcino l
resin and pressure-treated with'creosote . B, Loon Lake bridge, in Oregon, sup-
ported by four 103-foot-span glued laminated arches ; inner members 11 by 24 %8
inches in cross section, outer members 9 by 24% inches in cross section ; members
glued with phenol-resorcinol ; laminations pressure-treated with Wolman salt s
before gluing .
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FIGURE 9.-Glued laminated keel-stem assembly for boats .

M 69905 F
FIGURE 10.-Laminated 28-foot white oak ship planking glued with intermediate-

temperature-setting phenol-resorcinol resin . Individual laminations % inch
thick .

247040°	 54
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M80369F, M59204 F

FIGURE 11.-A, Glued laminated dredge spud, 30 by 30 inches in cross section
and 85 feet long ; B, laminated radar mast 9% inches in diameter, 36 feet long .

All design recommendations contained herein are dependent, upo n
the preparation of laminations and the selection of glue and curin g
techniques in accordance with accepted fabrication procedures that
assure adequate glue bonds . The provisions of this publication appl y
to any species of wood, but are limited to laminated members that ar e
prepared from lumber seasoner] in a thickness small enough to assur e
uniform drying without seasoning degrade.

Some fabricators have proposed the use of structural members con-
sisting of sheets of plywood glued together . Members so fabricate d
contain cross bands and thus do not come withinthe scope of thi s
publication . In such construction, it is impossible to have the di-
rection of grain coincide with that of the principal stress in more tha n
a part of the. volume of the member . Plywood can be used effectively ,
however, for the webs of beams, girders, and columns having solid or
laminated wood flanges .

There are innumerable combinations of features that are importan t
in laminating . such as wood of different species and densities, types o f
end joints and their placement in the assembly, . sizes of knots and
their location in the length and width of a lamination, and the positio n
of the lamination in the assembly . It is obviously impractical to
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FIGURE 12.-A, Laminated-wood fixed-pitch propeller ; B, laminated cross arm of
Douglas-fir glued with intermediate-temperature-setting phenol-resorcino l
resin .

determine by test the effects of all combinations of variables . In
setting up recommended practices, it has therefore been necessary t o
assume that findings from tests on a few species and on a few of th e
combinations of variables are generally applicable. Furthermore ,
some features of design and construction are recommended that have
not been studied experimentally . In such instances, the requirement s
are based on estimates, judgment, and such evidence from other test s
as appears to be applicable .



PART I. FABRICATION

PERFORMANCE REQUIRED OF GLUE JOINTS IN LAMINATE D
CONSTRUCTIO N

The glues in laminated wood products must have sufficient origina l
bonding strength and durability to enable the glued member to per -
form as a structural unit throughout its service life . The service lif e
of wood is usually determined by its resistance to decay and to other
causes of deterioration . Although the glue bond of a laminated produc t
must be equally resistant, to deterioration, any superior resistanc e
cannot be expected to extent the normal service life of the wood .
Glues used for bonding must, not damage or weaken the wood, an d
they should permit machining of the product without serious damag e
to surfacing equipment .

GLUED LAMINATED PRODUCTS FOR SERVICE UNDER NORMALLY DR Y
CONDITION S

Glued laminated wood used either in the construction of building s
or in equipment for use inside of buildings is usually protected fro m
exposure to moisture so that there is little danger of its deterioration
from decay or similar hazards . Under such conditions, the mechani-
cal strength of the wood and the glue joints determine the useful life o f
the product .

A glue should be as durable as the wood in the member to be suit -
able for use in permanent structures, and in most cases its bondin g
strength must: be as great as that of the wood in shear parallel to th e
grain and in tension across the grain. Some ordinarily dry exposure s
may involve temporary high-humidity conditions . When the mois-
ture content of laminated wood is temporarily raised higher than abou t
20 percent, bacteria, molds, or other decay organisms can cause de-
terioration of glues containing either protein or starch . It is desirable ,
therefore, that such glues be treated with preservatives to develop
some degree of resistance to the organisms. Under some exposure
conditions the glue must also be durable to heat .

GLUED LAMINATED PRODUCTS FOR SERVICE UNDER MOIST OR WE T
CONDITIONS, INCLUDING EXTERIOR EXPOSURE

Laminated products used under exterior exposure conditions, suc h
as bridges, boat framing, and implement parts, are subject to wide
variations in temperature, to drying and wetting, and even to soaking .
Generally, wood of high natural durability, or wood that has receive d
preservative treatment, is used for laminating such products, and th e
strength and durability of the glue bonds must equal that of the wood .
The glue, then, must possess high resistance to water, heat, molds ,
fungi, and sometimes to chemicals .
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PROPERTIES AND USE CHARACTERISTICS O F
WOODWORKING GLUES

Prior to the development of synthetic resins, the . glues (8, 27)' most ,
used in woodworking included the animal, vegetable-starch, casein ,
vegetable-protein, and blood-albumin types . In recent years, how-
ever, an increasing number of synthetic-resin glues have become avail-
able (9) . Their use has resulted in improved performance of man y
glued wood products and has facilitated the adaptation of glue d
products to new uses . Plywood for exterior uses, laminated woo d
for bridge timbers, ship keels, and other members for use under severe
service conditions are among those products .

Resin glues in most common use at present are the urea-formalde-
hyde and phenol-formaldehyde glues . Melamine and resorcinol -
resin glues are among the latest developments, and the use of resor-
cinol resins and phenol-resorcinol combinations is rapidly increasing ,
particularly for laminating . To a limited extent, emulsified vinyl-
ester resins are finding specialized use as woodworking glues . A num-
ber of special synthetic-resin glues have also been developed for th e
bonding of wood and wood products to metal, plastics, and othe r
materials .

With the exception of the vinyl-ester resins, the synthetic-resi n
glues that have been used for bonding wood to wood are classified as
thermosetting ; that is, the cured glues do not. soften appreciably
when exposed to temperatures that . are higher than the original set-
ting temperature. In general, any thermosetting glue can be made to
harden or cure more rapidly by raising the curing temperature an d
thus decreasing the length of time required under pressure . Thermo-
plastic resins, on the other hand, must first be heated to the point wher e
they flow and then usually be cooled under pressure . Subsequent
heating above the softening range will weaken them and permit joints
to open . Because of their tendency to flow at elevated temperature s
and to creep under sustained load, resins of this type are not recom-
mended for laminated structural wood members .

Thermosetting resin glues may be classified according to the tem-
perature required to cure them in a reasonable length of time .

Required temperature for satisfactory curing within practica lGlue classification :

	

time limit s
Hot-setting

	

	 Require higher temperatures than thos e
commonly attained in heated chambers ,
for which the maximum is about 210 ° F .

Intermediate - temperature- Require heating in excess of normal roo m
setting . temperatures (about 65° to 80° F .), but

do not require temperatures above 210° ,
the maximum that can ordinarily be at-
tained in heated chambers .

Room-temperature-setting_ _ _ _ Require no heating above normal room tem-
peratures (about 65° to 80° F .), but do
not cure satisfactorily at lower temper-
atures .

Cold-setting 4

	

	 Set or cure below normal workroom temper -
attires (minimum about 65° F .), and som e
may set satisfactorily at temperatures as
low as 32° .

3 Italic figures in parentheses refer to literature cited, page 145 .
4 This term is often misused in that certain glues are referred to as cold-settin g

that actually require at least 70° F. for satisfactory cure.
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This classification is made merely for convenience in discussing th e
glues and does not imply that every glue represented as belonging to
a certain class necessarily cures at every temperature within the range
given for the class. It has been established that an adhesive may
require different curing temperatures when used with different specie s
for the same type of construction . Therefore, certain glues may fall
under one classification when used with some species and unde r
another when used with other species . Also, when different time s
for curing are allowed, the temperature requirements may vary fro m
the range of one class to that of another .

Since blood-albumin, vegetable-protein, vegetable-starch, and
animal glues are not suitable for the gluing of laminated structura l
members, they are not discussed in this bulletin .

CASEIN GLUE S

Casein glue is classed as water-resistant because of its relatively
high resistance to moisture, compared with that of vegetable an d
animal glues . Its basic constituent is dried casein, which, combine d
with alkaline chemicals-usually lime and one or more sodium salts
is water-soluble . Prepared casein glue comes in powder form, and ,
when mixed with water in the correct proportions, is ready for use .
It sets as a result of chemical reaction and of loss of moisture to woo d
and air. Well-made casein glue joints will develop the full strength
of the wood, especially in softwood species (27), and will retain a
large part of their strength even when submerged in water for a fe w
days .

In laboratory tests of plywood continuously soaked in water ,
however, casein glue joints dropped in strength and ultimately faile d
completely . Casein glue (unpreserved) performed well in all test s
where protection from high humidity or direct wetting was afforded .
Under outdoor conditions, however, or where high humidities, eithe r
continuous or intermittent, were involved, casein glue joints failed .
Casein glue containing preservative showed greater resistance to hig h
humidities than unpreserved casein, but the preservative did no t
prevent destruction of the glue bonds under damp conditions. Con-
sequently, casein glue is not considered suitable for laminated mem-
bers intended for exterior use or for interior use where the moisture
content of the wood may . exceed about 20 percent for repeated o r
prolonged periods .

Casein glue joints have demonstrated good resistance to dry heat .
Results'of test exposures to temperatures as high as 158° F . for periods
up to 4 years have indicated that the glue bonds are about as resistant
as the wood to this type of exposure . Temperatures that char and
burn wood will cause decomposition of casein glue . Charred wood
exposed to fire, however, conducts heat to its interior very slowly, s o
that softening of casein glue joints takes place only next to the burning
wood. .

Mechanical spreaders are required for best control of the spread
and uniformity of application of casein glue, although it can be sprea d
on small areas by brush or serrated paddle . The glue spread required
depends in part upon the type of construction, species of wood, an d
length of assembly period . A spread of 60 to 90 pounds of wet glue
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per 1,000 square feet of joint area is usually adequate when 1 contact .
area of the joints is coated (single spreading), and of 75 to 110 pound s
when both contact areas are coated (double spreading) . The. maxi-
mum permissible dosed-assembly time for casein glue is usually abou t
30 minutes at 70 0 F. Assembly periods may vary somewhat, depend-
ing mainly upon the temperature of the room and wood, the moistur e
content of the wood, the. remaining working life of the glue, an d
whether spreading is single or double . Higher temperatures, ex-
tremely dry wood, and species of wood that readily absorb moisture
will reduce assembly time. Lower temperatures, moisture content i n
the upper permissible range (15 to 18 percent), double spreading, an d
freshly mixed glue will permit, the longest assembly periods . The
glue must still wet the wood and be sufficiently plastic to flow freel y
when the assembly is put under pressure .

Casein glue will set. at temperatures almost as low as the freezing
point of water ; but to develop strong joints at such temperatures it s
setting requires a period that varies from several days to several
weeks, according to the species glued and the moisture content of th e
wood . The wet strength developed at low temperatures may never
be so good as that developed at room temperatures . A pressing
period of 4 hours at 70° F . is considered the minimum for straigh t
members, and for curved members a somewhat longer period i s
desirable .

f_aluiug pressures of 100 to 200 pounds per square inch are sa•tis-
factury for low-density hardwoods and softwood species, such a s
Douglas-fir and southern yellow pile . Pressures of 150 to 25() pounds
are recoimneuded for species of . higher densities . Glue lines produced
with these pressures on well-surfaced laminations are relatively thi n
and strong. However, when thin glue lines of good strength can b e
produced uniformly with pressures below the foregoing ranges, suc h
pressure will be adequate . Thick glue lines indicate low gluing
pressure and usually are weaker . After removal of pressure, a con-
ditioning period of about a week at room temperature is required for
development of maximum joint strength .

Casein glue will produce adequate bonds with wood that has a
moisture content within the range of about 2to 18 percent . A range
of f to 12 percent, however, is usually preferred, because it approx-
imat es the moisture content of the glued member in service . It is
also desirable that all laminations for one assembly be of approximatel y
the same moisture content (allowable differences between boards up
to 5 percentage points) to avoid unequal shrinking or swelling as th e
moisture content equalizes in service .

Casein glue, in general, has a storage life of a year or more when kept
dry. Its working life varies with the different formulations, but i s
usually at least 5 hours at 70° to 75° F .

To assure high quality, casein glue should meet the requirements o f
of Federal Specification C-G-456,5 and mold-resistant casein glu e
should pass the performance tests of United States Air Force Speci -
fication No . 14122 . 6

5 Obtainable from the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printin g
Office, Washington, D. C .

e Obtainable from the Air Materiel Command, U . S. Air Force, Wright-Patter-
son Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio .
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Urea resins are available both as dry powders and in water as soli d
suspensions that' ordinarily form 60 to 70 percent of the mixture b y
weight. The powder forms are prepared for use by mixing with wate r
to produce suspensions of approximately these concentrations . The
powdered glues usually contain ,some filler, for which walnut-shell
flour and wood flour are most commonly used, and mixing directions
for the liquid glues normally call for the addition of some filler to im-
prove their working properties . For certain types of plywood, ure a
resins are extended with rye or wheat flour, primarily to lower cost ,
but the resistance of the glue to water and to attack by micro-organism s
is thereby reduced., Although high . joint strengths can be obtained in
hot-press plywood with extended ureas, the value of extended glue s
for laminating lumber has not been established .

Some. urea-resin glues are formulated to set at room temperature,
with a catalyst (sometimes called' hardener) either incorporated wit h
the resin powder or added during mixing . Other formulations serve
either for room-temperature-setting or hot-setting operation, depend-
ing -upon the amount and type of catalyst . In general, powdered
urea-resin glues with a separate catalyst have longer storage lives tha n
do the liquid resins or the powdered urea resins in which catalysts ar e
incorporated. The storage life of powdered urea,,resins with a cata-
lyst incorporated is usually at least .1 year when kept dry in
closed containers at room temperature . Those having a separate
catalyst generally are usable somewhat . longer. The storage life' of
liquid urea resins is usually from 2 to 3 months at 70° to 75° F .
: All urea-resin glues are acid in •reaction, and the room-temperature-
setting glues are more strongly acid than the hot-setting glues . Cur-
rent specifications limit the acidity of these glues . Since hot-settin g
glues have found little application in laminating lumber for structural
use, the discussion in the three following paragraphs is mainly con -
fined to room-temperature-setting urea resins, and the statements d o
not necessarily apply to hot-setting ureas .

Urea-resin glue joints in most woods are highly water-resistant a t
ordinary temperatures . Tests on birch plywood have shown tha t
glue joints of this type retain reasonably good strength values after
several years of continuous soaking in cold water . These glues, how-
ever, are low in durability under conditions involving high tempera-
tures, and especially combinations of high temperatures and high
relative humidities . Exposures of birch plywood have shown tha t

-limited weakening of urea-resin glue joints occurs under dry conditions
at 80° F . and more rapid weakening at 160°, and that the rate o f
strength foss is accelerated at high relative' humidities . Delamination
usually occurs rapidly in boiling water ; and when exposed -to fire ,
urea-resin-bonded joints delaminate as high temperatures . char the
adjacent wood .

Although highly resistant to continuous soaking when used to glu e
yellow birch in the form of veneer, room-temperature-setting ure a
resins have performed unsatisfactorily in laboratory water-exposur e
tests when used to glue certOn other woods, including white oak and
Douglas-fr in the form of heavy laminations . These results are con-
firmed by reports of partial delarnination of experimental white oak
laminated ship keels within 0 months when exposed to salt water: ,
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Laminated red oak truck sills, glued with urea resins and exposed t o
the weather, also developed considerable delamination during a period
of 12 months .

In low-density species, well-made urea-resin glue joints can b e
expected to give good performance fors many years under norma l
humidity and temperature conditions . In one exposure test, urea• glu e
joints in laminated Douglas-fir and southern yellow pine beam s
exposed under a roof in an open shed in Wisconsin, showed high join t
strength and high wood failures after 8 years .

Some urea-resin glues have been formulated primarily to improv e
the resistance of glue joints to high temperatures or to a . combination
of high temperatures and moisture . These glues may be combination s
of urea resin with melamine resin or resorcinol and are referred to as
"fortified" or "modified." These special urea-resin glues appear t o
be somewhat more resistant to deterioration at, high temperatures
than either the room-temperature-setting or hot-setting urea resins ,
and exposure tests have indicated that. they offer some improvemen t
in their resistance to high humidity .

The working life of the mixed glue depends upon the temperature
of the glue and varies with the different• formulations, but it is usuall y
within the range of 2 to ti hours at ordinary room temperatures . To
Increase the working life of these glues during hot weather, the glu e
container ma r be kept in cold water to maintain the temperature o f
the. glue at about 70° F .

The quantity of glue required may vary somewhat, depending o n
the species glued and the type of construction, hut, it, should usuall y
he within the range of 45 to 65 pounds per 1,000 square feet of joint
area. Rubber-roll spreaders are the most. satisfactory means for
applying the glue . The maximum permissible assembly time i s
usually about 20 minutes at . 70° F ., but this will vary according to th e
temperature of the room and wood, the moisture content of the wood ,
and the remaining working life, of the glue . When lumber is laminate d
wi t h urea resin, hest results are obtained with the wood at a moistur e
content between S. and 12 percent., but strong bonds can be obtained
between 7 and 15 percent . Urea glues often behave unsatisfactoril y
on wood that . is below 6 percent in moisture content . Pressure
requirements are in general the same as for casein glues, with 100 to
200 pounds per square inch recommended for most softwood species
and 150 to 250 pounds for hardwood species .

rrea-resin glues formulated for hot-pressing generally set at, tem-
peratures within the range of 220° to 260° F . The rate of setting o f
urea. resins that cure at room temperatures is reasonably rapid at a
temperature of 75° (I,) . At. this temperature, the pressure can usually
be removed after 4 hours when gluing thin straight pieces, and after
5 to 8 hours when gluing heavy or curved pieces . At higher tem-
peratures, the setting is appreciably accelerated ; at. lower tempera-
tures, the setting is retarded, and there is little or no development o f
water resistance . Consequently, setting temperatures below 70° ar e
not recommended for urea-resin glues .

At room temperatures, a conditioning period of 1 week is usuall y
required for development, of maximum joint strength and, particularly ,
of maximum wet strength .

Federal Specification C-G-496 sets forth requirements for high-
q uality urea-resin glues .
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PHENOL-FORMALDEHYDE RESIN GLUE S

The phenol-formaldehyde glues may be classified, on the basis o f
setting-temperature requirements, as hot-setting and intermediate-
temperature-setting glues . Phenol-resin glues are formed by the
reaction of phenol or cresol with formaldehyde. For the production
of woodworking glues, the reaction is stopped at an intermediate stage ,
and the product is then marketed in the forms of a film with pape r
base, a dry powder, or a suspension of resin in water-alcohol mixtures
or other solvents . After the resin in either film or liquid form ha s
been applied to the surfaces to be glued, the setting reaction i s
completed by the application of heat .

As a class, phenol-resin glue joints are extremely durable over a
wide range of moisture and temperature conditions. They are not
attacked by micro-organisms and are highly durable under such
adverse conditions as continuous soaking in fresh or salt water, con-
tinuous exposure at high humidity, cyclic exposures involving wettin g
and drying, and exposure to high temperature at low and at hig h
humidities . In exposures to fire, phenol-resin glue bonds are fully a s
resistant to charring and deterioration as the wood . The glues do
not afford an appreciable protection to the adjacent wood, however ,
and for this reason wood products glued with phenol resins should b e
considered no more fire-, decay-, or insect-resistant . than unglued woo d
of the same species. Thoroughly cured phenol-resin glue joints als o
are highly resistant to the action of various solvents, oils, wood pre-
servatives, and fire-retardant chemicals . In general, hot-press phenol -
resin glue joints properly glued and cured are as durable as the wood .

HOT-SETTING AND ACID-CATALYZED PHENOL-RESIN GLUE S

Most hot-setting phenol-resin glues are alkaline in reaction an d
are available in film, powder, or liquid forms. When the glue is spread
as a liquid, pressing may be done immediately, or, in some cases ,
delayed several days. Platen temperatures for gluing with hot-set-
ting phenol-resin glues of either film or liquid form in the usual hot -
press operation are normally from 240° to 320° F . Due to the high-
curing-temperature requirement, these glues are not well adapted fo r
laminating lumber . They have been used, however, for nearly 1 5
years in this country for producing highly water-resistant (exterior-
type) hot pressed plywood, and the excellent performance of suc h
glue joints under exposures involving moisture and heat indicate s
what may be expected of phenolic-type glues .

Some phenol-resin glues have been formulated to set at interme-
diate to low temperatures by use of acid catalysts . Their use, how-
ever, has not been nearly so extensive as the hot-press phenols .

Weathering tests and cyclic soaking-drying tests on white oa k
glued with highly acid intermediate-temperature-setting phenols ,
cured at elevated temperatures, indicate that the glue damages th e
wood adjacent to the glue lines, causing reduced strength and shallo w
wood failures . Acid damage has also been observed in yellow birch
plywood and hard maple block joints . Recently, acid-catalyze d
phenols have been offered that are supposed to be an improvement
over older formulations of these glues, but not much information i s
available on their durability . Highly alkaline phenol-resin glues have
not been offered for laminating purposes.
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INTERMEDIATE-TEMPERATURE-SETTING PHENOL-RESORCINOL RESIN GLUE S

Several phenol-resorcinol resin combinations set, at substantiall y
lower temperatures than those required for hot-setting phenols . These
glues are generally made by combining resorcinol resin with pheno l
resin in various proportions and are marketed in liquid form, usuall y
with a separate hardener that is mixed with the resin prior to use .
A filler, commonly walnut-shell flour, often is added with the hard-
ener. Most of these modified glues are nearly neutral or slightl y
alkaline in reaction. They cure at temperatures of about 80° t o
200° F., depending on the particular formulation, the time allowe d
for setting, the species of wood glued, and the type of construction .

The durability of well-made phenol-resorcinol resin glue joints ,
based on 8 years of experience, appears to be essentially equal to tha t
of hot-press phenol-resin glue joints .

Glues of the phenol-resorcinol combination type have a relativel y
short storage life, often only 2 to 6 months, but sometimes as much
as a year, at ordinary room temperature, depending on their specifi c
formulation, but cold storage (30° to 50° F .) prolongs their usefu l
life . They should be kept in airtight containers to avoid loss of sol-
vent .

The usual working life of these glues is between 2 and 8 hours a t
75° F . Maximum assembly periods vary considerably among them ,
but 1 to 2 hours of closed assembly at 75° F . is usual. The amount
of glue spread required depends on the species of wood used and th e
type of construction . When laminating heavy members of dense ,
porous woods, such as oak, spreads of about 60 pounds per 1,00 0
square. feet of glue-joint area are usually satisfactory . With lower-
density species, such as Douglas-fir, a glue spread of 40 to 50 pound s
is usually adequate . The use of rubber-roll spreaders is recom-
mended . These glues satisfactorily bond wood at . moisture conten t
values ranging from 6 to 17 percent, and the preferable moistur e
content within this range would be determined by the service condi-
tions to which the laminated member would be exposed .

The curing requirements for these glues vary with the species o f
wood used, the type of material glued, and the service conditions to
which the product may be exposed. For such severe uses as ship
timbers, a curing period of as much as 10 hours at a temperature a s
high as 190° F . at the innermost glue line is sometimes necessary fo r
white oak ; and a 20-hour period at 110° for southern yellow pine and
a 20-hour period at 80° for Douglas-fir are adequate with some of thes e
glues . A somewhat. higher temperature or longer curing time may b e
necessary for curved members of southern yellow pine and Douglas-fir ,
and in no case should the clamps be removed until the glue squeeze-ou t
is set hard . Gluing pressure of 100 to 200 pounds per square inch is
adequate for low-density hardwoods and most softwood species .
When gluing dense woods, pressures of 150 to 250 pounds are generally
recommended .

If high temperatures, such as 190° F . or greater, are used in curing ,
conditioning after removal of pressure need not extend beyond com-
plete cooling of the members . When temperatures only slightly
above room temperature are used, conditioning for approximately 1
week is recommended, .
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Military Specification MIL-A-397 sets forth requirements for high -
quality intermediate-temperature-setting phenol and phenol-resor-
cinol resin glues .

RESORCINOL-FORMALDEHYDE RESIN GLUE S

Resorcinol-formaldehyde resin glues have a combination of the
moderate-temperature curing requirements of the urea resins and th e
high-quality and durability characteristics of the phenol resins . These
resins are produced by the reaction of resorcinol with formaldehyd e
and are marketed as liquids consisting of partly polymerized resin in a
water-alcohol solution . The solids content of the solution is usuall y
about 60 percent. by weight. . The glue is dark red and makes dar k
joints when set . A hardener, usually paraformaldehyde but some -
times formalin, and a filler, commonly walnut-shell flour, are mixe d
with the resin prior to use . In most cases, a mixture of hardener an d
filler is furnished by the manufacturer . Both resin and hardener may
be stored for a year or more at ordinary room temperatures when kep t
in airtight containers .

The resorcinol glues are of rather recent development, and extende d
service records on their performance are not available . However, test
data covering a period of about 8 years for some of them indicate that ,
when properly cured, they compare favorably with phenols in resist-
ance to moisture, high temperatures, chemicals, and micro-organisms .

Like the intermediate-temperature-setting phenol-resorcinols, thes e
glues produce a satisfactory bond on wood at a moisture conten t
ranging from 6 to 17 percent, but the preferable moisture conten t
within this range is that expected for the laminated member under th e
service conditions to which it will be exposed .

The working life of resorcinol adhesives varies for the differen t
glues, but is usually from 2 to 5 hours at 70° to 75° F . and is con-
siderably reduced as the temperature increases . Assembly period s
also vary for the different glues, according to the temperature and t o
the type of assembly, whether open or closed . At 75°, with the glue
applied to both surfaces to be joined, open-assembly periods of 15 t o
30 minutes or closed-assembly periods of 1 to 2 hours are usuall y
permissible. When only 1 joining surface is spread with glue, th e
permissible assembly periods are considerably reduced, and approxi-
mately 15 minutes in open assembly or about 50 minutes in close d
assembly is satisfactory with some glues ; but with certain resorcino l
glues the maximum permissible open-assembly period may be as shor t
as 12 minutes . Very short closed-assembly periods, less than 1 0
minutes, often are not so satisfactory as somewhat longer ones ; and
for very exacting uses, such as laminating oak ship frames and keels ,
manufacturers often recommend a minimum of 10 to 25 minutes .
Glue spreads and pressure requirements are similar to those recom-
mended for intermediate-temperature-setting phenol-resorcinol resi n
glues, although somewhat. higher spreads and lower pressures are some-
times recommended by the manufacturers .

Resorcinol glues are very . nearly neutral in reaction. They will
cure at temperatures of 70° to 80° F . ; and when used with soft -
textured woods, temperatures as low as 40° develop joint strength s
equal to the strength of the wood when relatively long pressing periods
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(several days to several weeks) are used . Temperatures higher tha n
room temperatures are recommended, however, when gluing heav y
laminated members of such dense species as white oak for use unde r
severe exposures . Tests on laminated members for ship timbers an d
other exterior uses show that, for several of the resorcinol glues ,
curing for as long as 10 hours at a glue-line temperature of 140° wit h
white oak and 10 hours at 80° with southern yellow pine and Douglas -
fir, with at least 1 week .of additional conditioning, produces glu e
joints that are highly resistant to delamination under severe exposure
conditions .

In light constructions intended for less severe exposures where a
curing temperature of 75° F. would be adequate, pressure should b e
maintained for 4 to 8 hours. The full joint strength is not, however ,
developed in this period, and a conditioning period of 3 to 6 days .
should be allowed before the joints are highly stressed .

Military Specification MIL-A-397 sets forth the requirements fo r
high-quality resorcinol-resin glues .

MELAMINE-FORMALDEHYDE RESIN GLUES

Melamine-formaldehyde resin glues are produced by the reactio n
of melamine and formaldehyde and are available either as hot-settin g
or intermediate-temperature-setting types . Most of she melamine-
resin glues are marketed a.s powders and are prepared fo . ' use by mixing
with water. Sometimes a hardener and a filler, usually walnut-shel l
flour, are added . The melamine resins are almost white, but the addi-
tion of filler usually gives them some color . Concentrations of the
glue mixtures when ready for use are generally within the range o f
60 to 70 percent of solids by weight, or about the same as for mos t
other resin glues when ready for spreading .

The melamine-resin glues are of relatively recent development ,
but test data accumulated over the last 8 years indicate that the dura-
bility of their joints, when set at about 190° F ., is similar to that o f
joints made with phenolic resins . Well-made melamine glue joint s
show excellent resistance to micro-organisms, weathering, high tem-
peratures, high relative humidities, continuous soaking, cyclic soakin g
and drying, and to oils and most chemicals, including wood preserva-
tives and fire retardants . Some intermediate-temperature-settin g
melamine resins have been formulated recently to set at lower tem-
peratures by the use of acid catalysts . Test data show that th e
durability of these resins is somewhat inferior to that of melamin e
resins requiring higher curing temperatures .

With some exceptions, the use characteristics of melamine glues are
'Similar to those of the phenol glues . When kept in closed container s
'under dry and cool conditions . the melamines usually have a storag e
life- of 6 months to a year or more .. The working life of these adhesive s
ranges from 2 to 36 hours at ordinary room temperatures, dependin g
on the catalyst used with them . The moisture content of wood
appears to be somewhat more critical with melamine than wit h

. ,phenolic-type glues, but satisfactory results' are usually obtaine d
•within the range of 7 to 15 percent . Most of the melamine glues ar e
not critical with respect to assembly periods, but where curved mem-
bers are glued, clamping must be completed before the glue becomes
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too tacky to permit free slippage of the laminations . Glue-spread
and pressure requirements are similar to those for phenol- and resorci -
nol-resin glues .

The melamine glues cure at about the same temperatures as the
intermediate-temperature-setting phenol-resorcinols, although when
used with softwoods, such as Douglas-fir and southern yellow pine ,
'somewhat higher temperatures may be required for the, melamines .
To laminate white oak for exterior service with certain melamin e
resins, a cure of 10 hours at 190° F . has been found adequate. With
southern yellow pine and Douglas-fir, a temperature of 140° for 1 0
hours is satisfactory .

	

-
Most melamine glues are difficult to remove from gluing equipmen t

if water alone is used for cleaning . Cleaning of mixers and spreaders
is readily facilitated, however, by use of dilute acetic acid . Soapsud s
or 30-percent calcium chloride solution have also been recommended .

Military Specification MIL-A-397 sets forth the requirements fo r
high-quality melamine-resin glues .

SELECTION OF GLUES FOR LAMINATIN G

The properties and use characteristics of various types of glue dis-
cussed in the preceding pages should serve as a guide to the user i n
his choice of adhesive for specific purposes . For convenient reference ,
the general use characteristics of the different types of glues are sum-
marized in table 1 . Certain types of glues may be used under an y
exposure for which wood is a suitable material, while other types ar e
adequate only under limited exposure or where protection from th e
elements is provided .

For laminated members that are protected from appreciabl e
amounts of moisture and high relative humidity, casein or urea-resin
glues might serve well . If the joints never become wet, the casein glue
may prove to be more durable than the urea . . Urea resins should not
be used if exposures to temperatures appreciably higher than room
temperatures are expected . As previously indicated, their long-tim e
durability at ordinary temperatures and relative humidities has no t
been fully established-a fact that makes their suitability, for perma-
nent structures somewhat uncertain, especially if used with dens e
hardwoods. Where atmospheric conditions are such that the moistur e
content of the wood exceeds 20 percent, neither casein nor urea-resi n
glue is recommended .

For continuous immersion in water or intermittent wetting an d
drying, as outdoors or in buidings where high humidities are en -
countered for a considerable time, highly water-resistant resin ad-
hesives, such as phenol-resorcinol, resorcinol,- or melamine glues ,
should be used . Within this group, choice will depend on the typ e
most readily available, storage life required, curing facilities, conven-
ience of use, and cost .

	

.
Intermediate-temperature-setting phenol-resorcinols have a rela-

tively short storage life at ordinary room temperatures and requir e
considerable heat for curing . . The resorcinols have long storage lif e
and for many purposes, cure adequately at 70° to 80° F . The cost
of the resorcinol glues is at present considerably higher than that o f
the phenol-resorcinols . The me.la.mines have a reasonably long stor-
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age life and requi re about the same cure as some of the phenol-
resorcinols, but they are not. so convenient to use as resorcinols or som e
phenol-resorcinols because cleaning of gluing equipment is mor e
difficult .

SELECTION AND PREPARATION OF LUMBER FO R
LAMINATING

Lumber used in fabricating a laminated member must . be properly
selected and adequately prepared for gluing . It is essential to giv e
attention to the intended use of the laminated product, the strength ,
durability, and gluing properties of the species, the dryness of th e
wood, and the quality of the machined surfaces to be glued . It, is also
necessary to consider defects that may impair the quality of the bond ,
interfere with bending laminations to the desired shape, or otherwis e
reduce the serviceability of the finished product . Sometimes it i s
necessary also to consider the appearance of the finished membe r
when selecting the lumber.

SPECIES AND QUALITY

The gluability of various species of wood under favorable gluin g
conditions is shown in figure 13 (3, 27) . Block-shear test, values show
that glue joints of high strength, comparable to the shear strength o f
the wood, can be produced in most commercial species of wood wit h
casein and synthetic-resin glues . Wood-failure values of approxi-
mately 100 percent can be obtained with most softwoods. Casein slue
bonds fail to develop high wood-failure values on dense, strong hard -
wood species, while synthetic, resins generally show moderately hig h
values for these species . Glues, however, are generally chosen on th e
basis of their durability under service . conditions .

Softwood species, principally southern yellow pine and Douglas-fir ,
have been used largely in the Iarninating of members such as arches ,
beams, and chords for trusses, because of the more favorable cost an d
availability of the lumber and the ability of these species to mee t
strength requirements . Boat: timbers, on the other hand, are often
made of white oak because it is durable under wet exposures . (.)ther
species can also be used when their mechanical and physical properties
are suited to the purpose .

Severely curved parts of high-strength laminated members gen-
erally require clear and straight-grained wood, free of sizeable defects ,
in order that, the laminations may be bent to the desired curvatur e
without breaking. Defects such as large holes, knots, and decay re -
duce, the effective glue-joint area . Surfaces containing pitch, cross
grain, and knots do not glue so well as clear wood . Such material
must. be limited in accordance with the strength requirements of th e
product .

Sapwood is as durable as heartwood under continuously dry condi-
tions. However, under conditions developing more than 20-percent
moisture content, sapwood of even the durable species is readily sus-
ceptible to attack by wood-destroying fungi and often by insects . On
the other hand, sapwood of most species used in laminating takes
preservative treatment readily .
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t
FIGURE 13.-Results of joint-strength tests for various woods glued with casein ,

urea resin, resorcinol resin, and intermediate-temperature phenol-resorcinol
resin glues .
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SEASONING AND MOISTURE CONTENT OF LUMBE R

The moisture content of lumber at the time of gluing is of grea t
importance in the fabrication of laminated products . The desirable
moisture content in the lumber is that which will produce strong glu e
joints and, as nearly as practicable, approximate the average moistur e
content the laminated product will attain in service. All the lami-
nating glues described in this report will produce strong bonds whe n
the wood has a moisture content between 7 and 15 percent, and a fe w
bond satisfactorily even when the moisture content is slightly abov e
or below this range . Serious changes in moisture content after gluin g
will result in shrinking or swelling of the wood, and stresses ma y
develop in both glue joint and wood that will cause checking in th e
wood or along the glue line .

In general, it is desirable to produce the laminated member at a
slightly lower moisture content than that expected in service, an d
thereby avoid not only surface drying in use but a serious change i n
the entire member . Wood used in the interior of dry, heated build-
ings throughout the United States has been found generally to have a
moisture content varying from 6 to 11 percent according to the seaso n
and location . The moisture content of wood in normally dry, un-
heated buildings is somewhat higher, probably from 8 to 14 percent ,
and in extreme cases may be higher.

A moisture content level of between 8 and 10 percent at the time o f
gluing is considered satisfactory for laminated members intended fo r
normal interior use . Members produced at a moisture content o f
12 to 15 percent will dry out to some extent in such service, and som e
surface checking can be expected . In moist, wet, and exterior ex-
posures, laminated members may develop higher moisture conten t
values than the maximum at which good glue bonds can be produced .
Consequently, lumber with a moisture content range of 12 to 1 5
percent is desirable for such gluing . Members glued at 8 to 10 percen t
will show an appreciable increase in moisture content if used i n
exterior service .

The uniformity of moisture content between the laminations of an y
one assembly, and throughout the cross section of each board, is als o
Important . If adjacent laminations differ widely in moisture conten t
at the time of gluing, subsequent moisture equalization will caus e
them to swell or shrink unequally, with consequent development o f
stresses in the glue line, possible separation of laminations, and dis-
tortion of the finished member . A range in percent of moisture con -
tent of not more than 5 (for example, 6 to 11 percent or 10 to 15 per
cent) between laminations in a single assembly is recommended .
Stresses will also be created if the interior part of any one board
differs greatly in moisture content from the outer part or shell (fig . 14) ,
and it is recommended that such differences in percent not exceed 5 .

The most practical method of seasoning. lumber to these moisture-
content requirements is by kiln drying, which lends itself to contro l
of humidity and the final dryness of the stock (24), Air-dried lumbe r
is equally suitable when it meets these limitations on moisture conten t
(16)

The moisture content of the lumber should be determined befor e
machining operations are begun, by selecting sufficient random samples
to insure that the entire lot of stock meets the moisture content
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FIGenE 14.-Jlethods of cutting sections from lumber for moisture-content and
moisture-distribution determinations .

requirements. Determinations should be made of the moisture con -
tent of individual boards and for uniformity between the shell an d
core . Such determinations will normally have been made in connec-
tion with the kiln-drying operations, but a check should be mad e
immediately prior to laminating .

The most accurate means of determining moisture content o f
untreated wood is by the oven-drying method . Electrical moisture
meters (2), although less accurate, are very useful, since with them
measurements can be made more rapidly than by oven methods ,
which require several hours . The resistance type of electrical mois-
ture meter is generally limited in application t,o moisture content
values ranging between 7 and 25 percent and cannot be used depend -
ably on lumber dried below this range . These meters are useful for
spot checking untreated lumber at the laminating operation, wher e
their frequent use is recommended . The moisture content of lumber
treated with preservative salts can usually be determined by oven
drying, but special methods are required for lumber treated with oil -
borne preservatives .

STORAGE OF LUMBER

Since it is desirable to have lumber for laminating uniformly dry
at the time of gluing, it is necessary that conditions of storage follow-
ing drying be such that there will be no appreciable change in it s
moisture content (17, 18) . Bulk piling affords additional protectio n
to the lumber from moisture changes, except at the surfaces of th e
pile, If the dry lumber is to be stored for a long time, control of the
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humidity in the storage rooms is helpful . Ordinarily, it is satisfactory
to keep the lumber well protected from the weather and to use i t
promptly .

If lumber is taken from unheated storage during cold weather, it i s
desirable to allow it to warm up to approximate room condition s
before spreading glue on it .. Gluing of cold lumber may seriousl y
retard the curing of certain types of glues, especially room-tempera-
ture-setting ones . The time required for -planing the lumber may no t
be sufficient to allow it to warm up enough .

ROUGH SURFACIN G

Preliminary rough surfacing of the lumber to be used for gluing ,
although not always necessary, helps to obtain uniform thickness of
laminations in the final surfacing . The use of a rough planer is als o
sometimes desirable as a first step in the machining and sorting o f
lumber of variable thickness . In hardwoods, particularly, this opera-
tion will help to disclose natural and seasoning defects, aid in segrega-
tion of the wood according to grain, sapwood, and heartwood, and
greatly facilitate the. elimination of undesirable pieces . Rough planin g
reduces stock to an approximately uniform thickness that is an ad -
vantage in later ripping and resurfacing . In order to keep the lumbe r
flat and to avoid unbalancing any seasoning stresses that may be i n
the lumber, rough planing should be done on both faces, with remova l
of an equal amount of wood from each . Double surfacers are con-
venient for this operation . Rough surfacing, or "blanking," of th e
lumber may be done at any time, even well in advance of the lami-
nating, since resurfacing will be required before gluing .

CUTTING OUT DEFECT S

The operation of cutting out defects involves crosscutting an d
ripping . This is often clone at the sawmill, so that the finishe d
boards can be used as graded without further cutting out of defects ;
for example, pine and fir lumber of relatively long lengths may b e
available in suitable grades . In other cases, as with most hardwoods ,
only short lengths can usually be cut from available, lumber, an d
further cutting is necessary at the laminating plant to produce clea r
grades .

The layout and facilities at the plant will determine the sequerc e
of the crosscutting and ripping operations to obtain stock of th e
required grade and to reduce it to the lengths and widths needed .

SELECTION FOR GRAI N

In the seasoning process, flat-grain or plain-sawed lumber shrink s
more in width than vertical-grain or quarter-sawed lumber of equal
size. The same relationship applies when changes in moisture con -
tent take place after the laminated product is placed in service . For
example, a 10-inch-wide fiat-grain board of white oak having a mois-
ture content of 8 percent will swell about 0 .35 inch when its moisture
content is raised to 18 percent, while a similar vertical-grain board
will swell only about 0 .21 inch. This difference in expansion, which
can result in severe stress on the glue line in a laminated member
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exposed to exterior conditions, can be minimized by segregating th e
stock into quarter-sawed and . plain-sawed lots. Lumber with growth
rings predominantly at an angle of 45° or more to the face of th e
board may be classified as quarter-sawed, and that with growth rings
at an angle of less than 45° as plain-sawed . With dense hardwood s
it is advantageous to keep these groups segregated in all subsequen t
operations and not to mix the two classes in any single laminate d
assembly. This segregation may be done at any time prior to edge -
or end-joint gluing, or to final surfacing .

In softwood species the stresses due to shrinking and swelling ar e
lower than in the dense hardwoods, and segregation for grain may no t
be necessary for most uses, including exterior service . Some surface
coating is recommended to reduce the rate of moisture change, an d
thus the stresses that cause checking .

Laminating glues will bond plain-sawed and quarter-sawed lumbe r
equally well, so that, the segregation for grain in dense hardwood
species is recommended primarily to reduce the subsequent develop-
ment of stresses in members subject to severe moisture changes . In
normally dry interior use, the moisture changes are usually too small
to require segregation of grain .

CUTTING LAMINATING STOCK

In preparing stock for laminating, it is sometimes important tha t
narrow pieces used to produce a lamination the full width of th e
member be edge glued to increase strength properties. Edge gluing
is also important. because open edge joints may induce further check-
ing and splitting and constitute a• decay hazard in damp or exterio r
service. Where the added strength. is not required, edge gluing would
not be necessary in members used tinder normally dry conditions .

When it• is necessary that. laminations be of one piece in width, and
lumber of the required width is not available, the full width may be ob-
tained by edge gluing strips or boards of the desired quality . In prepar-
ing lumber for edge gluing, proper machining of the edges is necessary t o
enable the production of joints of maximum strength . The machined
edge should be square and straight to permit a tight fit of the wood
surfaces. Certain types of tongue-and-groove joints have often bee n
used t,o obtain lurnber of a desired width . The advantage of the
tongue-and-groove cutting is mainly in facilitating alinement ., bu t
these joints involve greater loss of material, require special equipmen t
for their preparation, and usually offer less effective gluing surface than
do plain joints.

Machining with a cutter head, either in a jointer or a molder, pro-
duces the best gluing surfaces . A disadvantage of edge jointers is th e
difficulty of obtaining a perfectly straight edge for the full length of th e
strip . Saws are also used to prepare edges of lumber for gluing, and i n
many cases are satisfactory, especially where glued joints are required
merely Co permit, handling laminations as units during the gluin g
assembly . For best results in gluing sawed edges, the ripsaw must be
in first-class condition, the chain ways true, and the saw round an d
jointed. Machined surfaces produced by cutter heads properly
equipped with sharp knives have been found superior to sawed edge s
for gluing purposes, especially in the dense hardwood species .
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When ripping stock preparatory to edge gluing, it has been foun d
practical to select a number of standard widths in order to confor m
to requirements for the spacing of edge joints in the laminated assem-
bly . For example, if nominal 1-inch hardwood lumber is being pre -
pared for an 8-inch-wide member, the proportion of 8-inch stock i s
likely to be small . The narrowest piece practical for edge gluing woul d
probably be about 1% inches . A number of width combinations coul d
be edge glued to meet the requirements . The following combination s
of widths in inches serve as an example : 3, 2, 3 ; 2, 4, 2 ; 5, 3 ; 1%, 5, 1% ;
2'/2 , 3, 2% ; 4, 4 ; and 132, 4, 2% . If the specifications require a minimum
spacing of % inch between glued edge joints in adjacent laminations ,
laminations can be assembled in the sequence indicated . In other
cases, the spacing of edge joints in the finished product may not b e
critical, and miscellaneous mixed widths may be acceptable for edg e
gluing . It is advantageous to have all laminations that are to b e
glued into an assembly of the same width at any given section in order
to permit easier alinement of the laminations and to distribute gluin g
pressure more uniformly . Any method of cutting to width is satis-
factory, as long as uniform width is obtained .

It is often necessary in laminating operations to produce full-lengt h
laminations by end-jointing short boards for the purpose of obtainin g
better utilization of raw material, for building into the assembly th e
required grade, quality, and strength properties, or sometimes merely t o
enable handling each full-length lamination in one piece. Various
kinds of glued end joints are used for this purpose (fig . 15 and page 97) .
The plain scarf, hooked scarf, finger, and serrated scarf are among thos e
commonly used . All these joints require a relatively long slope to de-
velop a high proportion of the strength of an unjninted piece . A well-
glued, plain scarf joint in oak, for example, might require a slope o f
1 :15 to produce such strength, while in Douglas-fir and southern yel-
low pine a slope of 1 :12 would be equally sufficient .

It is desirable to have the slope of a scarf with, rather than against ,
the grain of the wood . There is also no strength advantage in having
the slope of a. scarf less steep than that of the grain of the wood .
Steep slopes have an advantage in that t, they result in less wood waste ,
but they also are weaker and may contribute little or nothing to th e
final strength of the laminated member . There is also the risk tha t
they will break when long laminations are handled in assembling an d
when bent to curved form . Glued scarf joints introduce an adde d
stiffness to the board at the scarf area that somewhat increases th e
difficulty of drawing such areas of the lamination to the form in fabri-
cating curved assemblies .

The preparation of gluing surfaces for making end joints require s
accurate and uniform machining . End-grain, wood is involved in such
surfaces, and the fibers must be cleanly cut, not crushed or torn, i n
order to develop glue bonds of maximum strength . Surfaces can be
prepared on planers, shapers, single-end tenoners, special scarfing
machines, or saws. Surfaces prepared on machines equipped wit h
cutter heads fitted with sharp knives are generally superior to sawe d
surfaces, especially with lumber of dense hardwood species . There are
no high-speed machines on the market suitable for a low-cost, high -
volume production of glued end joints .
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FIGURE 15.-Typical end joints that are glued and used in laminating .

There is some advantage in cutting end joints of the plain- o r
serrated-scarf type so that the sloping surfaces of all joints in any lam-
ination are in parallel planes . This practice will permit successive
boards to be fitted together as they come from the machine withou t
turning them over, and will permit cross-cutting any board and bring-
ing the machined ends together without turning either piece . It is
not advisable, however, to permit this practice to . interfere with th e
recommended practice of cutting the scarf with, rather than against ,
the grain of the wood.

Sometimes lumber is resawed to obtain thinner laminations neede d
in laminating curved members, or for some other reason . The re-
sawed lumber will develop some degree of cupping if case-hardened o r
not uniformly dry . Cupping is a disadvantage later in applyin g
glue with the glue spreader, and also in applying gluing pressure with
clamps . Cupping of resawed lumber can be minimized by using
uniformly dry stock, relatively free from case-hardening (6) . In
planing lumber that has been resawn from case-hardened stock, cup -
ping can be reduced by taking the heaviest planing cut from the origi-
nal outer surface . In case-hardened lumber it is also very difficul t
to produce well-fitted scarf joints .

FINAL SURFACING

The final surfacing of the stock preparatory to spreading the glue ,
assembling, and clamping is one of the most important operations i n
the fabrication of laminated wood products. The quality of the fina l
product is determined to a large degree by the accuracy and care with
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which this part of the work is done . In order to develop glue joint s
of maximum strength, the wood surfaces to be glued must be cleanl y
machined and must fit accurately .

Finish surfacing can best be done on cabinet-type surfacers equipped
with well-fitted cutter heads mounted in ball bearings . The final
surfacing should be a light cut, in general not more than one-sixteent h
inch. Knives should be kept well sharpened to prevent compressing
or otherwise damaging the wood fibers. Glazed or burnt areas indi-
cate damaged fiber .

Double surfacers are probably best suited for machining lumber
to be glued . Single surfacers have the disadvantage of giving greate r
difficulty in maintaining uniform pressures against the bed, particu-
larly with stock having a tendency to cup . Matchers and molders ar e
less adaptable to the surfacing of laminations for gluing . It is recom-
mended that when a lamination consists of a single board or piec e
(either solid, edge-glued, or end-glued and smoothly planed), th e
differences in thickness throughout the board should not exceed 0 .01 6
(approximately 1/64) inch . When a lamination consists of two or
more pieces laid side by side or end to end, the . differences in thickness
throughout the entire lamination (made up of two or more pieces but ,
not edge-glued) should not exceed 0 .010 inch in order to produce con-
sistently good and dependable glue joints . It is entirely practical t o
surface lumber to these requirements in single or double surfacers i n
which heads and bearings are accurately fitted and set up .

Rates of feeding the planer that result in 20 to 30 knife marks pe r
inch on the stock have been satisfactory for the final surfacing o f
laminations for gluing. The surfacing should be of such qualit y
that knife marks are hardly perceptible . During the surfacing opera-
tion, stock should be tested frequently with slip-on gages on both edge s
throughout the length of the piece . Such gages are inexpensive and
will not be forced out of shape if at least three-fourths inch wide .
Micrometers are best suited for tolerance measurements, but usually
require too much time for routine checking . They should be of suc h
construction as to permit measurements at both edges and centers o f
boards . Clipping at the ends of boards usually indicates imprope r
adjustment of pressure. bars, knives ground below the normal cuttin g
circle of the head, or improper setting of the feed rolls .

When lumber containing edge- or end-glued joints is surfaced, th e
surplus glue should first be removed in order to prevent skips in dress-
ing and irregularities in surfacing .

Experience has indicated that cup in boards after the final surfacin g
probably should not exceed one ninety-sixth of the ratio of width t o
thickness of boards . For laminations 6 inches wide, this will allo w
h-inch cup in a board one-fourth inch thick, %-inch cup in a boar d
one-half inch thick, and ;z6-inch cup in a board 1 inch thick .

The uniformity and quality of surfacing recommended for final
machining of lumber must be retained until the . time of gluing in order
to produce strong and durable glue bonds . Lumber stored too long
after final surfacing may have a change in moisture content that wil l
result in nonuniform dimensional changes and make it less satisfactor y
for gluing into laminated assemblies . Therefore, final surfacing shoul d
be done just prior to gluing, or at most within 2 or :3 days before gluing.
and the dressed lumber should be protected from significant moisture
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changes during this interval . Lumber surfaced at the mill befor e
shipment to the laminating plant should be resurfaced just before
gluing .

Sawed lumber surfaces have not been used to any great extent i n
glued laminated wood products . Although resawing dry lumber int o
thin laminations might afford an opportunity to use sawed surface s
for gluing, present sawing equipment is at a disadvantage for prepar-
ing gluing surfaces because it does not produce boards sufficientl y
-uniform in thickness. Saws also tend to compress and damage th e
wood fibers . The rougher surface would also require more glue.

Sometimes wood surfaces are intentionally roughened by toot h
planing, scratching, or sanding with coarse sandpaper, but tests mad e
with such surfaces under good gluing conditions show this practic e
to be of no benefit to the glue bond . Sanding operations generally
remove more wood at edges and soft areas than at denser areas, an d
thus result in greater inequality in the thickness of the sanded board
than in well-planed lumber. Sanding is not recommended for surfac-
ing laminations preparatory to gluing .

LAYOUT OF LAMINATED ASSEMBLY

A plan for the position of laminations in the glued assembly i s
necessary for each gluing operation, particularly where the lamina-
tions are of different grades or contain edge- and end-glued joint s
and where the member is curved or bent . The strength of the lami-
nated member is influenced by the position. of such joints . In many
cases the purchase specification will establish the minimum spacin g
of edge and end joints and the grades of inner and outer laminations .

LOCATION OF EDGE AND END JOINT S

Edge joints, when properly made, can develop the full strength o f
the wood, so that the lamination will act as a single full-width board .
In members subjected to bending stresses resulting from loads norma l
to the edge of the laminations, it is necessary that the edge-glued joints
provide such strength. Beams with vertical laminations and stern s
and keels in boats illustrate such requirements .

When beams are made of laminations containing imperfect edge -
glued joints, coincidence of edge joints in adjacent laminations in-
creases the possibility of cleavage under alternating wet and dry ex-
posures . For members to be exposed to the weather or equally severe
service, laminations should be laid up with the edge joints in adjacen t
laminations offset as much as possible, and never by less than the
thickness of the laminations .

Well-glued scarf joints in lumber do not develop maximum strength
unless they have long slopes, and even with relatively long slopes 9 5
percent of the strength of clear wood in tension is about the maximu m
obtainable . The more abrupt the slope, the weaker the joint . Fur-
thermore, scarf joints should also be spaced so that the tip of a scar f
joint in one lamination does not directly meet the tip of a scarf in a n
adjacent lamination (fig . 16) . Whenever practical, all scarf joints i n
the surface lamination should slope in one direction ; this gives best
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results in machining the finished product . .Butt joints do not furnis h
reliable strength and are not considered a load-bearing type of end -
glued joint .

ZM70559 F
FIGIIRE 16.-Spacing of scarf joints in a laminated assembly .

STRAIGHT MEMBERS -

In assembly lay-up, consideration should be given to the species
and grade of lumber, thickness of laminations, and grain of wood, a s
well as to the position of edge and end joints . Generally, all lamina-
tions in a glued timber will be of the same species . The lumber may
be of the same grade throughout, or of mixed grades as permitted b y
the specifications covering the order . Mixing species in the sam e
glued assembly is practical where special strength properties are d e -
sired in members that are to be subjected to uniform moisture-conten t
conditions in service . However, where there are wide variations o f
moisture content in service, unequal shrinking and swelling of adjacen t
laminations will occur . The higher stresses induced by the stronge r
species are likely to valise the wood of the weaker species to rupture ,
which will reduce the strength and usefulness of the member eve n
though the glue joint is durable .

Laminations up to approximately 2 or 3 inches thick may be use d
in straight members, provided suitably dry stock is available . Some-
times it may be desirable to use more than one thickness of stock i n
order to attain maximum utility of the lumber supply or to fabricat e
a laminated member to exact dimension. Arrangement of lamina-
tions by thickness is governed largely by the intended use of the mem-
ber and by the character of the machining operations to be performe d
upon it . The thinner laminations ordinarily are placed in the positio n
entailing the least subsequent face machining .

Because of the superior weathering resistance, with a minimum o f
loosened grain, shown by that surface of a flat-grain board towar d
which the growth rings are convex, it is preferable that the top an d
bottom laminations (if flat-grain lumber) be placed with the sap sid e
out in members that are to be exposed to the weather . This practice
has the additional advantage of facilitating penetration of a pre-
servative .

CURVED MEMBER S

The assembly layup for curved members is governed by the sam e
considerations of species of wood, grade of lumber, and position of edg e
and scarf joints that apply to straight members, but the maximum
thickness of the laminations is governed by the curvature to whic h
the laminations are to be bent .
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Lumber that is to become part of a curved laminated member must
be bent, unheated and dry, after glue has been applied to its faces .
The practice of steaming thick lumber to permit bending to shar p
curvature has no application in a gluing operation . The minimum
radius to which dry, clear, straight-grained lumber can be bent withou t
breaking is approximately 40 to 60 times its thickness, and varies with
the species of wood . In general, hardwoods can be bent more severel y
than softwoods of the same thickness . Lumber containing knots and
other defects cannot be bent to so sharp a curvature as clear lumber .
In high-strength curved members, the laminations should be bent to a
radius not less than 1 .6 times their breaking radius .

Table 2 shows the minimum bending radii recommended for differen t
thicknesses of clear, straight.-grained white oak, Douglas-6r, or south -
ern yellow pine lumber at a moisture content of about 10 percent . Th e
table applies to both flat- and vertical-grained lumber at a moisture
content of about 10 percent . For drier lumber, and especially fo r
fast-grown material, somewhat longer radii may be required . In any
curved laminated member, the. radius of curvature of the inner o r
concave face is shorter than the radius for the outer lamination . I n
thick curved assemblies this difference may make desirable the use of
thinner stock at the inner face of the member .

TABLE 2 .-Minimum bending radii recommended for different thick-
nesses of clear straight-grained lumber of white oak, Douglas fir, o r
southern yellow pine

Recommended minimu m
radius of curvature

Douglas-fir o r
White oak

	

southern yel-
low pine

Inches

	

Inches
18

	

3 1
24 41
30 51
36 63
43 74
58

	

98
73

	

125
79

	

137
105

	

173
140

	

227
178 ;

	

283
217

	

323
256

	

400

Thickness of lamination (inches )

56 -
3

7 /
/16_ _- -

5 /
/8 -

31 1/5
-1 1t v

/ 4
2	

---------------------------- -

-------------------------- -

GLUING JIGS AND FORMS

The purpose of gluing jigs and forms is to permit assembling the
l aminations after glue has been applied to them and then to draw them
to the shape desired in the final product and to hold them in that shap e
under gluing pressure until the glue is set and cured .
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For gluing straight members, the jig or form generally consists of a
flat lied on which the lantina,tions, spread with glue, are laid con-
secutively . Often the jig is designed to glue two or more member s

of the same size , placed one on top of the. other . Suitable caul boards
are placed on top and bottom of the• assembly to assist in distributin g

the gluing pressure . Sometimes an arrangement whereby the jig ,
laminations, and cants are placed in a vertical position is also satis-
factory . The• jig may be designed to glue a single laminated assembly ,

or two or more assemblie s of the same thickness, placed side by side .
When gluing curved laminated members, the cured assembl y

essentially retains, upon release from the retaining clamps, the curve d

shape in which it was glued . When members are cured iii the jig ,
which must be strong enough to hold the desired shape of lamination s
when they are drawn into position and clamped, less spring-back i s
likely to develop than when it is necessary to remove the clampe d

assembly from the jig before curing
li
it .
i~ laminations is less likrl~ llto

laminated member made of many
develop spring-back when released from the form than one of equa l

depth made of a few thick laminations . Use of high temperatures ,

such as 200 F . maintained for 15 to '20 hours for the purpose of curin g

the glue, has been found to minimize spring-back . The amount o f
spring-back for a specific item must be determined by trial, and th e
proper compensation made by decreasing the radius of the j ig .

The gluing of curved assemblies may be done on either a• male o r

a female type of jig or form . The jig may be constructed for aa. singl e
curvature or may he adjustable to various curvatures (fig . 17) . The
general laminating procedure with such jigs is to lay the individual
laminations in approximately bent position and hold them by a. series

FIGURE 17.-Adjustable jig for laminating curved timbers .
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of stops, or to draw the entire assembly into bent position at one tim eby block and tackle, winch, or the like . The next step is to use draw-
up clamps to perll the assembly into final shape and to hold it ther ewhile gluing pressure is applied (fig . 18) .

FIGURE 18.-Curved laminated timbers in adjustable jigs .

Adjustable jigs must be set to the shape desired for the curvedglued product.. Light. but rigid patterns that will not bend or become
deformed with use or changes in moisture and temperature should b e
used for setting adjustable jigs . Plywood patterns often serve thi s
purpose very satisfactorily .

The spacing and setting of adjustable arms on the bed of a bending
jig necessarily must be such that the laminations will follow the lin e
of he pattern when clamped to the jig . Any irregularity in the aline-
ment. of the arms or any departure of the arms from the line of thepat t ern will be carried into the laminated product . Jigs, therefore ,
should be designed to prevent movement, or twisting of the arms whil e
stock is being bent and gluing pressure applied . The jig must also
be durable under conditions used in treating the laminated membe r
while curing the glue, a. factor that, is particularly important whentreat. is used for this purpose .

lii setting up jigs to be used for curved assemblies, it. is usually
ad 1-isable to carry the line of the curve well beyond the net length of 'the finished member . This practice is particularly desirable in pat -
terns having a• sharp curve near the end .of the assembly. Failure• to
set at least one arm on the bed of the jig beyond this length is a frequen t
cause of distortion .
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In setting jigs for curved laminated assemblies that permit littl e
tolerance in the shape of the finished product, it is necessary to ad d
the thickness of the caul to the width of the pattern on the jig side .

-Otherwise, the radius of the finished member will be in error by th e
thickness of the caul .

Spacing between jig arms may be varied with the degree of curva-
ture. In flat assemblies, a spacing of 4 feet is not excessive if th e
cants and stock are. thick enough to prevent sagging or bending of the
package during the clamping and curing process . In curved members ,
the spacing of the jig arms must be decreased as the bending radiu s
is shortened . Required spacing may be as close as 9 inches on shar p
bends of 39-incli radios or less . Proper spacing can best be judge d
by observing the fit of the pattern and the behavior of the laminations
as they are clamped into position .

Sometimes it is desirable to laminate members of single curvatur e
but bent in two directions . This can be accomplished by the use o f
relatively thin and narrow laminations, and by permitting the lamina-
tions to bend and, slip over each other in two planes . The gluing may
be done in 1 operation requiring gluing pressure to be applied simul-
taneously in 2 planes, or in 2 operations requiring gluing pressure in 1
plane only in each operation .

It is also possible to laminate assemblies of slight compound curva-
ture, such as bilge stringers of a boat, in one operation . The edge
joints must have the pattern of the arc of a circle to permit the lami-
nation to twist freely when bent to form . Special jigs are needed t o
provide the compound curvature desired, and special clampin g
arrangements are necessary (fig . 19) .

GLUING OF EDGE AND END JOINT S

• It is highly important in the production of laminated material to
plan the sequence of operations carefinlly and to carry out the various
steps in the proper order . Edge gluing is sometimes necessary t o
obtain laminations of the proper width, and end gluing to obtain th e
desired lengths. It is usually necessary to preglue edge and en d
joints prior to laminating if maximum-strength members are required .
Whether edge gluing should precede end gluing or vice versa, depend s
on the sizes of lumber available and the type of assembly . In general ,
it is more convenient to place the end joints at the desired location s
if the edge joints are made prior to the end joints .

EDGE JOINTS

As pointed out previously, edge gluing is ordinarily not necessar y
in laminations used in members intended for normally dry interio r
use. Where edge gluing is required, properly fitted planed or sawed
joints may be used . Results of exposure tests have indicated, how -
ever, that greater durability is obtained in dense hardwood species
with joints prepared by planing than by sawin p-.

The glue used for edge gluing should generally develop as great
joint strength and durability as the glue used in bonding the lamina-
tions. In certain cases, however, edge gluing is necessary merely t o
permit handling full-width laminations during the laminating process,
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FIGURE 19.-Laminated boat-bilge stringers formed to a pattern includin g
compound curvature and twist .

and less durable glues will be adequate . All glues suitable for lami-
nating are also suitable for edge gluing . Where highly water-
resistant edge-glued joints are desired, resorcinol glues are mos t
practical, since they have more moderate curing requirements tha n
phenol-resorcinol or melamine glues .

A single-roll spreader is probably the most convenient means fo r
applying glue to the edges of lumber . Application by brush may b e
equally satisfactory, but is slower and often less practical . The
assembly time is usually rather short in edge-gluing operations, an d
single spreading (application of glue to only one of the mating sur-
faces) is satisfactory .
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Various types of clamping equipment may be used to apply pressure
when edge gluing. The conventional rotary type of clamp carrier i s
satisfactory for use with short stock, provided the material is hel d
under pressure for a period sufficient . to develop joint, strength tha t
will permit handling the edge-glued stock without damaging the glu e
bond . The carrier should be properly alined t,o assure straight glue d
boards. This type of clamp can be enclosed and heat. can be supplied
to hasten the setting of the glue . Complete cure. of the glue is no t
usually required in the edge-gluing operation, but sufficient set t o
permit, handling and machining the material is necessary. The final
cure may be effected in the curing of the laminated assembly, althoug h
this should not be depended upon where maximum edge-joint strength
is required.

Edge-glued stock can also be clamped with piling clamps (fig . 20) ,
which will permit the assembly of such stock on trucks for read y
removal to a heated chamber for initial curing . When room-tempera-
ture-setting glues are used, a clamping period of 3 hours or more i s
usually long enough for adequate curing .

FIGURE 20.-Edge-glued lumber laminations in piling clamps .

A number of edge-gluing machines using high-frequency dielectri c
heating for quick setting of the glue have, been developed in recen t
years. Most of these are designed for short stock of the type suitabl e
for furniture panels, but equipment could be designed for edge gluin g
the longer stock usually used to laminate structural members . The
main advantage of the high-frequency process for edge gluing is tha t
the glue can usually be set : in a period of about 1 minute or less .
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If edge-glued boards are planed too soon after removal from clamp s
or other means of pressing, sunken joints will probably result . This
can be avoided by conditioning the boards for a period sufficient t o
permit the water added with the glue to diffuse away from the joints .

END JOINTS

The choice of glues for end joints involves the same consideration s
as that for edge joints. Where durable end-glued joints are require d
in the laminated member, the glue used for end jointing should be a s
strong and durable as that used for bonding the laminations . Since
rapid setting is often important in the gluing of end joints, it migh t
sometimes be of advantage to use a type of glue for the end joints
different from that for the laminating . Resorcinol glues, which have
moderate curing requirements and set comparatively fast, hav e
been found practical for end-joint gluing where highly durable bond s
are required .

End joints may be glued separately or in the same operation in
which the laminated member is assembled . However, it is extremely
difficult to produce end joints of uniformly high quality during fina l
assembly . Consequently, for exterior use or service where maximu m
strength is required, pregluing of end joints is recommended . Where
design requires maximum end-joint strength in laminations, the end -
joint gluing should be done in advance of the final surfacing . This
procedure permits the application of adequate gluing pressure, enable s
the development of a strong glue bond over the entire area of the
glue joint, and makes it easier to plan in advance of the laminating
operation the location of joints and defects in order to meet th e
specification covering the completed members . It also affords oppor-
tunity to match the grain and the location of edge joints in adjacen t
laminations and thus to minimize the development of stress in the
final product . Assembly time in the final gluing operation can als o
usually be minimized when the end joints are glued beforehand .
Advance gluing of end joints, with subsequent final surfacing, als o
hells to insure uniform thickness of stock for the full length of eac h
lamination and avoids the occurrence of open joints adjacent to but t
joints in curved assemblies .

Plain scarf and serrated end joints, which require a slight overlap
to insure adequate gluing pressure on the joint (fig . 21), must be glued
in a separate operation to insure consistently high-strength joints .
Serrated, double-bevel, or pegged scarfs facilitate alinement of the en d
joints but do not provide definite assurance that proper pressure wil l
be applied on the scarf-joint surfaces or adjacent gluing surfaces .

End joints should be cut to a perfect fit and properly alined whe n
gluing pressure is applied. A rigid bed with rigid uprights (fig . 22) to
which the boards can be firmly clamped and held flat and straigh t
during the setting of the glue, is usually desirable . Several end joints
can then be clamped in a single package . Wax paper may be place d
between the laminations at places where glue squeeze-out occurs, t o
prevent them from sticking together . When gluing scarf joints in this
manner, provision should be made to prevent end slippage .

High-frequency curing is also well adapted for quick setting of th e
glue in scarf joints, particularly where narrow boards are jointed and
Parallel heating is practical . `'Where wider hoards (about 4 inches o r

247040 0-54----4
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FIGURE 21 .-Alining scarf joints for gluing . A, Correct with slight overlap ;
B, incorrect, too much overlap ; C, incorrect .

more) are end-jointed, stray-field or perpendicular heating is probabl y
more applicable . The requirement for overlap, as mentioned above ,
is equally important regardless of the curing method employed in set-
ting the glue .

Hot presses have been used occasionally for curing the glue in en d
joints, but high-frequency heating is gaining in use for this purpose .

To obtain uniform wetting of all end-joint areas, it is recommende d
that glue be applied to both contacting surfaces, and because glu e
penetrates readily in end grain, a fairly heavy spread should be used .
It is usually also desirable to allow a few minutes of open assembly t o
permit the glue to become tacky before the surfaces are brought int o
contact and pressure is applied . Ordinarily it is advantageous to us e
somewhat higher gluing pressure for end joints than for laminating.
If several joints are pressed in one package by means of retaining
clamps, fairly heavy cauls must be used on the top and bottom of
the package.

GLUING LAMINATED ASSEMBLIE S

Much of the success in fabricating satisfactory laminated member s
depends on following a correct procedure when gluing the assembly .
Good practice requires that attention be given to arranging the lam-
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M48668, M76375 F
FIGURE 22.-Method of applying pressure in gluing . A, Screw press used wit h
plain or serrated scarf joints ; B, long bar clamp used with finger-type end joints .

nations in the proper order in a convenient place for feeding them t o
the glue spreader. Mixing and spreading the glue properly, and plac-
ing the laminations on the jig or gluing bed and applying adequat e
pressure uniformly and quickly to avoid initial set of the glue before
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application of pressure is completed, are necessary (fig . 23) . A well-
planned and rapidly executed procedure is especially important whe n
glues having short assembly times, such as casein and urea resins, are
used .

In the normal laminating procedure, the laminations are first edge
glued (when edge gluing is necessary), then end jointed (when neces-
sary), and finally surface finished just prior to gluing .

MIXING AND PREPARING GLU E

The choice of glue must, be governed by the conditions under whic h
the laminated product will be used . Extreme care should be exercise d
in the mixing and preparation of any glue . Directions for mixing
(furnished by the manufacturer) give the weight of each ingredient t o
be used . These directions should be carefully followed . Scales of th e
proper sensitivity must be available and in good working condition .
All containers used for weighing the different ingredients should be
kept clean, and it is usually desirable to use a separate container fo r
each ingredient.

Small amounts of glue may be mixed by hand, but larger batche s
require a mechanical mixer for best results. Various types of mixers
have been used successfully . The dough-type mixer (fig . 24) ,
equipped with a mechanism for turning the paddle in a. double rotary
motion at 2 or 3 different speeds, has been used with excellen t
results for both casein and resin glues . The proper paddle speed o f
a mixer is important, as too rapid stirring may introduce air into th e
the glue and thus develop foam, and too slow stirring will require
excessive mixing time and thus shorten the pot life of the glue . For
the type of mixer shown in figure 24, a maximum paddle speed of 6 0
revolutions per minute is usually satisfactory . Mixing bowls mad e
of steel, zinc, copper, brass, or aluminum are suitable for use wit h
approximately neutral glues . Metals other than steel should not b e
used with highly acid or alkaline glues, since acids or bases attac k
these metals . In warm weather a water-jacketed pot may be use d
to cool the glue mixture and maintain a long working life .

Since some resins tend to develop heat when mixed with the
hardener, the manufacturer's instructions for keeping the material s
cool during mixing should be followed . Precooling of the resin in
refrigerated storage just before mixing is helpful in avoiding undesir-
able heating.

For the mixing of most prepared casein glues, the proper amoun t
of water is placed in the bowl of the mixer and the glue powder
sprinkled or sifted in gradually, with the paddle in slow motion .
Care should be used that large lumps do not form . The dry powder
is mixed thoroughly with the water and stirred until it has dissolved .
It is usually recommended that initial mixing be continued only for
3 to 5 minutes. The glue is then allowed to rest without agitation
for 15 to 20 minutes, and again mixed for 3 to 5 minutes before using .
Many casein glues thicken and set to stiff pastes during or shortly
after the original mixing, but return to workable consistencies durin g
the rest period . This original thickening is normal for these glue s
and not an indication that additional water is needed .
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M 4843E F

FIGURE 24.-Three-speed electric mixer with 3- and 8-quart bowls and two size s
of paddles for mixing glue .

For urea resins supplied in powder form, probably the most . gen-
erally applicable mixing procedure is to place about two-thirds of th e
required water in the mixing bowl, add the powder gradually with
slow stirring, allow the mass t,o mix until smooth and free fro m
lumps, and then add the remainder of the water . Stirring is con-
tinued 1`or a few minutes until the mixture is of uniform consistenc y

throughout, .
In mixing intermediate-temperature-setting phenol-resoreinols o r

resorcinols, it is usually most convenient to place the liquid resin i n
the mixing bowl and add the powdered hardener with slow stirring .
After the hardener is completely submerged in the resin, stirrin g
may be more_ rapid . Rapid stirring at, the start is likely to caus e
loss of hardener. A total mixing time of 3 to 10 minutes is usually
sufficient for these types of glues .

The procedure in mixing melamine glues is similar to that fo r
urea-resin glues .

Many glues, especially of the synthetic-resin types, contain ingredi -
ents that are injurious to the skin and other body tissues . Great
care should be exercised in their use. Workers may need rubbe r
gloves, aprons, and goggles . IT toxic fumes are evolved, good venti-
lation should be provided and suitable exhaust fans may be desirable .
Information on precautionary measures with any particular glue
should be obtained from the glue manufacturer .
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SPREADING GLUE

To make satisfactory glue joints, it is necessary to apply the correc t
amount of glue and to spread it evenly . With certain glues this
should be done within as short a time as possible . These require-
ments•can usually be most easily met by using a double-roll machin e
spreader with rubber-covered rolls and fitted with doctor rolls t o
control the glue spread (fig. 25) . Application of glue to only one of
the mating surfaces of a joint (usually referred to as single spreading )
is satisfactory for many types of work, but in laminating lumber
that involves spreading of long laminations and sometimes relativel y
long assembly periods, double spreading (coating both of the mating
surfaces of a joint with glue) is recommended . This will insure even
wetting of all the joint surfaces to be glued and, with most adhesives ,
will also allow considerably longer assembly periods than singl e
spreading . In double spreading, one-half of the glue required shoul d
be applied on each face of each lamination . This may be conveniently
done by passing all, rather than alternate, laminations through a
double-roll spreader . Application of glue on the outer faces of th e
outer laminations can be avoided by adjusting the spreader roll s
to apply glue on one surface only ; in any case, the outer faces of th e
surface laminations should be covered with wax paper to preven t
adhesion to the cauls .

M82944 F

FIGURE 25 .-Double-roll glue spreader equipped with doctor rolls and rubber -
covered spreader rolls .
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The required amount of glue spread varies somewhat with the gluin g
condition and with the species of wood used . Porous woods usuall y
require a heavier spread than do dense, nonporous woods . For mos t
lumber laminating, the following spreads of wet : glue mixture are
recommended per 1,000 square feet of joint area : Casein, single spread ,
60 to 90 pounds ; double spread, 75 to 110 . Resin, single spread, 4 0
to 60 pounds ; double spread, 50 to 75 .

The higher range of spread should be used with long assembl y
periods, excessively sloping or end-grain surfaces, scarf-joint surfaces ,
or imperfectly planed surfaces . Slightly lower spreads than those
shown in the tabulation rna.y also be satisfactory when the assembly
period is short: and the wood used is not too absorbent . .

In general, the glue spread can be checked by weighing a board o f
convenient size before and after spreading and dividing the weight
of the glue by the area of the board . Provision should be made to
permit glue spreads to be checked quickly and frequently . For this
purpose, test pieces of the same thickness as the material being lami-
nated should be used . If a test piece 6 inches wide and 263 inches
long (total area of both faces 2 .2 square feet) is used and glue is applie d
on both faces of the test piece, the weight of glue in grams is nruueri-
cally equivalent: to the number of pounds per 1,000 square feet of
surface area spread . If, for example, a test piece of the size describe d
increased 30 grams in weight by the applicat :ion of glue to both laves
when passed through the spreader, the rate of spreading would b e
equivalent. to 30 pounds per 1,000 square feet of spread area . When
both Contact areas of a joint are spread with glue (double spreading) ,
the number of grams on the test : piece must be multiplied by 2 to
obtain the rate in pounds per 1,000 square feet of joint area .

The glue spreader should be adjusted and the glue spread checke d
before the first lamination is passed through the spreader, in order t ha t
there be no undue delay after spreading has started . For this reason ,
it is desirable to have the test• samples of the same thickness as th e
laminations that are to be glued . When adequate gluing pressure i s
applied at the proper time, the appearance of a thin lead of squeezed-
out. glue along the edges of the joint. is usually a fair indication that•
sufficient glue has been applied .

MOISTURE ADDED TO WOOD IN GLUING

The moisture content• of wood is increased in the gluing process b y
the absorption of water contained in the mixed glue . Glues of high
w=ater content: add more water than those of low water content, and
heavy spreads add more water than do light spreads . More glue is
used per unit volume of wood, and consequently*, more water is adde d
when laminating with thin laminations than with thick ones . The
percentage of increase in moisture content, from a• given amount . of glue
will be greater with species of low specific gravity than with those o f
high Specific, gravity .

The percentage of rrioisture content added to the wood when lamina-
tions of equal thickness are' used, may be calculated by using th e
following formula :
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Increase in moisture content (percent )

=	 W/100XGX(L-1)

	

100 0 .0 0. 0192WG L- 1
=	T1L X 1,000XSX62 .5

	

TS

	

L

where W=pounds of water in 100 pounds of mixed glu e
G=pounds of mixed glue used per thousand square feet o f

glue-joint are a
L=number of laminations
L-1 =number of glue lines in glued assembl y
T= average lamination thickness (in inches)
S=specific gravity of wood (dry )

Table 3 shows the increase in moisture content of the wood resultin g
front the addition of water contained in the glue used in typical con-
structions .

TABLE 3 .-Calculated' percentages of moisture added to wood in
gluing (five-ply construction )

Kind of glue
Land- I

	

Glue

	

nation Hard

	

spread

	

thick- maple
I ness

White
oak

Ma- Doug-
hogany las-fir

South -
ern

yellow
pine

Per-
Inch.

	

cent
34

	

1 . 4
2 . 1

%

	

2 . 8
4 . 2

34

	

. 6
9

3~ 1

1/
1 . 2
1 . 7

34
34

. 4

. 6

. 9
1 . 3

Per-
cent

1. 3
2. 0
2. 7
3. 9

. 6

. 8
1 . 1
1 . 6

	

.4

	

. 6

	

.6

	

. 8

	

.8

	

L 1

	

1 . 2

	

1 . 6

Per-
cent

1. 8
2. 7
3. 6
5 . 3

. 8
1 . 1
1. 5
2. 2

Per-
cent

1. 9
2. 7
3. 7
5. 5

. 8
1 . I
1. 5
2. 2

. 6

. 8
1. 2
1. . 7

Casein	
Do	
Do	
Do	

Lrrea resin	
Do- - -
Do	
1)O	

	

Resorcinol or in	
termediate -
te ;nperature-
setting phenol	

Do	
Do	
Do	

Pounds
per 1,000

square
inch

65
95
65
95
45
65
45
65

45
65
45
65

Per-
cent

1. 8
2. 6
3. 5
5 . 1

. 7
1 . 0
1. 4
2. 1

. 5

. 8
1 . 1
1 . 6

i Moisture calculated on the basis of average specific gravity values as follows :
hard maple, 0.63 ; white oak, 0.67 ; mahogany, 0.49 ; Douglas-fir 0.48 ; southern
yellow pine, 0 .51 . Glue mixtures used were : Casein, 1 part solids to 2 parts water ;
urea resin, 1 part solids to 0.65 part water ; resorcinol and intermediate-tempera-
ture-setting phenol, 70 percent solids .

ASSEMBLING LAMINATION S

Normally, the lumber should be at . room temperature before th e
glue is spread, especially when glues not requiring elevated curin g
temperatures are used . Since sizable assemblies heat rather slowly ,
minimum pressing periods are obtained if the lumber is at the desired
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glue-curing ten pera•ture when the assembly is laid up and clamped .
Cold lumber will permit the use of longer assembly periods, such a s
may be required for large members, but longer pressing or heating o f
the clamped assembly then becomes necessary .

Wood surfaces to be glued should be clean and free from crayo n
marks, grease, oil, or other materials that might interfere with goo d
bonding .

Prior to the start of gluing, the laminations should be stacked in th e
order desired in the glued member. They should then he passed
through the spreader and assembled in the same order. This pm-
cedure will minimize the chance of interchanging laminations durin g
the gluing, which might upset the predetermined pattern for end-join t
spacing . If workmen are assigned to definite stations, confusion an d
delay in laying up long assemblies are avoided . The use of rolle r
conveyors at the glue spreader may save manpower, but the roller s
used to carry glue-coated laminations should he V-shaped to avoid
appreciable disturbance of the glue film. Placing the spread lamina-
tions together promptly, so that the glue• surfaces are not exposed t o
the atmosphere, reduces evaporation of solvent and permits longe r
assembly periods .

ASSEMBLY PERIOD
gt~

The interval between the spreading of glue on the first laminatio n
and the application of full gluing pressure is called assembly time .
If pieces of wood are coated with glue and exposed freely to the air ,
a much more rapid change in consistency of the glue occurs than if the
pieces are laid together as soon as the glue has been spread . The
condition of free exposure is conveniently referred to as open assembly ,
and the other as closed assembly . Assembly and pressing must b e
completed before the glue has developed an initial set, which is th e

tr

	

result both of chemical reaction and of loss of solvent to the wood an d
to the air .

Since the setting action of the glue and the evaporation of solvent
,! are accelerated by heat, the permissible assembly time will vary with

the gluing temperature. At low temperatures, a considerably longe r
assembly time may be allowed than under hot, dry conditions .
Proper regulation of the assembly period is very important, since appli -

I . cation of pressure either too soon or too late may result in unsatis-
factory bonds. Permissible assembly times are discussed in genera l
in connection with the various types of glues, but for any specific glu e
formulation the manufacturer usually furnishes instructions coverin g
permissible assembly periods at different temperatures .

GLUING PRESSURE

The application of adequate and uniformly distributed gluing pres-
sure is essential to the production of consistently good joints . Pres-
sure on the joint during the early stages of setting is required for bes t
results in practically all types and forms of gluing . The functions of
pressure include smoothing the glue to form a continuous, uniforml y
thin film between the wood layers, bringing the wood surfaces int o
intimate contact with the glue and holding them in this position whil e
the glue sets. Insuffiicient pressure often results in thick glue line s
that are undesirable regardless of the type of glue used .

1
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The amount of pressure required. to produce a strong joint varies
within a wide range. Species of high crushing strength require an d
withstand higher gluing pressures than do woods of lower strength .
For dense woods, such as oak, satisfactory results may be obtaine d
with pressures within the range of 150 to 250 pounds per square inch .
For softwood species, pressures of 100 to 200 pounds per square inc h
are usually satisfactory . The successful use of light pressure pre -
supposes that the wood surfaces are true and accurate as to fit, or tha t
they deform readily under small loads . The minimum pressure per-
missible for any assembly is one that will insure close contact of th e
wood surfaces and hold such contact until the glue has set .

EQUIPMENT FOR APPLYING GLUING PRESSUR E

There are various means of applying gluing pressure to laminate d
assemblies . If room-temperature-setting glues are used, hydraulic
presses or screw presses may be used in making straight members .
In gluing curved members, retaining clamps serve to best advantag e
since pressure must be applied progressively along the assembly to
permit slippage of laminations . If heat is required to set the glue ,
it is important that the assemblies under pressure be readily movabl e
to a curing chamber, and under such conditions heavy presses woul d
not be practical for applying gluing pressure . The deteriorating
effects of high temperature and humidity, where such conditions ar e
required for curing, also render the use of expensive presses unsuitable .

Large members that are. difficult to move while clamped are ofte n
pressed in jigs equipped with portable covers and heating facilities .

Use of screws or nails for applying gluing pressure has not been
thoroughly investigated . In general, however, such fastenings provid e
low and inadequate pressures for most gluing operations, particularl y
where dense hardwoods are involved . On lower-density softwoods,
reasonably good bonds have been obtained with nail pressure when
glues of the resorcinol type are used on rather small members, such a s
light rafters. Hence, on the basis of existing knowledge, nailing as a.
means of applying pressure in gluing is not reconunended for high -
strength laminated members of substantial size .

A frame type of retaining clamp with rocker head (fig . 26, A) an d
a C-type of retaining clamp with rocker head (fig . 26, B) for equa l
distribution of pressure across the width of the assembly have bee n
used successfully for producing laminated members . Tops and bases
of such clamps have been made of cast iron, steel, or aluminum alloy .
The initial cost is considerably higher when clamps of steel or alumi-
num alloy are used, but they deteriorate much less under condition s
of high temperature and humidity, and there is less breakage . For
narrow members, a yoke-type, single-bolt clamp (fig . 27) has been
found effective for simultaneous application of pressure to two assem-
blies. Retaining-clamp bolts may be procured with V-threads or
square threads. The initial cost of V-threaded bolts is usually les s
than for the square-threaded ones, but V-threads are easily damage d
and do not give so satisfactory service over long periods of use .

Air-operated or electric nut runners will speed production and hav e
been used to advantage for tightening nuts on retaining clamp s
(fig . 28) .

Ii
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M57292F, M87206 F

FIGURE 26 .--A, Rocker-head type of two-bolt retaining clamp used to appl y
pressure to a laminated assembly ; B, rocker-head C-type of clamp adjustable
to different depths of assembly .

Fire hose inflated by air, water, or steam is frequently used t o
supply gluing pressure . In most operations of this type, the hose i s
placed between a rigid support and a movable rigid caul, and the
pressure developed by the inflation of the hose is transmitted to th e
caul (fig. 29) . The pressure in the hose may be read by means of a
hydraulic pressure gage, and the total load computed from the follow-
ing relationship :

Total load equals the gage pressure multiplied by the,area of contac t
between hose and caul . -

- If, for example, for each hose shown in figure 29 it is assumed tha t
2 inches of the _ circumference of the inflated hose , bear on the caul,
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FIGURE 27.-Yoke-type, single-bolt clamp used to apply pressure to two narro w
assemblies .

and the gage shows 100 pounds of pressure in the hose, then the loa d
delivered per 12 inches of length of a single hose will be 100 x 2 x 12,

or 2,400 pounds . The 4 hoses shown in figure 29 would accordingly
deliver 4 x 2,400, or 9,600 pounds per foot of length in contact with th e
caul. If the width of block to be laminated is 5 inches, this load pe r
-foot of length must be distributed over 60 square inches (5 x 12) of
glue joint .

CAULS AND CLAMP SPACIN G

With the retaining clamps generally used in making laminate d
members, pressure is applied by drawing up d nut on a threaded bolt .
Since it is usually impractical to place retaining• clamps on the assem-
bly so close together as to apply suitable gluing pressure directly to
all parts of the glue-joint area, cauls are placed between the laminate d
assembly and the retaining clamps to distribute the pressure over th e
area between clamps . These cauls may be wood or metal and are
placed on both faces of the work . When a wide assembly is clamped ,
it as usually necessary to use short clamp spacings to obtain the re-
quired average pressure . In such a case, there is no particular need
to use heavy cauls. For a narrow assembly, however, the clamps may
be spaced relatively far apart and still furnish the required pressure
if heavy cauls are used to distribute the pressure uniformly . The use
of heavy cauls with narrow assemblies permits the use of longer clam p
spacings and appreciably reduces the time required for clamping .

Gluing pressure - 9
600 = 160 pounds per square inch . A heavy ,

rigid caul is required to prevent undesirable deflections in this typ e
of pressure application .
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FIGURE 28 .-Applying gluing pressure to a laminated assembly with an electri c

torque wrench. The motor may be adjusted to produce proper torque to exert
adequate clamping pressure .
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FIGURE 29 .-Cross-sectional view of a fire-hose press .
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In general, it is advantageous to use thick cauls except when curve d
members of short radius are made . In this case, the use of 2 or mor e
thin cauls on each face of the assembly will distribute the pressure mor e
evenly than if only 1 caul is used on each face .

Thick cauls, such as 2-inch planks, are commonly used on flat
laminated work and will permit spacing the clamps as much as 1 5
inches apart, while the use of %-inch wood cauls may permit a clamp
spacing of as much as 9 inches with some woods, although spacin g
them 7 inches apart is, in general, safer practice .

In gluing curved laminated members, the caul thickness is governe d
to a certain extent by the sharpness of curvature . With members of
short radius, thin cauls must be used and short clamp spacings are
necessary. A .space not greater than 4 inches between clamps i s
recommended when the wood caul is about % inch thick .

MEASURING GLUING PRESSUR E

In using retaining clamps, control of the amount of pressure in-
volves a determination of the force applied when tightening the nuts .
This will vary with individual operators, and therefore the use of a
torque-indicating wrench or a lever arm that shows the force applied
is recommended (fig . 30, A) . Some torque wrenches are equippe d
with. a light that flashes when the required force is applied ; in others ,
a clicking sound informs the operator when the necessary torque i s
exerted . The load exerted by a clamp when a known torque is applie d
on the nut may be measured by a hydraulic device, known as a com-
pressometer, illustrated in use and plan in figures 30, B, and 31 .
Torque wrenches are generally calibrated in foot-pounds . When the
compressometer is placed within the clamp and the clamp nuts ar e
tightened with a torque wrench, the load on the compressometer
developed by the clamp can be plotted against .the number of foot-
pounds applied to the clamp nut by the wrench . A chart of this type
can later be conveniently used to determine the number of foot -
pounds required on the torque wrench to develop the desired pressur e
on an assembly by a clamp .

If no compressometer is available, the approximate loads applie d
by screws of square threads may be calculated from the formula :

FL-WR ('~fD+K)WD (irfD+K)
(7rD- fK) 2 (irD- fK )

where F=force applied to the lever, in pounds
L=length of the lever arm, in inches

	

_
W=total load, in pound s
R=mean radius of the screw, in inches -
D=mean diameter of the screw, in inches =1/2 (diameter at roo t

+outside diameter )
K=pitch of thread, in inche s
f=coefficient of friction (may be assumed as 0 .20)
-= ::3 .1410=22/7, approximately .

The torque required to develop a certain load in a clamp will var y
Urn time to time, depending upon the wear and condition of the

threads. Therefore., a. check of the load should be made at reasonabl e
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FIGURE 30 .-Devices for measuring pressure applied to retaining clamps :
A, Torque wrench ; and B, compressometer .
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FIGURE 31.-Detailed drawing of a compressometer used to measure gluin g
pressure .

intervals . The threads on clamp bolts should be kept clean and wel l
oiled at all times ; otherwise, wide variations will occur in the torque -
load relation .

CLAMPING TECHNIQUE FOR STRAIGHT AND CURVED
MEMBERS

Clamp pressure should be applied to a straight assembly by tighten-
ing the clamps progressively from one end to the other (fig. 32), or
from the center outward in both directions . It is usually the best
practice first to apply moderate pressure to all clamps and then, in a
second step, to apply full pressure progressively along the assembly .

247040 0-54 	 5
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FIGURE 32 .-Laminating of straight members by use of retaining clamps .

If the clamps are tightened to full pressure in the first application, a
slight bend in the member is likely to be produced . When the assem-
bly is clamped on a solid bed (fig . 33) and pull-down clamps are use d
to insure straightness in the member, the foregoing precautions become
less important .

When laminations are glued into a curved member, it is necessary
to use pull-down clamps or other means to pull the laminations to th e
shape of the jig (fig. 34), and retaining clamps to furnish pressure o n
the glue joints . In drawing an assembly into bent form, free endwis e
slippage of the laminations must be permitted to provide intimat e
wood-to-wood contact at. all glue-joint areas . When a female for m
is used, this can be accomplished by drawing the assembly snugly t o
the form at some central point in the curve and drawing other position s
of the assembly approximately, but not too tightly, to the form .
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M 82945f-

Flo'Jim 34.-Special type of pull-down clamps used in laminating curved bare ,
rafters .

Then, on each side of the central point, retaining clamps are progres-
sively applied toward each end, and each pull-down clamp is tightl y
drawn to the form just before a retaining clamp is applied at tha t
point . This procedure enables the bent laminations to slip endwis e
where necessary to produce uniformly tight joints . If male forms are
used, the same technique generally applies, except that application o f
pressure may begin at, either end or at a central point of the assembly .
The procedure of progressive use of pull-down clamps, closely followed
by tightening of retaining clamps, also applies when male forms ar e
used .

CURING THE GLUE IN LAMINATED ASSEMBLIE S
In general, the glues used,in laminating set as a . result of chemical

reaction and loss of solvent . . Although some glues, such as casein ,
resorcinol, and urea resins, may cure adequately at ordinary sho p
temperatures (ureas should not be used at temperatures below 70° F .,
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and resorcinols require heating to 140° for certain purposes), other s
require application of considerable heat for adequate curing . When
room-temperature-setting glues are used, the joints should be retaine d
under pressure at, least until they have sufficient strength to withstan d
the internal stresses tending to separate the laminations . The length
of the pressing period varies somewhat with the lamination thickness ,
the size of the laminated assembly, the amount of curvature in th e
glued members, and the water-absorptive power of the wood .

For glues that will cure adequately when held under pressure for a
sufficient period at room temperature, setting is sometimes appreciably
accelerated when heat is employed . For large timbers, however, it i s
usually more practical with such glues to allow longer periods under
pressure than to furnish heat, because wood is a poor conductor o f
heat, and consequently heats very slowly .

The curing requirements for assemblies made with various types o f
glues are discussed in the following paragraphs .

MEMBERS GLUED WITH CASEIN

Assemblies laminated with casein glue develop strong joints a t
ordinary room temperatures. Within the temperature range of 70 °
to 90° F ., a pressure period of 4 to 6 hours is sufficient, although thi s
should he followed by a conditioning period of about. a. week for de-
velopment of maximum joint strength . Strong bonds may be ob-
tained with casein glues at temperatures almost as low as the freezin g
point, of water, but under these conditions the clamping period must
be increased to several days, or even to several weeks, and depends
upon the species glued . Glued members with severe curvature exer t
more initial stress on the glue bond, so that longer pressing time i s
recommended .

There is little advantage in heating casein-glued laminated assem-
blies of considerable size in order to hasten the curing of the glue, bu t
the curing will lake place in a. minimum time if the lumber at the tim e
of gluing is thoroughly warmed to the highest practical permissibl e
assembly temperature about 90° F . Although warm lumber will
accelerate the setting of glue, it . will also appreciably shorten th e
permissible assemIlbly period .

MEMBERS GLUED WITH UREA RESIN

Urea-resin glues, in general, produce joints of inferior strength an d
water resistance when cured at temperatures below 70° F . Therefore ,
the lumber should be heated to at least . 70° before gluing, or enoug h
heat should be applied to the glued member to bring all parts of th e
glue line to this temperature. Straight members glued with urea resin s
at 70° should be kept under pressure for at least 4 hours to develop
enough joint strength to permit releasing the pressure . For heavy ,
curved members glued at 70°, a pressing period of 6 to 8 hours is rec-
ommended. Members laminated with urea resins and cured at roo m
temperature require a conditioning period of about a week at room
temperature for the development of maximum joint strength an d
water resistance .
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The application of heat to assemblies glued with room-temperature-
setting urea resins has been found beneficial in speeding the cure o f
the glue when it is possible for heat to reach the glue lines within
practical time limits . However, prolonged heating and temperatures
above 212° F. are not recommended for curing these glues . Moderate
heating of urea-resin-glued assemblies results in somewhat better ini-
tial bonds, but the durability of urea-resin glue bonds under exposur e
to moisture and heat is not appreciably improved by curing unde r
heated conditions .

MEMBERS GLUED WITH INTERMEDIATE-TEMPERATURE-SETTING PHENOL -
RESORCINOL, RESORCINOL, AND MELAMINE RESIN S

Intermediate-temperature-setting phenol-resorcinols will cure to a
certain extent and develop appreciable joint strength at room temper-
atures, but it has been found that, a.t. these temperatures the glues
generally are not. completely cured . Room-temperature curing, how -
ever, may be adequate for bonding certain low-density species wit h
these glues . These glues are capable of providing durable joints whe n
exposed to moisture, weather, and the like, and the minimum temper-
ature and minimum time requirement for curing them for such servic e
will vary with the glues, the species of wood, and probably with th e
type of construction .

When gluing white oak with intermediate-temperature-setting phe-
nol-resorcinols for exterior use, a curing temperature as high as 190 °
F. maintained for as long as 10 hours at the innermost glue line ha s
sometimes been found necessary to develop adequate resistance t o
delamination. To meet this requirement, the clamped assembl y
should be heated until all parts of the glue joints have reached thi s
minimum temperature, and it . should then be held at or above tha t
temperature for at least 10 hours . Extension of the curing period
beyond the 10-hour minimum requirement, or at . a higher temperature
is not detrimental to the glue bond, but such heating should not b e
carried to a point where it. will seriously affect the strength of the wood .

Partial curing in clamps followed by further heating without clamp s
to complete the cure of the glue may result in defective glue joints
because of the temporary softening that often occurs when heatin g
an incompletely cured resin . With less dense species, lower curin g
temperatures produce adequate bonds . It has been found that wit h
Douglas-fir several intermediate-temperature-setting phenol-resor-
cinols develop satisfactory bonds in straight, members when cured a t
a glue-line temperature of 110° F . for 10 hours . Curing at 80° (glue -
line temperature) and increasing the pressing period to 20 hours have
been found equally satisfactory . The assemblies may also be heated
to temperatures above 110° in order to hasten the curing of the glue .
Southern yellow pine members require heating to 110° (glue-lin e
temperature) or higher for 10 or more hours to produce durable joints .
For Central American mahogany, curing at 140° for 10 hours has bee n
found adequate .

Melamine glues also require considerable heating to develop high
strength and water resistance: A curing period of 10 hours at . 190° F.
(glue-line temperature) is recommended for gluing white oak and a
similar period at 140° for southern yellow pine and Douglas-fir in -

i
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tended for severe exposure. When a curing period of 10 hours or more
is used, it appears inadvisable to employ curing temperatures abov e
210° with some of these glues.

Members laminated with straight resorcinol-resin glues will develop
joint strength adequate for many purposes when cured at tempera-
tures from 70° to 80° F . When softwood species, such as Douglas-fir
and southern yellow pine, were being glued, glue bonds cured at thes e
temperatures for 10 hours were found to be durable when expose d
outdoors . It is also possible to produce durable joints in laminate d
members of Douglas-fir, spruce, and similar species with resorcinol -
resin glues cured at lower temperatures, if the pressing period is ex -
tended . Tests have shown that when pressure is maintained for 1 4
days, glue joints cured at 50° F . are adequate for some softwood spe-
cies, such as Douglas-fir and Sitka spruce . With denser and stronger
woods, such as white oak, heating of the glue joints to 140° or highe r
for 10 hours has been found necessary to provide similar durability
with some of these glues .

With some glues of the foregoing types, curing may be delayed a s
much as a week after spreading and clamping have been completed ,
but others may not perform so well if curing is delayed for severa l
days . The manufacturer's recommendation for the particular glue
should be followed .

METHODS OF HEATING CLAMPED ASSEMBLIE S

Various means have been devised for applying heat to laminate d
assemblies to facilitate curing the glue . Each has advantages and
disadvantages, and some have distinct limitations . Moderate heating
to temperatures of about 120° to 150° F . with proper humidificatio n
may be accomplished in a warm room in the plant . A canvas or
synthetic-rubber canopy, dropped over the assembly to enclose auto -
mat ically controlled heating and humidification equipment, involves
a relatively low expenditure and may serve satisfactorily . Portable
plywood enclosures are also being used for this purpose . Among
other means of heating are high-frequency generators and radian t
heating. Where temperatures appreciably higher than 150° are re-
giiired, it is desirable to provide a heated chamber built on the sam e
principles as modern conventional forced-circulation dry kilns, i n
which the chamber walls, roof, and doors are well insulated agains t
heat and vapor losses . In all cases, the heated room or space must be
large enough to accommodate the laminated assembly in clamps an d
sometimes in the jig .

HEATED CURING CHAMBER S

Heated chambers used for curing laminated assemblies at relativel y
high temperatures should be vaportight and, for the purpose of con -
serving heat, should be made of materials having good insulating
characteristics . Steam coils are usually the most convenient means fo r
supplying heat, and should be of sufficient capacity to enable raisin g
the temperature of the chamber to the desired level in a reasonabl y
short time, usually from 1 to 2 hours . The curing chamber should b e
equipped with steam or water sprays for maintaining the proper
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humidity during the heating cycle and with cold-water sprays fo r
supplying humidification during the cooling period .

In a curing operation where an actual glue-line temperature of 190 °
F. is required, it is most practical to operate the chamber at 210'° t o
215° . At temperatures much above 215°, it is difficult to maintai n
the proper relative humidity, and the use of such temperatures is no t
recommended . Whenever assemblies of a considerable size are to b e
heated in a curing-chamber, it is usually most practical to maintain th e
chamber temperature at about 20° above the required glue-lin e
temperature . If a smaller differential is . used, longer curing cycle s
that may be impractical will be required .

RADIANT HEATING

Radiant heat supplied by infrared lamps or electric heaters ha s
been tried for curing the glue in laminated assemblies, but these mean s
are usually less satisfactory than heated chambers because of the
difficulty of properly controlling humidity at the surface of the wood .
Infrared lamps and strip heaters might be useful, however, for laminat -
ing small members . in constructions in which relatively little checking
will occur when appreciable changes in moisture content are en-
countered. Radiant heat does not penetrate beyond the surface o f
the wood and the interior heating is substantially by conduction .

HIGH-FREQUENCY HEATING

By the use of high-frequency dielectric heating equipment, al l
parts of the glue lines in a large assembly can be heated in a relatively
short period . This is a distinct advantage over the slow process o f
transferring heat by conduction from an external source .

If wood is placed in an electric field that oscillates at the frequencie s
used in the short-wave broadcasting range or higher, heating occur s
throughout the mass, and thus it is possible to introduce heat at a rat e
dependent on the material to be heated and on the power capacity o f
the equipment . Moreover, if the electric field is applied parallel to a
glue line containing water, the glue line can be heated selectivel y
without materially increasing the temperature of the wood adjacen t
to it .

Although the use of high-frequency circuits in gluing is a compara-
tively recent development, it is gaining favor for the rapid setting of
the class of adhesives that sets at room temperatures or slightly higher .
It is currently most applicable whenever a large quantity of a singl e
hem is required or when the object to be heated is thick and canno t
be heated readily by conduction .

	

_
High-frequency dielectric. heating ing equipment is similar to that use d

in short-wave broadcasting except that, instead of radiating th e
energy into space, the equipment is so designed that the energy is
converted into heat within the mass of wood occupying the spac e
traversed by the high-frequency field . The function of the high-
frequency generator is to convert commercial electric power at lo w
frequencies to power at frequencies varying from about 1 to 40 millio n
cycles per second and employing much higher voltages .
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The amount . of power converted to heat in the dielectric can b e
increased by raising the voltage . The higher the frequency, the lowe r
the voltage necessary to obtain a given power input to a load . When
the working voltage is kept low, there is less tendency toward arcing ,
which is especially troublesome in parallel heating. Standing wave s
are most likely to occur at high frequencies, and since these result i n
uneven heating they must be avoided as much as possible . The
effect of standing waves can be reduced by means of tuning stubs o r
induction coils applied between the elct.rodes. It. is often necessary
to use such coils when gluing Iong beams .

It is important that the equipment be properly constructed and
shielded, otherwise an objectionable amount of high-frequency energy
may he radiated and cause interference with radio communication .
The Federal Communications Commission has assigned certain
frequency bands for industrial induction and dielectric heating equip-
ment, and within these bands there is no limit on the amount o f
energy that may be radiated . In dielectric heating applications such
as curing of glues, however, the electrical characteristics of the materia l
or load are changed while it is being heated, so that with the type o f
generator commonly used for this purpose the frequency change s
and it is difficult to keep it within the assigned band . An alternative
means, then, is to shield the equipment so that the amount of radiatio n
conies within the limit permitted by the Federal Communication s
Commission . Shielding to cut down radiation is considered more
practical and less costly than building equipment that will maintai n
constant frequency under varying load (20) .

Several methods of utilizing high-frequency energy for the gluin g
of wood are in use (fig . 35) . The most common are those known as
parallel heating, perpendicular heating, and stray-field heating .
In parallel heating, the field is parallel with the glue lines, and, sinc e
these are more conductive than the wood, the wood is not appreciabl y
heated unless the heating period is prolonged . This method is the
most economical of the three, but it is generally not considered satis-
factory if the length of the glue lines between the faces of the electrode s
is more than 3 inches. In perpendicular heating, the field is perpen-
dicular to the plane of the glue joints and the entire assembly i s
heated . Consequently, more power is required in this method . In
stray-field heating, the glue lines are not in direct line with the elec-
trodes, but as in parallel heating, the field is largely concentrated in
the glue line . This method is applicable to the gluing of scarf joint s
in hoards that are too wide to make parallel heating practical .

High-frequency heating has been used to a limited extent . in com-
mercial production of flat and curved plywood, and to a much greate r
extent for gluing edge and end joints (fig . 36), furniture panels, and
similar products. Recently it has also been used for large-scal e
production of laminated curved rafters . The resorcinol type of glue i s
used, and the field is applied parallel to the glue line .

Urea-, resorcinol-, and melamine-resin glues have been used suc-
cessfully with high-frequency curing . This process is less applicable t o
hot-press phenol resins because of the high temperatures required t o
set them . Acid-catalyzed phenols, on the other hand, appear to cur e
satisfactorily with high-frequency heating, although experience wit h
them is limited. The choice of glue is much more critical in parallel
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FIGURE 35.-Various electrode arrangements for applying high-frequency elec-
trical energy to several types of loads : A, Work between electrodes, with electri c
field perpendicular to plane of glue joints ; B, sandwich method, center electrode
between two stacks of material ; C, electrode arrangement for selective settin g
of glue lines in press as in A ; D, stray-field arrangement .

than in perpendicular bonding, and, since there is considerable varia-
tion in glues of the same type, the manufacturer should be consulte d
in regard to the applicability of his particular glue to the differen t
methods of high-frequency bonding .

The moisture content of the wood affects its conductivity, and the
length of time required for curing the glue increases with higher
moisture content . Because of the difference in conductivity of we t
and dry wood, it is important that the moisture content be unifor m
throughout the assembly ; otherwise the glue might cure nonuni-
formly.
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It is well known that more careful technique is required for success-
ful gluing of the denser species than for less dense ones . This holds
true also when high-frequency curing is employed . Longer curing
cycles are also required for the denser species .

The application of high-frequency heating to members glued with
room-temperature-setting adhesives should be continued until th e
bond strength is sufficient to prevent separation of joints after th e
-pressure has been released . Several days must then, be allowed fo r
conditioning and for completing the cure at room temperature .

RATE OF HEATING IN LARGE ASSEMBLIES

The rate at which heat is transferred from the surface to the center
of a laminated assembly varies somewhat with the species and • the
moisture content of the wood and depends a great deal upon th e
dimensions of the assembly. Figures 37, 38, and 39 show the rate a t
which members of white oak and Douglas-fir assembled with cauls
and clamps heat in curing chambers maintained at the temperature s
indicated. Heating periods required for other sizes can be calculated
by the use of formulas (13) . When several assemblies are clamped i n
one package, the rate of heat transfer to the interior of the packag e
may be considerably increased by inserting sheets of aluminu m
between the assemblies . This procedure is especially advantageous
when several wide assemblies are clamped in one package .

M89994F

FIGURE 37.-Glue-line temperatures at center of laminated members . Curing
temperature, 210° F. Relative humidity, 80 percent .

The total curing cycle may be considered as consisting of three
parts :

(a) Heating the assembly to bring all parts of the glue lines to the
minimum temperature required for curing the glue .

(b) Maintaining this minimum temperature or a higher temperatur e
at all glue lines for the required curing period .
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M89995 F

FIGURE 38.-Glue-line temperatures at center of laminated members . Curing
temperature, 160° F. Relative humidity, 80 percent .

M89996 F

FIGURE 39.-Glue-line temperatures at center of laminated members . Curing
temperature, 125° F. Relative humidity, 75 percent .

(c) Cooling the laminated assembly . The length of time that the
glue joints are at or above the minimum curing temperature during
this period may be considered as a part of the required curing period .

Although the outer area of a laminated assembly may be expecte d
to heat rapidly as the atmosphere of the curing chamber is raised i n
temperature, hours may her required before the glue line at the center
of t he assembly will reach the temperature required to cure the glue .
During the cooling period, however, the outer area cools first, an d
hours may again elapse. while the center remains at or above the mini-
rimu rn curing temperature . Consequently, cooling can be started
before the required curing time for the innermost glue line has elapsed .

The use of thermocouples and a. potentiometer is recommended to
check the interior temperatures during curing, particularly when
laminating the first few members of a particular size and shape .

In addition to placing thermocouples at various points within a
member, it, is also desirable to place some on the outside surfaces .
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During the heating-up period, the wet-bulb temperature should b e
kept slightly lower than the surface temperature of the member . If
this is done, condensation on the timbers will be avoided .

After the heating has been carried on for the required period, it i s
necessary to cool the member to room temperature without appreciabl e
drying, in order to avoid surface checking . Ordinarily, cooling is
accomplished by shutting off the steam supply to the heating coils an d
to the steam spray . Water vapor will usually escape from the cham-
ber so rapidly during the cooling period, however, that the relativ e
humidity will become very low and the surface of the wood will dr y
and check. It is important, therefore, to control the relative humidit y
also during the entire cooling period . A satisfactory method of
rapid cooling is to inject a fine water spray or mist into the circulatin g
air of the curing chamber during the cooling period . This is con-
veniently done by means of spray nozzles attached to the cold-wate r
supply. Use of compressed air in the water-spray line helps to avoi d
clogging of the spray nozzles . The introduction of water spray or
mist, however, should be controlled to avoid wetting glued members .

HUMIDIFICATION OF HEATED CHAMBER S

When wood is heated in an atmosphere of low relative humidit y
for a number of hours, the wood dries and tends to shrink . This
shrinkage may cause checking of the wood or opening of the glu e
joints along the edges before the glue has cured sufficiently to with -
stand the drying stresses . If a. high relative humidity is maintaine d
in the curing chamber, however, the wood will not dry and thus wil l
not shrink or chock, and the glue joints will remain tight . It is
desirable to provide a relative humidity that will maintain the mois-
ture content of the wood in the laminated assembly . Figure 40 indi-
cates, for example, that to maintain a moisture content of 10 to 1 2
percent in wood heated to 210° F., a relative humidity of 80 to 8 5
percent is required . At a curing-chamber temperature of 210°, such
a relative humidity requires a wet-bulb temperature of 199° to 202°.

Humidity refers to the amount of water vapor in the atmosphere .
Absolute humidity is expressed in terms of the weight of water vapor
per unit volume of air . For example, at ordinary shop conditions th e
amount of moisture in the air may amount to 5 grains of water vapor
per cubic foot. Relative humidity is the ratio of the amount o f
moisture present to the amount of moisture required to saturate the
atmosphere at the same temperature . For example, if the air in a
shop operating at a temperature of 70° F . contains 5 grains of wate r
vapor per cubic foot., its relative humidity is 62 .5 percent, because i t
will contain 8 grains of water vapor per cubic foot, when saturate d
(100 percent relative humidity) at 70°.

The moisture-holding capacity of the atmosphere is greatly in -
creased with increase in temperature (almost doubled for each 20° F .
rise in temperature) . At 210° the capacity of the atmosphere rise s
to 255 grains of water vapor per cubic foot, and a relative humidit y
of 80 percent requires about 204 grains per cubic foot, Obviously ,
in order to provide sufficient . moisture in a curing chamber to avoi d
drying of the glued assembly, it is necessary to add a considerabl e
amount of water vapor to the atmosphere . The vapor can be most
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FIGURE 40.-Relation of dry-bulb temperature, relative humidity, and equilib-
rium moisture content of wood .

conveniently added by admitting live steam (jet or spray) to th e
chamber, which must be well insulated and vaportight to maintai n
the humidity at the desired level .

PLANT AND MACHINERY REQUIREMENTS FOR A
LAMINATING OPERATION

The fabrication of strong and dependable glued laminated woo d
products requires careful and accurate preparation of the lumber .
Plant: facilities and machinery should be capable of turning out a
product, exhibiting a high quality of workmanship. Accurate ma-
chining of the lumber to obtain well-fitted joints, controlled ..glue
spreading, adequate. clamping of the assembly, and sufficient curing
of the glue are necessary to produce dependable joints . Average
woodworking machinery and hand-fitting of joints do not generall y
lend themselves to production of high-strength and uniformly con-
sistent glue bonds.

The equipment and facilities required for the different laminatin g
operations may vary considerably according to the type and size. of
members to be produced. All of the equipment; described in thi s
section may not be necessary for satisfactory laminating, but it is
included for the convenience of anyone entering the laminating field .
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PLANT SPACE

The amount of floor space required for a plant for laminating lumbe r
products depends on three major factors : (a) The source of dry
lumber or the facilities for kiln drying and storing lumber, (b) th e
anticipated daily production, and (c) the size and shape of the lami-
nated material .

By assuming that a plant intended for fabrication of laminated
members already has facilities for drying and storing lumber an d
t.hat. its expected daily output has been decided, the amount of floo r
space required for that output will then depend upon the type o f
members to be manufactured .

If the material is to be fabrical ed into lengths greater than thos e
obtainable from the standard lengths of lumber, space must be pro-
vided for scarfing operations involved in producing these lengths .
The required space must be long, but may be comparatively narrow .
It is not essential that scarfing, gluing of scarfs . and their curing prior
to final surfacing be done in the same space or clepartnient . in which
the final assembly is undertaken.

Space should be provided for the inspection of lumber and for dr y
assembly of laminations to their final package size before they are
glued . Such provision will permit placing the laminations in the
correct position for the required spacing of scarfs and for assemblin g
the proper number of pieces for each package .

The space required for spreading glue is slightly more than twic e
the length of the longest member to be fabricated . Some space can
be saved by mounting the spreader on casters, so that it can be moved
easily, but ample space is nevertheless highly desirable .

The space requirements for fixed clamping beds or jigs are somewha t
greater than those for mobile equipment, but such a plant layout, i s
advantageous if the material is to be cured on the bed . The bed s
may be in rows, and the finished material may be removed from th e
beds by hoist or other mechanical means . The total space require-
ments for a fixed-bed type of operation will depend upon the size an d
number of fixtures needed for the required curing cycles and upon th e
desired production capacity .

DRY KILN S

In general, it is desirable that. the fabricator have at his plant, o r
have access to, kilns of such design that lumber for laminating ca n
be dried uniformly and stress-free to meet the requirements of goo d
laminating procedure . A source of well-dried lumber is satisfactor y
if the fabricator does not dry the lumber himself . Equipment for
determining the moisture content of lumber must be available .

STORAGE BUILDING S

It is often necessary for the fabricator to have facilities for the dr y
storage of kiln-dried lumber in enclosed and sometimes in heate d
buildings .
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SAWING AND JOINTING EQUIPMENT

The fabricator will generally require the following sawing machinery
to prepare lumber properly for gluing :

(a) Chain-fed ripsaws capable of ripping a true straight edge suit-
able for the edge gluing of lumber .

(b) Crosscut saws for trimming boards and removing defects .
(c) A band resaw, usually required when thin laminations ar e

needed for laminating sharply bent items, and also advantageous for
resawing items that can be glued in multiple widths .

EDGE- AND SCARF-JOINT GLUING EQUIPMENT

Clamping equipment for edge gluing may consist of hand clamps ,
clamp carriers, piling clamps, or other devices to apply and hol d
pressure satisfactorily on the edges of boards during the edge-gluing
operations.

Equipment for end jointing of lumber may be a planer, shaper ,
tenoner, milling head, or any other device to produce the fingered ,
plain, or serrated surfaces of the shape and uniformity required .

Scarf-gluing pressure equipment may be hydraulic or screw presses ,
C-clamps, or any suitable device to apply and hold pressure during
the gluing and curing of scarf joints .

SURFACING EQUIPMEN T

The rough planer is used for the initial surfacing of both sides o f
kiln-dried rough lumber. Either a single or double planer. is satis-
factory .

The cabinet surfacer is an essential piece of equipment . It may be
a single- or double-cylinder, ball-bearing machine, capable of being
set to surface lumber accurately within close limits . Preferably, it
should be not less than a six-roll machine.

GLUE STORAGE, MIXING, AND SPREADING EQUIPMENT

Adequate storage facilities that will enable storage of glue unde r
cool and dry conditions are often advantageous . For intermediate-
temperature-setting phenol-resorcinol resins some means of refrigera-
tion may be desired in order that temperatures as low as 30° to 40 °
F . may be maintained in the storage room .

Equipment, for mixing glue must be designed to produce a homo-
geneous mixture of the various glue ingredients with the least amoun t
of agitation. Equipment made of materials easily attacked by acid s
or bases should not be used with glues that are highly alkaline o r
highly acid . Mixers made of steel are suitable for most laminatin g
glues.

Casein glue may be applied with glue spreaders equipped wit h
properly corrugated metal rolls or corrugated rubber-covered rolls .
The equipment for applying resin glues should be a double-rubber-rol l
spreader, with adjustable doctor rolls to control the amount of spread .
The rate of feed should be about 50 to 100 feet per minute . A single-
roll spreader is suitable for edge gluing. Suitable scales are essential
for checking glue spread .

247040 °-54--6
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GLUING JIGS, FORMS, CLAMPS, AND HANDLING EQUIPMENT

The type of jigs, beds, and fixtures necessary will depend largely
on the type of laminating to be done. It is desirable that the jigs fo r
curved work be readily adjustable . The use of fixtures that are
rigid and nonadjustable is likely to be costly unless large quantities o f
material of a given size and curvature are required . All jigs and
fixtures should permit the finished package to be readily remove d
from the form, but must be sufficiently strong and rigid to withstand
the pressures of bending curved work to the contour of the jigs with-
out being deformed . Flat beds for clamping straight member s
should be of such construction as will prevent the material fro m
slipping out of place during the clamping operation .

Provision should be made for the mechanical handling of heav y
members by overhead hoists, floor cranes, or other lifting equipment .
The weight of the finished laminated material with the clamps added
may sometimes be several thousand pounds, and then special con-
sideration must be given to the handling problem. Overhead hoist s
may be most effective, but floor cranes can also be used to advantage
if they are designed and sized to span the gluing beds. If trucks or
dollies are used, a flat and preferably level floor is necessary . Other-
wise the bed of the dolly might follow the warping and slope of th e
floor. The package would then be cured in a distorted position, and
the distortion would be permanent . This danger is most pronounced
in thin packages . Precautions should be taken at all times to se e
that the laminated packages in retaining clamps are evenly and wel l
supported and in proper alinement .

Retaining clamps should be sturdy and readily adjustable fo r
different sizes of packages. It is desirable that the clamps have some
compensating device by which the pressure will be applied uniforml y
across the assembly. I-beam retaining clamps or other types o f
frame clamps can be used . Their heads and bases should be suffi-
ciently rigid to prevent distortion during clamping and should be
capable of maintaining required loads .

CURING CHAMBER S

Separate curing chambers are desirable for some types of gluing .
With certain types of large members that are difficult to handle, i t
may be necessary, however, to precure or fully cure the glue whil e
the members remain in the jigs in which they are formed, because o f
the danger of distortion when they are moved to a separate curing
chamber. If provision is made for curing in a separate chamber, i t
will be desirable to glue and clamp the assembly on movable trucks
or dollies . The glued material, thus clamped, is stored until a suffi-
cient quantity has been assembled to charge the curing chamber.

Laminated products glued with adhesives that cure at room tem-
peratures can be cured adequately in the room in which the gluing i s
done. If the adhesives require elevated temperatures for adequat e
curing, however, heated chambers provided with accurate control o f
temperature and humidity are necessary . The closest approach in a
woodworking plant to the kind of control required is the internal-fa n

}

	

dry kiln, which seldom, however, has been designed or constructed t o
maintain the highest (210° F .) temperatures and relative humidities

lE~
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required for this purpose. Curing chambers should be provided with :
(a) Heating coils of ample capacity to heat the chamber to the

required temperature (sometimes as high as 210° F .) in a period of
about 2 hours . A heating unit installed as a return-bend system in a
chamber not more than 50 feet long will ordinarily, under thermostati c
control, be able to provide a uniform temperature distribution . It is
desirable to have the heating system subdivided into several sections ,
so that, only part of the heating coils need be used after the chambe r
is heated to the desired temperature. In longer chambers, it i s
desirable to have a. separate heating system for each half-chamber
length, each separately controlled by a thermostat, to maintai n
uniform temperatures .

(b) Highly vaportight. and well-insulated building construction .
The inner face of the chamber structure should prevent the read y
passage of water vapor. (The vapor pressure within the curin g
chamber at 210° F. and 80 percent relative humidity is approximatel y
12 pounds per square inch, which will cause considerable vapo r
leakage through structural openings, cracks, or permeable wall ma-
terials .) Painting the inside faces with a good grade of asphalti c
kiln paint is very helpful . Outdoor surfaces should not be vapor -
tight . In addition to being vaportight, the chamber should be well
insulated against heat loss to avoid condensation on the interior face s
of the chamber .

The wall construction of a dry-kiln type of curing chamber may be
of conventional hollow tile, brick, or similar material . In small units ,
vaportight cement-asbestos-board interior lining, applied over insu-
lating board, and interior joints sealed with asphaltic plastic are
satisfactory for use inside enclosed buildings . Requirements for
heating, humidifying, circulation of air, cooling, and automati c
instrument control in such a small chamber are the same as those fo r
large installations .

(e) Forced-air circulation system. The uniform_ control of temper-
ature and relative humidity is much easier if there is mechanica l
equipment for producing definite circulation of the air in all parts o f
the curing chamber . The circulation of air in the curing chambe r
may be readily observed by releasing chemical smoke (titaniu m
tetrachloride) into the chamber with the circulation system in opera-
tion . It is most practical to do this while the chamber is cool .

A curing chamber for certain applications can be provided b y
enclosing the glued assembly, heating coils, and steam spray, with o r
without mechanical equipment for circulating the air, within a. rubber-
treated canvas that, is highly vaportight . The useful life of the canvas
covering is relatively short, but .. it may be practical in certain instances.
Synthetic-rubber or portable plywood enclosures are also used for
this purpose .

It is desirable to have the curing chambers located where escapin g
vapor will not.. interfere with moisture conditions in the plant .

(d) Equipment to provide high humidity. During heating and
curing a. live-steam spray system controlled by a wet-bulb thermosta t
is satisfactory for supplying the required humidity. Steam sprays
are undesirable during cooling, however, since they will admit hea t
also . The use of a water mist or fog injected into the circulating ai r
by spray heads or by an air-operated spray gun is very effective .
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EQUIPMENT FOR SURFACING GLUED PRODUCTS

Most cured glues tend to dull the knives of surfacing equipment ,
so that it is undesirable to use finishing planers or jointers for the
surfacing of glued products . A portable planer of the type shorn in
figure 41 is convenient for rough surfacing of either straight or curved
members . Timber sizers or shapers may also be used to advantage i f
the dulling effect of the glue squeeze-out is not . too objectionable .
Removing the squeeze-out by use of scrapers prior to surfacin g
will reduce the wear on planer knives .

FIGURE 41 .-Portable planer used for surfacing straight or curved timbers .

CONTROL INSTRUMENTS

Certain control instruments may be considered essential to th e
fabricator of laminated material . They include :

(a) Equipment for determining the moisture content of lumber -
drying oven, scales, and moisture meter .

An oven that can be operated at 210° to 220° F . with temperature
control is suitable .

4
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An accurate triple-beam balance or its equivalent, capable o f
weighing to 0 .01 gram, is suitable for weighing samples for moisture
determinations .

A resistance-type moisture meter is suitable for rough checking o f
the moisture content of untreated lumber :

(b) A screw type of micrometer (or its equivalent) measuring t o
0 .001 inch, which is suitable for measuring the thickness of lumbe r
when setting up the finishing planer and for checking stock thickness .
Slip-on gages are convenient for checking the thickness of the surface d
laminations .

(c) A balance capable of weighing accurately to 1 gram, which is
suitable for determination of glue spread .

Equipment not always necessary, but useful in a laminating opera-
tion, includes the following :

(a.) A compressoineter with gage, which is suitable for checking th e
pressures developed with different types of clamps when variou s
amounts of torque are applied to the nuts .

(b) Torque wrenches, which are suitable for measuring torque when
applying and checking gluing clamp pressure .

(c) A potentiometer (electric thermometer) and thermocouples ,
which, when assemblies are heated in a . curing chamber, are desirable.
for determining temperatures within the package (luring heating an d
cooling. These determinations can be nia,de accurately by the use o f
thermocouples of the proper type for the particular potentiometer .

((I) Equipment. for making glue-joint shear tests . If the fabricato r
does not, have it, he should have available to him the services of som e
laboratory to make such tests .

(e) Equipment for making accelerated delamination test . (ASTM
Designation D1101-50T .)

METHODS OF EVALUATION OF PRODUCT

The usefulness of a laminated member is determined by the lumbe r
used and by the glue joints produced . These cannot. be fully evalu-
ated merely by a visual inspection of the finished product . Adequate
control of the entire laminating process is extremely important, an d
standardized inspection of the materials and processes, as well a s
glue-joint tests on sample material, is very helpful in assuring th e
production of dependable glued members . Since in many types o f
tests for the quality of glue bond in laminated material the test. speci-
mens are loaded to destruction, such methods are consequently no t
applicable to whole members intended for use . To obtain samples fo r
testing, however, the members may be made somewhat . longer tha n
required in use and the extra . length can be cut off for test specimens ,
or short sample beams may be laminated, glued, and cured unde r
conditions identical to the production run . The quality of the glue
bonds in these test. specimens and in the members intended fo r
structural purposes should be comparable .

QUALITY OF MATERIAL S

The type of glue required is usually specified in a contract, and
whether it is being used or not can be readily verified at the time o f
fabrication. Determination of the type of glue in a finished product,
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however, may require performance tests and chemical analysis .
Even so, the quality of the glue cannot be differentiated from th e
quality of the technique with which it was used . The grade of the
lumber in the laminations making up a member may be readily
checked immediately after final surfacing but before gluing. The
finished member can be inspected for defects appearing on the surface ,
for proper spacing of end joints, and for open glue joints that may
occur along the sides of the member .

TESTING GLUE-JOINT STRENGTH AND QUALITY

The adequacy of the gluing procedure and the initial strength o f
the glue joint can to a large extent be determined by the dry block -
shear test . Standard block-shear specimens can be cut from the
laminated product or from a separate sample laminated beam . The
types of shear specimens used in this test are shown in figure 42 .
Either the stairstep or the standard block type of shear specime n
may be used . The former is somewhat more convenient to cut fro m
laminated members. It is recommended that for each 6-inch width
of laminated member (measured across the width of the laminations)
at least 1 shear test be made upon each glue line, and that the tota l
number of tests per member tested be not less than 5 .

FIGURE 42.-Standard block (A) and stair-step type (B) shear specimens fo r
testing glue-joint strength .

A storage and conditioning period of at least 5 days at a temperatur e
from 70° to 100° F . should be allowed between gluing and testing fo r
members glued and cured at room temperature . When assemblie s
have been heated fully to cure the glue bond, specimens may be teste d
immediately upon being cooled to room temperature .

Shear blocks should be tested in a machine equipped with the shea r
tool illustrated in figure 43 . The load should be applied to the
specimen at a rate of 0 .015 inch per minute plus or minus 25 percent .
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M41775 F
FIGURE 43.-Shearing tool and testing machine used in glue-joint testing .

The breaking load should be expressed for each specimen in pounds
per square inch of glue-joint area, and the percentage of wood failureoccurring over the ghee-joint : area should be estimated . Shear-
strength values may be ad j ustcd for variations in the moisture conten tof the wood by the use of table 4 .

The shear-strength values given in the column for 12 percen t
moisture content in table 4 are computed as 90 percent of the valu efor dear wood . Adjusted strength values for other moisture conten t
values below the fiber saturation point may be calculated by use of
the values given in the last column of table 4 .
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TABLE 4 .-Shear strength of glue joints in laminated construction of
different species at various moisture content value s

Moisture content Increase in
shear

Species
8 12 16

At fiber
saturation

strength
for each
1 percent

percent percent percent point or
higher

decrease
in moisture

content

P. s. i. P. s. i.' P. s. i . P.s.i . Percen t
Redwood	 910 850

	

790 720 1 . 7
Douglas-fir	 1, 100 1, 030

	

960 840 1 . 7
Western hemlock	 1, 160 1,050

	

950 730 2 . 5
Pine, southern (shortleaf) __ _ 1, 360 1, 180 1, 020 760 3 . 7
White oak	 1, 940 1, 700 1, 490 1, 140 3 . 4
Sugar maple	 2, 450 2, 100 1, 800 1, 310 3. 9

Specimens that show strength values below the required average
for the species and wood-failure values of 75 percent or more shoul d
be excluded in calculating the average of the test results . Specimens
with knots, pitch pockets, or other defects in contact with the glu e
line should also be excluded in forming the average .

MEMBERS FOR CONTINUOUSLY DRY US E

Laminated wood products intended for continuously dry us e
(moisture content not more than 20 percent) should have glue joint s
that consistently meet the average strength requirements shown i n
table 4 when tested dry by the block-shear method, and, in addition ,
should develop average wood-failure values of not less than 50 percent .
With good control of the gluing process, wood-failure values consider-
ably higher than 50 percent can be obtained with most species .

MEMBERS FOR EXTERIOR US E

Laminated members intended for exterior exposure are expecte d
to perform satisfactorily under conditions as severe as continuou s
soaking in water, alternate soaking and drying, or exposure to stea m
without serious delamination of the glue joints . Tests have shown tha t
glue joints sufficiently durable for such exposures must develop hig h
shear-strength and wood-failure values and, in addition, must, be
highly resistant to delamination in cyclic soaking and drying tests .
The glue joints in such timbers should meet consistently all the. fol-
lowing requirements :

1 . Satisfy the shear-strength values shown in table 4, and, in addi-
tion, show average wood-failure values of not less than 50 percent .

The dry block-shear test can be carried out quickly and might b e
used as a continuous check on the production . For greater assurance
of the adequacy of the glue joints for exterior service, the delaminatio n
test should be applied .
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2. Show a shear-strength value equal to 90 percent of the valu e
at the fiber saturation point (table 4), and an average wood-failur e
value of not less tian 75 percent on standard shear blocks that hav e
been boiled in water for not less than 12 hours, thoroughly cooled
by immersion in cold water, and tested wet . This test is recommended
for checking whether the glue is of a type suitable for exterior use .
It is not recommended as a daily control test, but would be usefu l
for checking each shipment of glue .

3. Show openings in the glue joints averaging not more than 10
percent when tested 'according to either Procedure A or Procedure B ,
which follow. For either test, cut 3 cross sections, each with a lengt h
(along the grain) of 3 inches, from the laminated member or sample
beam, or preferably 1 section from each - of three different beams.
The end-grain surfaces of the sections should be cut or sanded to a
smooth condition .

Procedure A. Place the test specimens an an autoclave or other
type of pressure vessel and immerse them in water at room temperatur e
of 65° to 80° F . The specimens should be weighted down to kee p
them submerged, and separated by stickers or other means in such a
manner that all end-grain surfaces have free access to the water .
Draw a vacuum of at least 25 inches of mercury (at sea level) and
maintain it for 2 hours . Then release the vacuum and apply a pressure
of 75 +5 pounds per square inch for 2 hours . Repeat this vacuum-
pressure cycle with the specimens still immersed, making a 2-cycl e
impregnating period requiring a total of 8 hours .

Dry the specimens for a period of 88 hours (333 days) in air at 80 °
to 85° F. and 25 to 30 percent relative humidity and circulating at a
rate of at least 200 feet per minute . During drying, the specimens
should be placed at least 2 inches apart and with the end-grain surface s
parallel to the stream of air . Repeat the entire soaking-drying cycl e
twice to comprise a total test period of 12 days . At the end of th e
final drying period measure the total length of open glue joints
(delamination.) on the end-grain surfaces of the specimens to th e
nearest Ys inch (0 .05 inch) . Failure in the wood due to checking or
other causes should not be regarded as delamination .

Procedure B. Soak the specimens by immersing them in water
at room temperature for not less than 15 days, and then dry them
as in Procedure A . After three soaking-drying cycles, measure
delamination as in Procedure A .

The total length of open glue joints on the two end-grain surfaces
of each specimen is expressed as- a percentage of the entire length
of the glue joints exposed on these surfaces (except that glue lines
at knot areas are omitted), and this value is referred to as the percent -
age delamination 'of the specimen .

As a substitute for an autoclave or other suitable pressure vessel ,
the type of equipment shown in figure 44 has been used successfully
at the Forest Products Laboratory in carrying out the test describe d
under Procedure A .

This equipment consists of two water-softener tanks bolted in a
vertical position to a welded angle-iron frame . A welded iron-wir e
cage with slots large enough to hold the test sections fits into' each
tank and keeps the specimens separated and submerged . Water
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M 65068 F
FIGURE 44.-Pressure tanks suitable for use in accelerated soaking-and-dryin g

test of laminated sections .
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pressure is supplied from the city water line, and vacuum is obtained
by use of a small suction pump . Each tank can be operated separately
and is fitted with a vacuum-pressure gage and a glass gage to indicat e
the water level .

The frequency of application of the various tests recommended
depends upon the type and size of members produced . Systematic
checking of the quality of the product, however, would undoubtedl y
be valuable in any operation. The dry block-shear test is the leas t
time consuming of the tests given and might be applied daily to a
certain number of specimens . As previously mentioned, the boiling
test would probably be required only once for each shipment of glue .
The cyclic test might be required occasionally, but probably not nearl y
so frequently as the dry shear test .

PRESERVATIVE TREATMENTS OF LAMINATED WOOD AN D
GLUING OF TREATED WOO D

Glued laminated members used under continuously dry condition s
are not subject to decay of the wood or deterioration of the glu e
by micro-organisms, and both wood and glue can normally be expecte d
to give long service. Fire, however, can destroy both, and it is
sometimes desirable to protect the member by treating it with fire -
retardant chemicals. These treatments may be given in the form
of external paint coatings before or after ultimate installation, wit h
little possibility of damage to the glue joints . Pressure-impregnatio n
treatments, however, with fire-retardant chemicals in water solutio n
will likely damage casein and urea-resin glue joints because of th e
action of the water and subsequent drying . If pressure impregnation
with water-borne chemicals is required, it is recommended tha t
exterior-type resins be used .

Certain fire-retardant chemicals will raise the equilibrium moisture
content of wood . Because of the higher equilibrium moisture conten t
of wood treated with chemicals, some reduction in strength of the
wood can be expected and may need to be taken into account i n
structural design .

The wood in members used under wet or humid conditions in eithe r
interior or exterior exposure is subject to decay, and its useful lif e
may be appreciably prolonged by the application of preservative s
(10) . The ability of the phenol, resorcinol, and melamine glues i n
well-cured joints to maintain their strength and resistance to delami-
nation beyond the useful life of untreated wood often makes it desirable '
to apply preservatives to the laminated member. Glue joints in
laminated members bonded with these glues are not appreciably '
affected by cold or hot' water, oils, or most chemicals that do no t
damage wood . Results of tests indicate that such glued members
may be treated with any present-day commercially used wood-pre-
serving or fire-retardant chemical without appreciable damage to th e
glue joint . Information on the performance of glue joints in lami-
nated members treated with wood-preserving and fire-retardan t
chemicals is limited to weather-exposure tests and service tests ex -
tending over a period of 5 to 6 years, so that the conclusions just
stated are subject to revision after further study and tests .
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Less information is available concerning the ability of laminatin g
glues to develop adequate bonds on lumber that has been treated wit h
wood-preserving chemicals prior to gluing . Gluing of preservative -
treated lumber may often be advantageous, since treatment of lami-
nated members may be inconvenient, and sometimes impossible ,
owing to their size or shape . Casein glues do not perform satisfac-
torily under conditions where the use of preservative-treated wood i s
required, and only exterior-type resin glues are adequate for thi s
purpose .

In the case of oil-borne preservatives, such as creosote, results o f
tests have indicated that resorcinols and resorcinol-modified phenol s
will adequately bond southern yellow pine when the treatment is no t
sufficiently heavy to cause appreciable bleeding in subsequent surfac-
ing and gluing operations . Results of tests have indicated that red oa k
and maple also can be glued satisfactorily under similar conditions o f
treatment.. Where bleeding of creosote occurs, removal of the exude d
preservative by wiping with clean rags was beneficial, and wipin g
with rags dipped in acetone was particularly helpful . To remove a s
much as possible of the excess creosote, it . is advisable to stand the
lumber on end to facilitate drainage . Lumber that was permitted t o
drain for several weeks to several months was more easily glued tha n
freshly treated lumber .

Surfacing is necessary after treatment and before gluing, because th e
treatment often leaves a. deposit on the surface of the lumber that is
likely to interfere with good bonding . The necessity for surfacin g
after treatment is, in one way, a disadvantage, because of removal o f
part of the lumber that has the highest preservative retention . Sur-
facing of the lumber before treatment is therefore desirable, since i t
facilitates the use of a lighter cut in the final surfacing of the lumber .

When the treatment is with water-borne chemicals, the moistur e
content, of the wood is increased appreciably . Upon redrying, th e
lumber generally is too variable in thickness to be suitable for good
gluing, and resurfacing becomes necessary . Some water-borne pre-
servative and fire-retardant chemicals used on wood appear to h e
compatible with certain laminating glues, and adequate bond can b e
obtained if the lumber is surfaced after treatment . . The data available
are limited, however, and the glue manufacturer should be consulted
to ascertain the compatibility of glue and treatment .

In general, test results have indicated that satisfactory bonds can b e
obtained with many species-preservative-glue combinations, but tha t
procedures used when gluing untreated lumber may have to b e
varied for treated lumber . For instance, higher curing temperature s
are often required when gluing treated wood .



Part II. DESIGN

BASIC FEATURES OF GLUED LAMINATED WOOD
CONSTRUCTIO N

Glued laminated wood can be used in a wide variety of structures ,
such as buildings, bridges, aircraft, and boats . Its versatility i s
enhanced by the fact that it can be made to required forms and size s
without regard to standard sizes and shapes and is free of the limita-
tions commonly imposed on timber structures by the sizes and length s
of available solid material. Although large structures are usually
laminated from material in lumber thicknesses, it has been found (see .
a,ppenchx) that laminating with veneer gives comparable results .

Some designers of glued laminated members have proposed that, i n
addition to the glue, mechanical fastenings be used for joining th e
laminations . It should he noted, if such a procedure is contemplated ,
that mechanical fastenings of all types can be expected to carry bu t
little load until some relative rnove.ment of the joined parts has oc-
curred . Glued joints will not permit the relative movement, necessar y
to enable the mechanical fastenings to become fully effective, so tha t
the use of mechanical fastenings to supplement the strength of th e
glued joints is impractical-they cannot be fully effective until th e
glue joint has failed, and even then cannot be expected to provid e
shear strength equivalent to that provided by the glue .

Beams of glued laminated wood may be either horizontally or ver-
tically laminated . A horizontally laminated beam (fig . 45, A) is one
in which the loads on the beam act in a plane normal to the plane o f
the laminations, and is probably the most commonly used form . A
vertically laminated beam (fig . 45, B) is one iii which the loads on th e
beam act in a plane parallel to the plane of the laminations . In the
horizontally laminated type, edge joints in laminations that must b e
wider than the boards available need not necessarily be glued, sinc e
their strength normally will not affect that of the beam . In the vert-
ically laminated type, however, the strength of edge joints in lamina-
tions is of considerable importance, since their strength will affect the
shear strength of the beam .

Glued laminated construct ion is particularly adapted to use i n
arches or in curved beams, since laminations can be used that are thi n
enough to permit bending them to the required curvature. Lami-
nated arches are commonly designed as 2-hinged (fig . 46, A) or 3-hinge d
(fig . 46, B and C) . Arch designs involving fixed ends should giv e
consideration to the fact that, over a period of time, the fixity may b e
reduced by working of the connections that results from deformations
due to load and from shrinking and swelling due to changes in moistur e
content .

89
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B
M91859 F

FIGURE 45.-Laminated beams : A, Horizontally laminated ; B, vertically laminated .
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FIGURE 46.-Forms of laminated arches : A, two-hinged, constant cross section ;
B, three-hinged, constant cross section ; C, three-hinged, variable cross section .

Arches and other curved members are generally laminated hori-
zontally. In farm structures, vertically laminated arches of the typ e
called "segmental arches" are sometimes used . They are formed of
boards having 1 edge sawed to the required curvature and assemble d
to form a member, 3 or more boards thick, with the end joints stag-
gered or alternated in adjacent layers (fig . 47) . This type of arch,
while it has been used in farm structures, is wasteful of material i n
that one or more of the laminations of a cross section including a join t
is ineffective because of the butt joints commonly used . The arches
are usually nailed, and the lack of shear resistance between layer s
tends to permit them to buckle . Even if the end joints were glued
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scarf joints and the layers were bonded with an adhesive, this typ e
would be open to objection because of the large. number of end joints
required and because of the fact, that, at, most cross sections, the di-
rection of grain of one or more layers would not coincide with th e
direction of principal stress .

M 28180F
FIGURE 47.-Sketch of segmental curved member .

Glued laminated construction may be combined with plywood t o
form members having I, box, or other cross sections for use in beams ,
arches, or columns (fig . 48) . Such constructions offer econom y
through the use of laminated material in the areas of high tensio n
and compression stresses and of plywood to resist shear stress . Th e
amount of strength that can be gained by such a distribution of ma-
terial is limited to some extent by the influence of the form and the
height. of the cross section on the bending strength . Such designs do ,
however, promote efficient use of material by utilizing plywood, whic h
is of relatively light weight and high shear strength, to resist shear i n
the beam .

A

	

B

FIGURE 48.-Laminated construction combined with plywood : A, I section; B ,
box section .

The depth of cross section at various points may be varied to suit
the stress requirements by varying the number of laminations an d
tapering them to a smooth outline (fig . 46, C) . This is commonl y
clone by building up the member to approximately the desired dept h
and cutting to the desired shape on the convex surface . By this pro-
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cedure, the grain direction of the outer laminations near the conve x
surface will not coincide with the direction of principal stress . If the
slope of grain with respect to the direction of stress becomes so steep
by this procedure as to reduce the strength below that used in design ,
a modification of the procedure becomes desirable . In this modified
procedure, the arch is built up to all but a few inches of its final depth ,
is surfaced to a smooth outline, and. sufficient continuous or end -
jointed laminations are added to produce the required depth .

EDGE JOINT S

If available material is not wide enough, laminations may be mad e
of two or more edge-joined pieces. Edge gluing of the two pieces i s
sometimes unnecessary . For example, edge joints in horizontally
laminated beams do not, from the standpoint of strength requirements ,
need to be glued . From the standpoint of fabrication, however ,
there are definite advantages to edge gluing, even though strengt h
requirements may be such as to permit an unglued joint . An edge-
glued joint facilitates handling of the material in assembly, inasmuc h
as only 1 rather than 2 or more boards need be handled . In vertically
laminated beams, however, edge joints in those laminations require d
for shear resistance need to be glued to have adequate strength i n
longitudinal shear. Edge gluing may be desirable in outer lamina-
tions from the standpoint of appearance .. Glued edge joints, wher e
required for reasons of strength, should be of high quality and a s
durable as the glue joints between laminations. Joints made only to
facilitate handling in assembly may be of lower quality .

A plain edge joint (fig . 49, A) offers an advantage over tongue-and-
groove and other types of edge joints in the ease with which goo d
joints may be made with most species . Although the machined joint s
.facilitate alinement and possess the theoretical advantage of adde d
gluing area, they are more wasteful of material, require special equip-
ment, and, because of difficulties in machining, may actually afford les s
effective gluing area than does a plain joint .

END JOINTS

End joints are frequently required between pieces in order to provid e
laminations of sufficient length . Those most commonly used are the
plain scarf joint (fig . 50, A), the stepped or hooked scarf joint (fig . 50,
I3), and the butt joint (fig . 50, C) .

Glued butt joints are not only extremely weak but quite variable i n
strength . For this reason, generally, no dependence is placed on th e
strength of the joint, and butt joints, when used, are not glued . Thus
butt joints, while simple to make, possess a serious disadvantage in
that they cannot transmit any tensile stress and can transmit com-
pression stress only after considerable deformation or when a metal
bearing plate is tightly fitted between the two pieces . Extreme care in
assembly would be required to make the latter procedure- effective .
Normally, however, they are not considered to transmit any stress ,
even in compression, so that all stress must pass around them throug h
adjacent laminations . Butt joints are, therefore, serious sources o f
stress concentration . They are, in addition, undesirable in curved

247040 `-54-7
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FIGURE 49.-Some types of edge joints : A, Plain ; B, tongue-and-groove ; C, cir-
cular tongue-and-groove ; b, dovetail .

laminations because of their effect on interlamination contact in their
vicinity . It is impossible to produce uniform curvature right to the
end of a square-end piece ; hence, in the vicinity of butt joints, contac t
between adjacent. laminations can result only from pressure sufficien t
to crush the wood and that is likely to expel too much of the glue, thu s
making the joints between laminations locally deficient in resistanc e
to shear. This condition is illustrated by figure 51 .

Scarf joints, on the other hand, may be made to have considerabl e
proportions of the strength of uncut boards, both in tension and i n
compression . Scarf joints are designated by the slope of the plane o f
the, scarf with respect. to the axis of the piece ; this slope is computed
from the ratio of thickness to length of scarf (b /c, fig . 50, A), as 1 in
20, 1 in 15, or 1 in 10 . Well-made scarf joints of flat slope have hig h
percentages of the strength of the uncut boards ; their strength i n
tension decreases percentagewise with increasing steepness of th e
scarf, with the rate of decrease increasing rapidly for the steeper
slopes . Plain and stepped scarfs having the same slope of the plan e
portion may be expected to have the same strength except for th e
portion of the area occupied by the step, which is ineffective in trans-
mitting stress. The stepped scarf offers some advantage in ease o f
positioning the parts of the. joint and-although some strength is los t
because of the step-it is markedly superior to the butt joint both in
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FIGURE 50.- End joints : A, Plain scarf ; B, stepped scarf ; C, butt .

/NJ'UFF/C/ENT PREJ'SURE AND
OPEN OR /MPERFECT JO/NT

ZM28161 F
FIGURE 51 .-Conditions at a butt joint in a lamination of a curved assembly .
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strength and in the fact that each piece can be bent, all the way t :o its
end to obtain intimate contact between adjacent laminations .

Since scarf joints that are not well glued cannot, be expected t o
develop the strength intended for them, and, since there is no way o f
evaluating the loss in strength resulting from poor gluing, special car e
should be taken to make sure that the procedures used in the manu-
facture of scarf joints for structural members are such as to produc e
dependable results. As indicated under Gluing of Edge and End
Joints, p . 42, pregluing of end joints is recommended for exterior use
or service where maximum strength is required .

A modification of the plain scarf joint (patent pending) is in use b y
at least one laminator . This joint, illustrated in figure 52, consists o f
a number of oppositely sloping scarf cuts across the width of th e
lamination. With proper technique in the preparation of the scarfed
surfaces and in the gluing of the joint, this type of joint should b e
essentially equivalent in strength to a plain scarf joint of the sam e
slope . This equivalence would be limited to some extent by the fac t
that, if cross grain through the thickness and across the width of th e
lamination is present, some portion of the width must necessaril y
have the scarf slope "across" rather than "with" the grain .

M86816 F
FIGURE 52.-Two versions of a modification of the plain scarf joint . Patent

pending on this joint .

The durability of scarf joints in laminated members is not wel l
established . The indications are, however, that scarf joints of stee p
slope are less durable than those of flat slope . It would appear, then,
that the steepest permissible slope of scarf joint for exterior or othe r
severe exposure should be less steep than would be permitted fo r
interior use . While the data are not adequate to permit exact recom-
mendations, it is suggested that, for exterior or other severe exposure ,
scarf joints no steeper than 1 in 10 be used .

Several other types of end joints (fig . 53) have been used . Gener-
ally, they are designed to facilitate alinement of the parts and provid e
added gluing area. As with edge joints, however, accuracy of fit is an
important factor in producing strong end joints, and inaccuracie s
may actually cause a reduction in effective gluing area and result i n
reduced strength . Presently, the plain scarf joint possesses a distinc t
advantage in than it combines relative ease of manufacture with hig h
strength if it has a sufficiently flat slope .
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FIGURE 53.-Two types of patented glued end joints used in laminating .

End joints of all types are most efficient when they have fiat slope s
that expose as little end grain and as much side grain as possible i n
the surfaces to be glued .

FACTORS To BE CONSIDERED IN DESIG N

The design of a structure made of laminated material involve s
consideration of more factors than does that of a structure made o f
one-piece members . On the other hand, it permits better utilizatio n
of material because material can be placed where its strength may b e
best utilized and constant-strength members can be designed wher e
such -a procedure is expedient .

The number and thickness of laminations to be used depends, i n
general, only upon the thickness of available material and the size o f
the cross section required . As indicated earlier, however, for curved
members, the individual laminations must be thin enough to permit
bending them to the required curvature without damage .

Knots, of course, affect the strength of laminated members to a n
extent that is dependent on their size, number, and location in th e
lamination. In beams, their effect on strength depends also on thei r
longitudinal position in the beam and upon the location of the lami-
nation in the cross section of the member . Since a knot of a given
size has a greater effect on strength when in the outer laminations of
a beam, most efficient use of material can be obtained by using materia l
of the higher grades in the outer laminations and that of lower grade s
in the inner laminations . Knots in curved laminations, furthermore ,
may interfere with bending the laminations to a smooth curve an d
thus prevent the intimate contact between laminations that is neede d
for the production of good glue joints . Other defects, such as cros s
grain, also affect strength, but may be taken into account by imposing
limitations that make their effects similar in magnitude to those o f
knots of permitted size .

Checks lying in a horizontal plane, as in a beam horizontall y
laminated with edge-grain boards or in one vertically laminated with
flat-grain boards, will affect shear strength to the same extent as in a
solid beam. Since material for glued laminated construction is
generally dried in relatively small thicknesses, checks do not occu r
frequently ; certainly, the large checks that are common in one-piece
sawn timbers are not to be expected .

ONSRUD
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Shakes, if present in flat-grained laminations of a horizontall y
laminated beam, will also affect shear strength to the same extent as
in a solid beam. They should be excluded or placed in areas of low
shear .

End joints play a large part in determining the strength of laminate d
members . The indiscriminate use of butt joints, especially in beam s
or tension members, can result in a member of exceedingly low strength
as compared to one made from continuous laminations . On the other
hand, the use of well-spaced scarf joints of flat slope will result in a
member that has a high percentage of the strength of one with con-
tinuous laminations . Other types of end joints may be used, but such
use should be based on data permitting the sound design of member s
in which they are used . In some cases, tests have shown them to b e
only slightly more efficient than butt joints, so that the added expens e
involved in their manufacture is not adequately compensated for by a
gain in strength .

The form and height of wood beams affect stresses at both propor-
tional limit and ultimate as computed by conventional methods .
Thus, stresses at proportional limit and ultimate, when computed b y
conventional methods, have lower values for I and box sections tha n
for rectangular sections, and lower values for deep than for shallo w
rectangular sections . These effects, therefore, must be taken int o
account in the design of beams .

The bending of laminations for curved members induces stresses in
such laminations. Such stresses are, of course, greater for the sharpe r
curvatures. A large part of the stress so induced is relieved by plastic
flow, but tests indicate that there is some residual stress . Design
stresses must be lowered to compensate for these residual stresses.

In general, the problems of analysis may be treated by the sam e
methods as are employed with other wood structures . The same
engineering formulas are generally applicable, and the same supple-
mentary problems of elastic stability and fastening design must b e
met. Certain additional factors must be considered ; these are dis-
cussed later under Design Considerations for Laminated Wood,
p . 130 .

CALCULATION OF WORKING STRESSES

Working stresses are the stresses appropriate for use in design .
Those that are appropriate in any given instance depend on a numbe r
of features of construction, such as type and location of end joints ,
size and location of permitted knots, size of member, and, in som e
instances, the number of laminations . It is convenient to state the
allowable working stress in each such instance as a percentage of a
fixed basic stress, and thereby continue the practice in use for solid
timbers .

BASIC STRESSES

Basic stresses for one-piece sawn structural timbers (derived fro m
tests of small clear specimens), as recommended by the Forest Pro -
ducts Laboratory, are published by the American Society for Testin g
Materials under designation D245-49T (1) . It has long been recog-
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nized that the numerous factors affecting the strength of wood and
the design of wood structures involve a degree of engineering judg-
ment that precludes the determination of basic stresses by any simpl e
mathematical analysis .

Because the same factors are considered to be involved in both ,
the basic stresses for laminated timbers are related to those for soli d
timbers, taking into account the beneficial moisture-strength effec t
for laminated construction used in dry locations .

The basic stresses for laminated construction used in damp or we t
locations have therefore been taken to be the same as the basic stresse s
for solid timber . The basic stresses for laminated construction used i n
thy locations have been obtained from those for solid construction b y
increasing them by an amount reflecting the increase for drying appro-
priate to each property . Because the various properties are differ-
ently affected by a reduction in moisture content, the increase varie s
from 10 to 37% percent .

The basic stresses of table 5 apply when laminated material is used
under conditions continuously dry, as in most covered structures .
Those of table 6 apply when laminated material is used under mois t
or wet conditions . The choice of values to be used as a basis for de -
sign is left to the engineer who has knowledge of the conditions under
which the. structure . is expected to serve. It is not possible to set up
any general rules to serve in making the choice . However, most
exterior structures, such as bridges or towers, should he designed o n
the basis of table 6 . Care must be exercised in choosing values fo r
design of buildings . For example, it may be necessary to design a
completely enclosed, heated building on the basis of table 6 becaus e
of the presence of persistent high humidity or the probability of con-
densation. Examples of such a case are concrete-pipe-manufacturing
.plants or dye rooms in textile factories .
• The values of both tables 5 and 6 are applicable to glued laminate d

construction only when all laminations are straight-grained and fre e
from significant defects . The flexural-stress values apply directl y

-only to members of rectangular cross section and 12-inch depth ;
values for other properties are applicable regardless of form or size o f
member . The basic stress values given are applicable regardless o f
number or thickness of laminations . That is, the same basic stres s
in bending would be applicable to a member 12 inches deep whethe r
it were made from 8 laminations 1% inches thick or from 16 lamina-
tions three-fourths inch thick . Since the basic stresses correspond
with long-time loading, they are directly applicable where the maxi -
mum design load is continuous or cumulative for periods of 25 to 50
years . They should be modified for other durations of load .

As indicated in tables 5 and 6, an increase of one-sixth in the basi c
stress for certain properties is permitted for Douglas-fir and souther n
yellow pine conforming to certain rules for density (19) . A similar
increase of one-fifteenth is permitted for Douglas-fir and redwoo d
conforming to certain rules for rate of growth. These increases ar e
applicable to laminations conforming to those requirements . Certain
cautions to be observed in the application of these increases ar e
discussed later .
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MEMBERS SUBJECT TO FLEXURE

In members subject to flexure, moment of inertia is to be computed
about the gravity axis of the full cross section .

A number of factors must be considered in computing workin g
stresses based on the features involved in the member . These include
end joints, knots, cross grain, depth or form of member, and curva-
ture of laminations . The first four of these are not accumulative .
That is, the one of these that gives the lowest factor by which t o
multiply the basic stress is the one determining the strength ratio o f
the member. For curved members, however, the effect of curvatur e
of the laminations must be considered in addition to the other effects .
For example, if knots were controlling in a . member, and gave a facto r
of 0.80, and the curvature factor were found to be 0 .90, the strength
ratio by which to multiply the basic stress would be 0 .72 .

Since tests have indicated that the effect of various factors influ-
encing strength is different for horizontally than for vertically lami-
nated members, they are treated separately .

HORIZONTALLY LAMINATED MEMBER S

Pror>isions applicable to both- straight and curved members .-The pro-
visions with respect to end joints, knots, and cross grain are applicabl e
regardless of whether the member is straight or curved . These,
being most important, are treated first and separately from thos e
provisions that relate only to curved members and consequentl y
have more limited application .

End joints.-Numerous more or less intricate shapings of the end s
of pieces to be joined are in common use in woodworking, but n o
general rules have been established for the strength of the resultin g
joints. Consequently, provision is made herein only for butt joint s
and for glued plant or stepped scarf joints . Data from tests of several
other types are included in the appendix .

When adequate data are lacking on which to base limitations o f
slope, spacing, and placement, and on which to calculate allowabl e
design stresses, it is recommended that types other than those dis-
cussed herein be used only if they are placed and treated, in th e
calculation of design stresses, as if they were butt joints .

End joints in compression, portion of cross section .--Butt joints or
nonglued joints of other types may be used in the compression portion
of the cross section, provided that all laminations at a single cross
section having such joints are disregarded in computing the moment .
of inertia,. It is suggested that butt joints in adjacent laminations
be spaced apart, at. least . 10 times the lamination thickness .

No modification of moment. of inertia or of working stress need b e
made for glued plain scarf joints having a slope not steeper than 1 in 5 .
There are no requirements for spacing of scarf joints of 1 in 5 slope or
flatter when located in the compression portion of the cross section .

End joints in tension portion of cross section.-Accurately fitted and
well-glued plain scarf joints (fig. 50, A) are permitted provided the
maximum stress at the joint does not exceed the following percentage s
of the basic flexural stress :
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Scarf-joint facto r
Effective slope of scarf :

	

(percent )

1 in 12 or flatter	 90
1 in 10

	

	 85----------------- - - - -
1 in 8----

	

-	 80
1 in 5	 65

Accurately fitted and well-glued stepped scarf joints (fig . 50, B) may
be used at the stress ratings specified above, but the portion of th e
thickness of the lamination occupied by the step (dimension a, fig. 50 ,
B) should be disregarded in computing the moment of inertia . In
applying the. stress ratings to stepped scarf joints, the slope of scar f
to be considered is that of the plane part of the joint-that is, the
ratio of b to e . as shown in figurz 50, B ; the slope is not to be taken a s
the thickness divided by the distance between the tips of the joint .

The proportion of end grain appearing on a scarfed surface will b e
greatly increased if the material to be spliced is somewhat cross-
grained and the scarf is made across rather than in the general direc-
tion of the grain. Since end-grain. gluing is more difficult than side-
grain gluing and results in weaker joints, it follows that, where cros s
grain within the specified acceptable limits is present:, all scarf cut s
should be made. in the general direction of the grain slope . From the
standpoint of simplicity of manufacturing procedure, it is desirabl e
!o cut the scarf slopes without regard to the direction of grain slope .
I f this is done . it is suggested that it be assumed that scarf cuts ar e
t1lways made opposed to grain slope and that the steepest grain slop e
permitted in the grade is always present . Design would then b e
based on the effective scarf slope rather than on the actual or apparen t
scarf slope. The effective scarf slope corresponding to a combinatio n
of actual scarf slope and slope of grain may be found from figure 54 .

a
:4"_
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o a

/0

	

/ :B

	

/ :6

	

/ : 4

ACTUAL SLOPE OF SCARF
M 86817 F

FIGURE 54 .- Curves relating effective slope of scarf joint to actual slope of scarf
joint when scarf cut is made opposed to grain slope .
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Test results show that, where scarf joints in adjacent laminations
are closely spaced, failure progresses more or less instantaneously fro m
the joint in the outer lamination through the others . Adequate
longitudinal separation of scarf joints in areas of high stress is, there -
fore, desirable to prevent weakening of the member beyond that whic h
would result from the outermost joint alone . It is suggested, therefore ,
that a center-to-center spacing of scarf joints of at least 24 times th e
lamination thickness be maintained in areas of the member where th e
stress is at or near the maximum allowable value .

The nature of the failures in test is such as to indicate that, wit h
closely spaced joints, failure in the outermost joint results in partia l
separation, from the rest of the member, of the lamination containin g
the joint . Sufficient separation of this lamination results in a beam o f
reduced depth at the location of the adjacent joint . ; stress at this join t
is inunediately excessive, and the joint fails . The amount of joint
separation required appears, then, to depend on the ability of th e
interlamination joint to resist the suddenly applied "peeling" stresses .
On this basis, the amount of separation required seems to bear n o
relation to the strength of the scarf joint, and it appears necessary t o
apply the same spacing requirements regardless of scarf slope .

On the other hand, the likelihood of failure of scarf joints stresse d
well below the allowable value is small . It appears feasible, then, to
reduce the spacing requirements in areas of low stress, as at the cente r
of the depth of a flexure member or in areas of low moment . No data
are available by which to substantiate any proposed method of varyin g
spacing requirements . It is suggested, however, that minimum scarf -
joint spacings be permitted to vary linearly from Ot in areas of zer o
stress to 24t in areas of maximum allowable stress .

The maintenance of a specific pattern of scarf-joint location, such a s
is contemplated above, necessitates either a preliminary layup of th e
member prior to spreading the glue on the laminations or considerabl e
care in the lengths that are scarfed together to form a full-length lami-
nation and in assembling such laminations . Manufacturing problem s
may be such as to preclude either system . In such a. case, it is sug-
gested that the requirement for a specific pattern of scarf-joint sepa-
ration may be waived if the strength ratio (scarf-joint factor) applicabl e
to a joint of a particular slope be reduced from those suggested earlier .
It is suggested, in such a case, that the following scarf-joint factors b e
used .

Effective slope of scarf :

Scarf-join t
facto r

(percent)
lin 12 or flatter	 85
lie 10	 80
lin 8	 75
1in 5	 60

This suggested change in procedure should not be taken to indicat e
that no attention need be paid to separation of scarf joints . In
assembly, a conscious effort should be made to avoid concentrations o f
scarf joints and to keep them as well separated as possible .

The limitation of stress at a joint applies to interior laminations as
well as to the lamination at the tension face . In a beam with 40 equa l
laminations, for example, the stress at the outer face of the second lam -
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ination is 95 percent of that at the outer face of the bottom lamination .
Hence, if the bottom lamination were continuous and the secon d
lamination contained a scarf joint sloping at 1 in 12 at the critica l
section, it would be necessary to restrict the working stress (stress in
extreme fiber) to about 95 percent of the basic value in order not t o
exceed the 90 percent permissible at the outer face of the second lami-
nation .

Data given in the appendix indicate that the strength reductio n
resulting from butt joints in laminations in the tension portion of th e
cross section of a flexure member is greater than would be computed b y
simply considering such laminations to be ineffective . Because of this ,
it is suggested that, wherever possible, butt joints not be used in th e
tension portion of the cross section . If, however, it is necessary to use
them in such positions, it is suggested that the procedure outline d
above be used in computing the net moment of inertia, except that th e
net moment of inertia so computed should be further reduced by
multiplying it by a factor of 0.8 . Butt joints should not be used in
top or bottom laminations .

Effect of knots on flexural stresses .-For bending members with knots
in the laminations, the percentage, Fk, of the basic flexural stress to b e
used in design is in accordance with the design curve shown in figure 55 .
The abscissa of this curve is X =IK/IG , where ./G is the moment of inerti a
of the full or gross cross section and I K is the sum of the moments o f
inertia of the cross-sectional areas of all knots within 6 inches of a
single cross section of a beam, both values being computed about th e
gravity axis of the full cross section .
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FIGURE 55 .- Design curve relating allowable flexural stress to moment of inertia
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With no restrictions on the location of knots within the member ,
some assumption must be made as to the concentration of knots abou t
a critical cross section . One possible assumption is that the maximu m
permissible knot occurs in each lamination at the critical cross section .
Experience indicates that the probability of such an occurrence is lo w
and, therefore, that this would be a highly conservative assumption .

It is known that, within any grade, the maximum permissible kno t
occurs only infrequently and that some portions of many pieces con -
thin no knots at all . It would seem, from this, that the sums of kno t
sizes within 1-foot lengths should follow some pattern of probabilit y
of occurrence . If so, it should be feasible to relate this probabilit y
pattern to the probability of occurrence of various knot concentration s
in a laminated member . With this, a knot concentration at som e
sufficiently conservative level of probability could be used as a basi s
for establishing working stresses .

A study of several commercial grades has indicated the feasibility
of such an approach . The study is discussed in the appendix .

Each commercial grade of lumber may be expected to have its ow n
characteristic distribution of knot sizes . Working stresses based on a
study of knot-size distribution for a specific grade cannot, therefore ,
be translated into working stresses for a different grade or a differen t
species .

In establishing working stresses for random a-sembly of lamina-
tions, it is suggested that they be based on a study of the distributio n
of the sum of knot sizes in 1-foot lengths by the method described i n
the appendix . Lacking such an analysis, it is suggested that workin g
stresses be based on the assumption described earlier-that each lami-
nation contains a knot of maximum permitted size within 6 inches o f
the critical section .

Both the Southern Pine Association and the West Coast Lumber-
men's Association have published stresses for laminated constructio n
that are based on the statistical procedure just described .

The statistical method described in the appendix may be applied t o
beams containing laminations of a single grade or to beams containin g
laminations of two different grades. The method gives strengt h
ratios applicable to the beam as a whole . It is possible, where ther e
is a. considerable difference in quality between tha inner and oute r
groups of laminations, that the inner group of laminations may b e
overstressed by the application of such strength ratios to the basi c
stress of the outer group of laminations, particularly where the oute r
group is close-grained or dense and the inner group is neither close -
grained nor dense . In such cases, the possibility of overstress in th e
inner group of laminations should be checked by the procedur e
described in the appendix .

In cases where it is not feasible to sample the grade and to go throug h
the probability analysis, but an estimate is desired of the strengt h
ratio that would be obtained by such an analysis, the following pro-
cedure may be used . First, calculate the value of 'K /'G applicabl e
if it were assumed that the largest permissible knot were present i n
every lamination at the critical cross section . Second, multiply thi s
value by the ordinate to the curve of figure 56 for the proper number o f
laminations. Then, with this modified value of IK/IG , determine th e
applicable strength ratio from the curve of figure 55 . This procedure is
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based on a consideration of the relative values of IK/IG by the two
methods for the grades studied, and the factors suggested are only
approximate . In general, however, they are probably sufficiently
conservative to provide a satisfactory basis for estimating strengt h
ratios that may be expected from a probability analysis . For use in
design, one of the two procedures suggested earlier should be used .
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FIGURE 56.- Relation between values of IK/Io suggested for use in determining

strength ratios for use in design of bending members and those that woul d
have been determined by considering the largest permissible knot present i n
every lamination .

If it be assumed that the largest permitted knot is present in ever y
lamination at the critical cross section, it is obvious that the value o f
1Kl1G is equal to the ratio of knot size (K) to finished lamination width
(b) for beams in which all laminations are of the same grade . That is,
IK/IG =K/b . Computation of the value of IKIIG based on the same
assumption for a beam consisting of a combination of two grades ma y
perhaps best be explained by an example . Consider a beam of 1 5
laminations in which the outer one-fifth of the depth on each sid e
consists of laminations in which K/b= ;4 and the inner three-fifths
consists of laminations in which K/b=/2 . Thus, all laminations may
be considered to have K/b=%, with the central nine laminations
having an additional K/b=34. The value of IK/IG resulting from the
first part is ;;. The central nine laminations contribute, because o f
their position in the beam, only (%5) 3 to the moment of inertia, so
that the value of IKIIG resulting from the second part is (%) (91 5) 3 .
The value of IKIIG for the beam, is, then ,

1K/1G = %4+ %4(%5)3= 34[ 1 -1- (%5) 3] = 0.304

It is, of course, possible to limit knot concentrations in the assembl y
of beams and to develop, from the concentrations permitted, method s
of computing applicable values of IK/IG . In general, this would re -
quire a layup "in the dry" to insure compliance with the restriction s
on knots. Except for special cases, this would probably increase th e
labor cost to such a degree as to be impractical .

247040 0-54

	

8
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One such procedure, however, appears relatively simple of applica-
tion and, as will be shown, will result, in some instances, in appreciably
higher strength ratios than can be permitted for random assembly o f
laminations . In assembly, the knots in all the laminations within 6
inches of a• cross section may be restricted to two of the largest knot s
permissible in the grade or to the equivalent in smaller knots . I n
such a case, it should be assumed, for purposes of design, that 1 kno t
of maximum permissible size occurs in each outer lamination at an y
cross section where all laminations are of the same grade ; or, where 2
grades are combined, that the 2 knots of maximum permissible siz e
are in positions that give the greatest value of IK/IG .

Under this assumption, for a beam consisting of laminations of a
single grade, the arrangement is such that, the value of IK/IG is simply
the product of the ratio K/b (K=maximum permitted knot size in
the grade, b=lamination width) by the ratio of the moment of inerti a
of the outer laminations to that of the whole cross section . This
latter ratio, for beams consisting of various numbers of laminations ,
is shown in figure 57 . Thus a beam consisting of 15 laminations of s
grade in which K/b=0 .25, would have a value of IK/IG=0.25X0 .35=
0 .087 .

OUTER LAM/NAT/ON ON EACH S/OE

I

	

I

	

I
SECOND LAMINATION FROM EACH SIDE

I
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THIRD LAM/NATION FROM EACH SIDE

!
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FOURTH LAM/NAT/ON FROM EACH SIDE

1116mg_nip
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20
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30

NUMBER OF LAM/NATIONS
M91854 F

FIGURE 57.-Relation between number of laminations in a beam and the rati o
of moment of inertia of certain laminations to that of the whole cross section .

For a combination of grades ; where the outer group of laminations
is clear, the assumption of knot location must be modified to place th e
maximum permissible knot in the outer laminations of the centra l
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group . In such a case, the value of IK/IG would be the product of
K/b by the ratio of the moment of inertia of the laminations in which
the knots are assumed to that of the whole cross section . This latter
ratio is shown also in figure 57 for laminations located at variou s
distances from the outside of the beam . As an example, consider a
beam of 15 laminations with the 2 outer laminations on each side clear
and the remainder of a grade for which maximum K/b=0 .25 . Then,
assuming a knot of maximum permissible size in each outer laminatio n
of the central group (third lamination from each side), IK/IG=0.25 X
0,178=0 .0445 .

For other combinations of grades, the knots in the outer lamination s
of the outer group may control ; or, where the number of such lamina-
tions is relatively small and the difference in knot size is large, th e
knots in the inner group may control. Where two grades are com-
bined, then, the maximum permissible knot corresponding to th e
grade of the outer group of laminations may be assumed to be in th e
top and bottom laminations, or the largest permissible knot corre-
sponding to the grade of the inner laminations may be assumed to b e
in the outer laminations of this group, whichever gives the higher valu e
of IK/IG .

Calculations such as are described above have been carried out fo r
beams consisting of various grades and combinations of grades . The
corresponding strength ratios are given in tables 7 and 8 . A com-
parison of these tables with strength ratios based on the probabilit y
analysis described in the appendix for randomly assembled lamination s
shows that, in some instances, appreciably higher strength ratios may

TABLE 7 .-Strength ratios as determined by knots for beams consistin g
of laminations of a single grade and having not more than 2 maximum -
size knots, or equivalent, within 6 inches of any cross section

Strength ratios for laminations of grade I
Number of laminations

1 2 3 4

2 -------------

	

------------ - 0 . 86

	

0. 65

	

0. 42 0. 23
3	 . 87

	

.66

	

.44 . 26
4	 . 89 .70 .50 . 32
5	 . 90 .74 .56 . 39
6 - ------------------------- - . 92 . 78 . 62 . 46
7 -------------------------- - . 93 .81 .67 . 52
8	 . 94 .84 .71 . 58
9	 . 94 .85 .74 . 62
10	 . 95 . 86 . 77 . 66
15 ----------------------- - . 97 . 92 . 86 . 79
20 __________________________ . 98 . 94 . 90 . 85
25 .	 . 98 .96 .92 . 89
30	 . 98 .96 .94 . 9 1
35	 . 99 . 97 . 95 . 93
40	 . 99 . 98 . 96 . 94
45	 . 99 . 98 . 96 . 95
50	 . 99 .98

	

.97 . 95

Grade designations are sorting classes . See appendix p. 138 for further dis-
cussion .
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be assumed where knots are restricted in the manner outlined abov e
as compared with those that may be assumed with random assembly .
It is possible that the higher strength ratios possible may result i n
sufficient advantage to offset the additional cost incurred in applyin g
the restriction duriIlg asseInbly r .

In general, it may be expected that laminated members will be made
of laminations, all of which will be the same thickness. In special
cases, however, laminations may be of different thicknesses, as where
a thin, clear piece may be used as an outer lamination for appearance .
For such cases, care must be taken, in evaluating the effect of knots ,
to take into account the actual thicknesses of the various laminations .

A somewhat different concept from that just described has bee n
found by test not to be conservative. With this concept, it wa s

TABLE 8 .-Strength ratios, as determined by knots, for beams consistin g
of various combinations of 2 grades and having not more than 2 maxi-
mum-size knots, or equivalent, within 6 inches of any cross sectio n

1 LAMINATION EACH SIDE HIGHER GRAD E

Strength ratios for laminations of grades 1
Number o f
laminations

0-1 0-2

0. 98
. 96
. 95
. 94
. 94
. 94
. 94
. 95
. 9 6
. 97
97

. 98

. 98

. 98

. 98

0-3

	

0-4 1-2 1-3 1-4

0. 89
. 90
. 86
. 84
. 83
. 82
. 83
. 86
. 89
. 91
. 93
. 94
. 95
. 95
. 96

2-3 2-4

0. 70
. 74
. 78
. 8 1
. 83
. 82
. 83
. 86
. 89
. 9 1
. 93
. 94
. 95
. 95
. 96

3-4

0. 50
. 56
. 62
. 6 7
.7 1
.74
. 7 7
. 86
. 89
. 91
. 93
. 94
. 95
. 95
. 96

0. 96
. 93
. 90
. 89
.88
.88

.91

. 93

.94

. 95

. 96

. 96

.881 .83

10. 95
. 90
. 86
. 84
.83
.82

.86
!

	

. 8 9

.9 1
. 93
. 94
. 95

1-

0. 89
. 90
. 92
. 93
.94
.94

.95

. 96

.97

. 97

. 98

. 98

.94! .88

0. 89
. 90

I

	

. 90

. 89

.88

.88

.9 1

. 93

.94

. 95

. 96

. 96

0. 70
. 7 4
. 78
. 81
. 84
. 85
. 86
. 91
. 93
. 94
. 95
. 96
. 96
. 97
. 97

4	
5	
6	
7	
8	
9	
10	
15	
20	
25	
30	
35	
40	
45	
50	

0. 99
. 98

98
. 98
. 97
. 97
. 97
. 98
. 98
. 98
. 99
. 99
. 99
. 99
. 99

. 97

. 97 . 96
.95 .98

. 98
. 97
. 97

2 LAMINATIONS EACH SIDE HIGHER GRAD E

6	 1 . 00 '0 . 99 0. 99

	

0. 99

	

0 . 92

	

0. 92

	

0 . 92 0. 78 0. 78 0. 62
7	 99

	

.99 .98

	

.97

	

.93

	

.93

	

. 93 . 81 . 81 . 67
8	 . 99

	

. 98 . 97

	

. 96

	

. 94

	

. 94

	

.94 . 84 . 84 . 7 1
9	 .99

	

. 98

	

.96

	

. 94

	

. 94

	

. 94

	

. 94 . 85 . 85 . 74
10	 .99

	

. 97

	

.96

	

. 93

	

. 95

	

. 95

	

. 93

	

. 86 . 86 . 77
15	 .99

	

.97

	

.94

	

. 92

	

. 97

	

. 94

	

. 92

	

. 92 . 92 . 86
20	 . 99

	

.97

	

.95 . 92 . 97

	

. 95

	

. 92

	

. 94

	

. 92 . 90
25	 .99

	

.97

	

. 96 . 93

	

,

	

. 97

	

. 96 . 93

	

. 96

	

. 93

	

. 92
30	 .99

	

.98

	

.96 .94

	

.98

	

.96 . 94 . 96 . 94 . 94
35	 .99

	

.98

	

.96 .95

	

.98

	

.96 . 95 . 96 . 95 . 95
40	 .99

	

.98

	

.97

	

. 96

	

. 98

	

. 97 . 96 . 97 . 96 . 96
45	 .99

	

.98

	

.97

	

. 96

	

. 98

	

. 97 . 96 . 97 . 96 . 96
50	 .99

	

.98

	

.98

	

.96

	

.98

	

.98

	

. 96 . 98 . 96 . 96
i

	

I
See footnote at end of table .
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TABLE 8.-Strength ratios, as determined by knots, .for beams consist-
ing of various combinations of 2 grades and having not more than 2
maximum-size knots, or equivalent, within 6 inches of any cross
section-Con tin ued

3 LAMINATIONS EACH SIDE HIGHER GRADE

Strength ratios for laminations of grades I

-1 0-2 0-3 0-4 1

	

-2 1-3 1-4 2-3 2-4 3-4

00 1 . 00 1.00 0.99 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.84 0.84 0.71
00 . 99 . 99 . 99 . 94 . 94 . 94 . 85 . 85 . 74
00 . 99 . 99 . 98 . 95 . 95 . 95 . 86 . 86 . 77
99 . 98 . 97 . 96 . 97 . 97 . 96 . 92 . 92 . 86
99 . 98 . 96 . 95 . 98 . 96 . 95 . 94 . 94 . 90
99 . 98 . 96 . 95 . 98 . 96 . 95 . 96 . 95 . 92
99 . 98 . 97 . 95 . 98 . 97 . 95 . 96 . 95 . 94
99 . 98 . 97 . 96 . 98 . 97 . 96 . 97 . 96 . 95
99 . 98 . 97 . 96 . 98 . 97 . 96 . 97 . 96 . 96
99 . 98 . 97 . 96 . 98 . 97 . 96 . 97 . 96 . 96
99 . 99 . 98 . 97 . 99 . 98 97 . 98 . 97 . 97

4 LAMINATIONS EACH SIDE HIGHER GRAD E

11 . 00

	

,1 . 00

	

11 . 00 1. 00 0. 95 0. 95 0. 95

	

0. 86

	

0 . 86 0. 77
1 .00

	

'1 . 00

	

11 . 00 . 99 . 96

	

. 96 . 96 . 88 . 88 . 79
1 . 00

	

. 99

	

. 99 . 99 . 96 . 96 .96 .90 .90 . 82
1 . 00

	

. 99

	

. 99 . 99 . 96 . 96 . 96 . 90 . 90 . 83
1 . 00

	

. 99 . 99

	

. 98

	

. 97

	

. 97

	

. 97 . 91 . 91 . 84
. 99

	

. 99 . 98 . 98 . 97 . 97 . 97 . 92 92 . 86
.99

	

.98

	

.98 .97 . 98 . 98 . 97 . 94 94 . 90
.99 .98

	

.97 .96

	

. 98

	

. 97 . 96 . 96 96 . 92
.99 .98 .97 .96 .98 .97

	

. 96 . 96 96 . 94
.99 .98

	

.98 .96 . 98 . 98

	

.96 .97, 96 . 95
.99

	

.98

	

.98

	

.97 . 98 . 98 . 97 . 98

	

97 . 96
. 99 . 99 . 98

	

1 . 97

	

. 99 . 98 . 97 . 98

	

97 . 96
. 99 . 99 . 98 . 97 . 99

	

. 98 . 97 . 98

	

1

	

97

	

. 97

' Grade designations are sorting classes . See appendix p . 138 for further dis-
cussion .

considered that, when the outer laminations of a beam are clear, n o
reduction in the strength of the beam is caused by a knotty interio r
lamination, provided the ratio of its strength to that of a clear lamina-
tion is at least as great as the ratio of the stress in the knotty lamina-
tion to the stress in the extreme fiber of the beam . A comparison o f
test results with fiber stresses computed by this method, however ,
indicates that the concept is not conservative and that the metho d
involving the use of figure 55 gives more acceptable results .

Material graded under stress grade rules for joist and plank i s
commonly used in laminated beams . These grades have differen t
limitations on defects in different parts of the piece . These differences
are based on the assumption that the piece will be used in its full siz e
as a simple beam, either edgewise or flatwise . When such a piece
is used as a lamination of a horizontally laminated beam or arch, the

8	
9	
10	
15	
20	
25	
30	
35	
40	
45	
50	

Number o f
laminations

1 .
1 .
1 .

10	
11	
12	
13	
14	
15	
20	
25
30	
35
40	
45	
50	 ,
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more severe restrictions on knots near the edge of the wide face ,
based on possible use edgewise, are no longer necessary . For such
use, therefore, the knot size permitted at the center of the wide fac e
under joist and plank rules could be permitted anywhere in the piece .

The variation in stress along the length of a piece used as a part o f
the length of a lamination in a long beam may be much smaller tha n
if the piece were used alone as a simple beam . Thus, the provision
for limiting concentrations of knots in the center half of the lengt h
of a piece of joist and plank grade (par . 440, Lumber, America n
Standards for Softwood Lumber (19)) should be extended to appl y
to any part of the length rather than to the center half alone .

It should be noted that stress-grade material is intended for use i n
the size in which it is graded . Any stress-grade material that is
resawed or ripped for use as laminations must, therefore, be regraded
by the applicable rules .

Effect of cross grain on flexural stresses .-For beams with cross
grain in laminations, the percentage of the basic flexural stress to b e
used in design is in accordance with table 9 . In general, the strength
ratio will be limited by the cross grain in the outermost laminations .
Interior laminations should have the cross grain so limited that thei r
strength is at least sufficiently high to resist the stresses imposed o n
them, assuming the stress in the beam to vary linearly from a maxi -
mum at the outermost fiber to zero at the neutral plane . For example ,
suppose the outer laminations contained cross grain having a slop e
of 1 in 16. The strength ratio of the beam, so far as cross grain i s
concerned, would be 80 percent, assuming cross grain in the interio r
laminations was properly limited .

Cross grain in interior laminations could be limited so as to be no t
steeper than 1 in 16 ; the same strength ratio could be used, however ,
with steeper cross grain in interior laminations . For example, lamina-
tions between the neutral plane and a point about one-eighth the
distance from the outer fibers to the neutral plane could have slop e
of grain 1 in 12 without causing reduction in the strength ratio .
Similarly, laminations between the neutral plane and a point abou t
three-eighths the distance from the outer fibers to the neutral plan e
could have a slope of grain of 1 in 8 . Similar relations, of course,
can be worked out for other combinations .

It will probably be most convenient to establish a strength rati o
based on the effect of knots and then to limit cross grain in such a watt
that the strength ratio for cross grain is as large as or larger than tha t
resulting from knots . In this connection, it, should be noted that, i n
the structural grades of joist and plank, cross-grain limitations ar e
established to conform with the strength ratio resulting from knots ,
assuming the piece to be used as a one-piece sawn timber. Strength
ratios based on a probability analysis of the occurrence of knots i n
randomly assembled laminations (see appendix) are considerabl y
higher, because of knot dispersion, than for one-piece sawn timbers of
the same grade . The same is true for members assembled wit h
limitations imposed on knot concentrations in the manner describe d
earlier (tables 7 and 8) .

If advantage is to be taken of these higher strength ratios, then more
severe limitations on cross grain, at least in the outer groups o f
laminations such as the outer 10 percent of the depth, must be imposed
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than are imposed by the grading rules . This necessitates an addi-
tional inspection and segregation for cross grain . Such additional
inspection should not create a serious problem in manufacture ,
however, since samples of a number of structural grades have indicate d
that high percentages of the pieces have cross grain of 1 in 20 or
flatter.

Cross-grain limitations are not generally imposed by grading rule s
for grades other than structural . Therefore, additional inspection for
cross grain, where those grades are used, is a necessity .

TABLE 9.-Strength ratios corresponding to various slopes of grain

Maximum strength rati o

Slope of grain

(1)

For stress in
extreme fiber
in bending or

for tension

(2)

For stress i n
compression
parallel to

grain

(3 )

Percent Percent
tin 6	 56

in 8	 53 66
in 10	 61 74

1 in 12	 69 82
in 14	 74 87
in 15	 76 100
in 16	 80	 . . .	
in 18	 85 ------------ -

1 in 20	 100 --

	

---------- -

Local deviations of grain are generally disregarded, only the genera l
slope being measured . In many structures this will be satisfactory ,
but caution in this regard should be exercised in the manufacture of
narrow members such as rafters . In such members, a local grain
deviation may affect all, or nearly all, of the cross section of a lamina-
tion, whereas, in a larger member, only a relatively small proportio n
of the lamination cross section would be weakened .

It is suggested that pieces containing cross grain steeper than 1 i n
8 not be used for the laminations of glued laminated structural mem-
bers. While the direct effect of cross grain on strength could b e
evaluated so as to permit the use of material having steeper grai n
slopes, the occurrence of such steep slopes is likely to result in sever e
warping and twisting with resultant high stresses when such piece s
are claIllped in gluing.

Effect of knots on modulus of elasticity.-Results of tests (see ap-
pendix) show that the modulus of elasticity of members subject t o
flexure decreases with increasing IK/1G . The reduction in many case s
will be on the order of 5 percent or less . In view of this and of th e
fact that deflection is not critical in many instances, it will frequently
be satisfactory to use the basic value without reduction . Where more
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accurate evaluation of modulus of elasticity is required, the value ma y
be computed by multiplication of the basic value by the appropriat e
factor from figure 58. The value of IK/IG for use with this figure i s
the same as that described earlier for determining working stresses i n
bending . By having the strength ratio for bending stress, figure 5 9
may be used to determine the strength ratio for modulus of elasticit y
directly .
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FIGURE 58 .-Design curve for laminated beams and long and intermediate column s
having knots in laminations and relating allowable modulus of elasticity t o
moment of inertia of areas occupied by knots .

Perhaps of more importance than relatively minor variations wit h
grade is the necessity for adjusting values of modulus of elasticity or
using other means for taking into account the deflection that occur s
under long-continued load in addition to that which occurs imme-
diately upon application of the load . This is discussed later in
greater detail .

Provisions applicable only to curved members .-The above discussion
of straight laminated members applies equally to curved members .
Certain additional factors are applicable, however, to curved members .

The effects of end joints, knots, cross grain, and depth of member s
are applicable to curved as well as straight members . In addition ,
laminations of curved members must not contain knots or other im-
perfections that, when the laminations are bent to the required curve ,
cause localized irregularitiQs in the curvature or prevent close contac t
between laminations . Thus laminations containing very large knot s
are likely to be usable only in straight members or in curved member s
of comparatively large radius .
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Effect of curvature of laminations.-Because of stress induced when
laminations are bent to the required form, the allowable flexural stres s
in curved members is less than in straight members (see appendix) .
The ratio of the allowable stress in curved members to that in straigh t
members is expressed by the curvature facto r

F,=1 .00-2,000 (t/R)2=1 .00__2,00
0
)2

	

(1 )

where t is the thickness of a lamination and R is the radius of the curv e
to which it is bent .

No curvature factor is to be applied to stress in straight parts of a
member, regardless of the curvature in other portions .
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FrcuRE 59.-Relation between strength ratio for stress in bending and that fo r
modulus of elasticity in bending .

Radial tension or cornpreNRinn. .- -When a curved member is subjected
to a bending moment, a stress is induced in a radial direction and thu s
at right angles to the grain . The maximum magnitude of this stress
occurs at the neutral axis and is, approximately ,

SR= 2 bh

	

(2 )
where M is the bending moment., R is the radius of curvature, and b
and h are, respectively, the width and height of the cross section .
When M is in the direction tending to decrease the curvature (increas e
the radius), this stress is tension ; and when M tends to increase th e
curvature. (decrease the radius), the stress is compression .
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Values of SR should be limited to those shown in column 4 of table s
5 and 6 for stress in compression perpendicular to grain . Limitations
of data make it difficult to establish reliable basic stresses for tensio n
perpendicular to grain . It is suggested, however, that those curved
members subjected to bending moments that produce stress in tensio n
perpendicular to grain be so proportioned that this stress will be-hel d
to not more than about, one-third (for softwoods) or three-eighths
(for hardwoods) the working stress in shear .

VERTICALLY LAMINATED MEMBERS

Glued laminated members with vertical laminations have been les s
extensively studied by test than have those with horizontal lamina-
tions. Available test data indicate that the design curve shown i n
figure 55 is not applicable (see appendix) . It is suggested that
laminations be graded in accordance with the Forest Products Labora-
tory's recommendations as given in the Wood Handbook (7), an d
that allowable flexural stress be computed by multiplying the basi c
flexural stress by the grade factor F p , which is equal to the strengt h
ratio of the grade, or, where the various laminations differ in grade .
is equal to the average of the strength ratios of the laminations . I n
computing the grade factor (average strength ratio) for a membe r
containing laminations of differing grade, the strength ratios of th e
individual laminations should be weighted according to the proportio n
of the width of the member occupied by the corresponding lamina-
tions. Thus, if laminations occupying two-thirds the width had a
strength ratio of 0 .75 and the remainder had a strength ratio of 0 .63 ,
the grade factor would be

Fg= (2 x 0.75+1 x 0 .63)/3
=0 .71

	

(3)

For use in dry locations, the strength ratio is not to be increased fo r
the effect of drying as provided in the Wood Handbook, since thi s
effect has been incorporated into the basic stresses of table 5 .

The same allowance for end joints is made as for horizontall y
laminated members . To provide adequate shear resistance, verti-
cally laminated beams require the use of one-piece or edge-glued
laminations in those laminations required for shear resistance .

FACTOR FOR HEIGHT AND SHAPE OF BEA M

Unit strength values developed in tests of wood beams when calcu-
lated by usual engineering methods have been. found to vary both
with the height of the beam and the shape or form of the cross section .
Decrease occurs as the height increases, and values for I and bo x
beams are found to be lower than those for rectangular beams of the
same height . An empirical formula that expresses the relation i s

/H2 + 143Fhf =0.81 [1+( H2+88 1) S]

	

(4)

w here Fhf is the ratio of the modulus of rupture of a beam of I or box
section to the modulus of rupture of a rectangular beam 12 inches in
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height, H is the height of the beam in inches, S is unity for a rectangu-
lar section and, for an I or box section

S=p 2 (6-8p+3p2 ) (1 - q)+ q

	

(5)

where p is the ratio of the height of the compression flange to th e
height of the beam, and q is the ratio of the total thickness of the we b
or webs to the overall width of the beam .

Since for a rectangular beam S equals 1, the formula reduces t o

Fh=0 .81
112 -}-143

(6)112 +88

Development of these formulas is shown in the appendix . The basic
flexural stress is to be multiplied by the applicable factor to get th e
allowable design value .

APPLICATION OF FACTORS AFFECTING FLEXURAL STRES S

The factors by which the basic flexural stress is to be multiplie d
to get the design stress corresponding to the particular feature of th e
construction are :

1. F1 , factor for end joints .
2 . Fk, factor for knots in horizontally laminated members, o r

Pig, factor for grade of lamination in vertically laminated
beams .

3. Fcg , factor for cross grain .
4 . Fh, factor for height of beam, or Fhf, factor for height and form

of I or box beam.
5. Fe , factor for curvature .

The first four factors apply to either straight or curved member s
and are not to be combined . For straight beams, the values F;, Fk
(or F9), Fag , and Fhf (or Fk) are considered, and the lowest is taken a s
the ratio by which to multiply the basic flexural stress . For curved
members, the resulting value is multiplied also by Fe , the curvature
factor .

SHEAR STRES S

Allowable values of shear stress need not be reduced b iT reason of
knots or end joints present in the laminations of a beam. V In beams
horizontally laminated from flat-grained stock, checks and splits ,
where present, will be essentially vertical and thus will have no effec t
on shear strength . In many cases, therefore, the basic stress i n
shear need not be reduced by reason of the presence of checks an d
splits . Shakes, while of infrequent occurrence, constitute more o f
a problem, since, if they are present in a horizontally laminated beam ,
they will have an effect on shear strength . It is suggested that lami-
nations containing shake be discarded or, at least, used in areas o f
low shear. Where the character of the material and the method o f
construction necessitate it, allowable values of shear stress should b e
reduced from the basic stress for checks, shakes, and splits as for a
solid member (7) relating the sizes of the checks, shakes, or splits t o
the finished width of the member .
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BEARING STRESSES PERPENDICULAR TO GRAI N

Bearing stresses perpendicular to grain need not be reduced by
reason of knots or end joints present in the laminations . The basic
stresses given in tables 5 and 6 are applicable to bearings 6 inches o r
more in length and located anywhere in the length of a member, an d
to bearings of any length located at the end of a member . For bear-
ings shorter than 6 inches located 3 inches or more from the end of a
member, the stresses may be increased by multiplication by the follow-
ing factors :

Length of bearing (inches) : Factor

1 . i5
1	 1 .38
1 %	 1 . 25
2	 1 .1 4
3	 1 . 1 3
4	 1 .10
6 or more	 1 .00

For stress under a washer, the same factor may be taken as for a
bearing whose length equals the diameter of the washer .

COMPRESSION MEMBER S

Laminations in a compression member may be arranged in a numbe r
of ways . While arrangements involving cover plates (fig . 60) ar e
more efficient than those without such plates when mechanica l
fastenings are employed, there is, so far as is known, no such difference
when the laminations are joined by glue . Laminations may also b e
of the same or of a variety of thicknesses . It is suggested that all
laminations in a member be of the same grade except when, because of
requirements for appearance, outer laminations are of higher grad e
than others. In such instances, laminations at opposite faces should
be of the same grade and of the same thickness .

FIGURE 60.- Arrangement of lamina-
tions in compression members wit h
cover plates .

ZM81024 F

Glued laminated compression members may be designed by use o f
the same formulas as are applicable to solid members. Where butt
joints or stepped scarf joints are used, the effective area should b e
appropriately reduced . Both knots and cross grain affect the com-
pressive strength and, where both are present, the strength rati o
corresponding to the one causing the greater reduction should be use d
in computing the allowable compressive stress ; the effects of the two
factors should not be taken as cumulative . Since the allowable load s
on long and intermediate columns are dependent on stiffness in
bending, the effect of knots on stiffness, as given earlier for bendin g
members, should be considered in computing the value of modulu s
of elasticity to be used .
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ENI) JOINTS IN COLUMNS

Butt joints are undesirable because they are difficult to fit accuratel y
and. because, even when accurately fitted, they are not . fully effective .
Butt joints or nonglued joints of other types may be used, provide d
all laminations at a single cross section having such joints are dis-
regarded in computing the net or effective cross-sectional area . Butt
joints in adjacent laminations should be separated as widely a s
possible, since, when they are closely spaced, the load-carrying
capacity of the column tends toward that which would result if th e
two joints were at the same cross section . Limited data (see appendix )
indicate that butt joints in adjacent laminations should be spaced 50
times the lamination thickness for optimum results . Figure 61 is a
curve generalized from these data .

The cross section of a lamination adjacent to one containing a but t
joint and itself containing a butt joint may be considered to he onl y
partially effective, the degree of effectiveness increasing with increase d
spacing. This concept has been used in adapting the column test .
data of the appendix to the curve presented in figure 61 . This curve
shows the proportion of the cross-sectional area of a. lamination that
may he considered effective xvhen that lamination contains a but t
joint and is adjacent to a. lamination containing a butt joint .

As an example of the use of this curve, consider a column made u p
of 12 laminations, in which . laminations 2 and 11 contain butt . joints
a t. the same cross section and laminations 3 and 10 contain butt joint s
at a cross section 20t away with all other laminations continuous .
At the cross section containing joints in laminations 2 and 11, ther e
are 8 fully effective laminations, 2 partially effective lamination s
(3 and 10) and 2 noneffective laminations (2 and 11) . From the curve
of figure 61, laminations 3 and 10 are 80 percent effective . The
proportion of the gross cross section of the column that can be con-
sidered effective in resisting compressive stress is, therefore, [8+2(0 .8)]
/12=9 .6/12=0.8. If, in addition, there were butt joints in lamina-
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FIGURE 61.-Relation between spacing of butt joints in compression member s

and effective area of laminations adjacent to butt-jointed laminations .
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tions 4 and 9 a distance of 20t from those in 3 and 10 and so arrange d
that the latter were intermediate between the others, the cross section
containing joints in laminations 3 and 10 would become the critica l
cross section . Then, laminations 3 and 10 would be noneffective, and
laminations 2, 4, 9, and 11 would be only partially effective . The
proportion of effective cross section would then be [6+4(0.8) ]
/12=9.2/12=0 .77 .

End joints preferably should be of the plain or stepped scarf type ,
with a slope not steeper than 1 :5. When the stepped type is used ,
the portion of the thickness occupied by the step (fig . 50, B) is con-
sidered as a butt joint and reduction in net section is made as for but t
joints. No reduction in area need be made for glued scarf joint s
having a slope of 1 :5 or flatter, except as provided for stepped scar f
joints. Working stresses need not be reduced because of the presenc e
of scarf joints having a slope of 1 in 5 or flatter. There are no re-
quirements for spacing of scarf joints of 1 in 5 slope or flatter i n
compression members .

KNOTS IN COLUMN S

The stress on the net section of columns with knots is calculated i n
accordance with the design curve of figure 62 . The abscissa of this
curve is K/b, where K is the average (over all the laminations) of th e
sizes of the largest knot occurring in any 3-foot length in each of th e
laminations and b is the finished width of the lamination .
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FIGURE 62 .- Design curve for laminated short columns having knots in lamina -
tions and relating allowable compressive stress to knot size .
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Here again, with no restriction on the location of knots within the
member, some assumption must be made as to the concentration o f
knots within some critical 3-foot length. One possible assumption i s
that the maximum permissible knot will occur in every lamination
within at least one critical length . As was pointed out earlier, thi s
would be a highly conservative assumption, since such a large pro -
portion of the lengths of pieces within a grade contain knots con-
siderably smaller than the maximum or contain no knots at all .

In this case, too, it should be feasible to relate the frequency dis-
tribution of knot sizes within a grade to a value of K suitable for use in
design . A study of a number of commercial grades indicates th e
feasibility of such an approach. That study is discussed in the ap-
pendix.

Each grade may be expected to have its own characteristic distribu-
tion of knot sizes. Working stresses based on a statistical study for a
specific grade cannot, therefore, be translated into working stresses fo r
a different grade or a different species .

In establishing working stresses for random assembly of laminations ,
it is suggested that they be based on a study of the distribution of th e
maximum knot sizes in 3-foot lengths by the method described in th e
appendix. Lacking such an analysis, it is suggested that the working
stress be based on the assumption that the maximum knot permitted
in the grade occurs in each lamination within at least one 3-foo t
length . That is, the value of K for use with figure 62 will be the
maximum size permitted in the grade .

Both the Southern Pine Association and the West Coast Lumber-
men's Association have published working stresses for laminated con-
struction that are based on the statistical procedure just described .

In cases where it is not feasible to sample the grade and to go throug h
the probability analysis, but an estimate is desired of the strengt h
ratio that would be obtained by such an analysis, the following pro-
cedure may be used . First, calculate the value of K/b applicable if
it were assumed that the largest permissible knot were present i n
every lamination . Second, multiply this value by the ordinate to th e
curve of figure 63 for the proper number of laminations . Then, with
this modified value of K/b, determine the applicable strength rati o
from the curve of figure 62 . This procedure is based on a considera-
tion of the relative values of K/b found by the two methods, and th e
factors shown are only approximate. In general, they are believed
to be sufficiently conservative to provide a satisfactory basis fo r
estimating strength ratios that may be expected from a probabilit y
analysis. For use in design, 1 of the 2 methods discussed earlie r
should be chosen .

Where columns are of more than one grade, working stresses ap-
plicable to the lower grade should generally be used . Where data on
the occurrence of knots are available, there are methods of compu-
tation (see appendix) by which the smaller concentration of larg e
knots in the higher-grade laminations may be taken into account i n
determining values of K/b.

CROSS GRAIN IN COLUMN S

For columns with cross grain in laminations, the percentage of th e
basic compressive stress to be used in design is in accordance with
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FIGURE 63.-Relation between values of K/b suggested for determining strength

ratios for use in design of compression members and those that would hav e
been determined by considering the largest permissible knot present in ever y
lamination .

table 9 . It is to be expected that all laminations in columns will b e
of the same grade . When laminations permitting differing grai n
slopes are used, however, the strength ratio corresponding to eac h
grain slope should be weighted in accordance with the cross-sectional
area occupied by the corresponding laminations to determine th e
average strength ratio for the full cross section .

Strength ratios based on a probability analysis of the occurrence of
knots in randomly assembled laminations (see appendix) are appre-
ciably higher, because of knot dispersion, than for one-piece saw n
timbers of the same grade . If advantage is to be taken of these higher
strength ratios, more severe limitations on cross grain must be im-
posed, for all laminations, than is contemplated by the grading rules .
This necessitates an additional inspection and segregation for cross
grain . Such additional inspection should not create a. serious problem ,
however, since samples of a number of structural grades have show n
that. high percentages of the pieces have cross grain of 1 in 20 or flatter .

TENSION MEMBERS

Tension members are subject to the same provisions with respect t o
arrangement of laminations, grading of laminations, types and spacing
of end joints, and evaluation of K/b as are given for compression mem-
bers .

END JOINTS IN TENSION MEMBER S

The stress at a plain scarf joint in a tension member must not ex-
ceed the percentages of the basic stress in tension parallel to grai n
given for members subject to flexure . Stepped scarf joints may b e
considered to have the same percentage of strength as plain scar f
joints of the same slope ; but the portion of the thicknesses of th e
laminations occupied by the steps is disre .rded in computing th e
effective cross section of the member . Spacing requirements incli-
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dated earlier for the tension portion of flexure members should b e
used also for tension members . It is suggested that scarf joints be n o
steeper than 1 in 10 .

It is suggested that butt joints not be used in tension members .
If they are used, however, the procedure outlined for columns can
be used in computing net area, except that an additional reductio n
of 20 percent should be made .

KNOTS IN TENSION MEMBER S

The basic flexural stress as given in table 5 or 6, pp . 100, 102, should
be taken as basic tensile stress . Working stresses for design should
be taken in accordance with the curve of figure 64. Values of K/b
for use with this curve should be determined in the manner describe d
earlier for columns .

CROSS GRAIN IN TENSION MEMBER S

The strength ratio for cross grain in tension members is given i n
table 9 . As for columns, this effect, where laminations of differen t
grades are used, should be weighted in accordance with the proportio n
of the cross section occupied by the various grades, and the effec t
of increased strength ratios resulting from knot dispersion shoul d
be reflected in more restrictive cross-grain limitations than are normall y
imposed by the grading rules .

MISCELLANEOUS TOPICS RELATED TO WORKING STRESSES

CLOSE-GRAIN AND DENSE MATERIA L

The improved strength resulting when material of some specie s
meets certain requirements with respect to rate of growth has bee n
recognized in American Lumber Standards (19), which permit in -
creased design stresses for Douglas-fir and redwood meeting specific
requirements as to rate of growth (close grain), as well as for Douglas -
fir and southern yellow pine meeting specific requirements as to rate
of growth and percentage of summer-wood (density) . The increases
apply to stress in extreme fiber in bending, compression parallel t o
grain, and compression perpendicular to grain, but not to shear o r
modulus of elasticity. These increased stresses are applicable t o
laminated construction, but certain cautions must be observed .

It is obvious that such increased stresses would be applicable to a
beam constructed wholly of close-grained or dense material . It is
obvious also that, in a beam containing a large number of laminations ,
with only the top and bottom laminations of close-grained or dens e
material, the increased bending stress would not apply to the bea m
as a whole . For example, if a beam contained 40 laminations, wit h
the top and bottom laminations of dense material whose allowabl e
stress was increased by one-sixth over that for non .dense material ,
the stress in the outer surface of the second lamination would b e

r %oX% F=1 .11 F

247040 0-54	 9
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where F is the stress applicable to a nondense grade . Thus, in such
a case, excessive stresses would be present in certain of the lamination s
near the top and bottom if the stress applicable to dense materia l
were used .

The increased stresses pertaining to clQse-grained or dense materia l
may be applied to the beam as a whole only when such material i s
used in a definite proportion of the beam . The number of dense
laminations on each side of the beam must be at least one-fourteent h
the total number of laminations in order that the increased stres s
may be applicable to the beam as a whole .

Similarly, close-grained Douglas-fir and redwood are grante d
increases of one-fifteenth, and again a minimum number of lamina-
tions of close-grained material are required on each side in order tha t
the increased stresses may be applied to the beam as a whole . In
this case, a group of laminations on each side containing not less than
one thirty-second of the total number of laminations must be close -
grained.

It should be noted that the proportions given above are applicabl e
only when all laminations are of the same thickness . For other cases ,
the actual number of laminations should be converted to an equivalen t
number of laminations of a single thickness. Moreover, the propor-
tions given are directly valid only when all laminations are of th e
same grade . When two different grades are used, the stress in th e
inner group of laminations should be checked by the method describe d
earlier to be sure it is not excessive .

EFFECT OF END JOINTS IN VARIOUS PARTS OF MEMBER S

Since the stress is quite low in a lamination near the neutral axis ,
an end joint of relatively low efficiency is satisfactory at such locations.
Thus, within the central two-thirds of the depth of a beam, plai n
scarf joints as steep as 1 in 5 are generally satisfactory, since th e
stress within this part of the beam is less than two-thirds the stress
in the outermost lamination . Similarly, for beams whose loading
is known to be such that certain parts of their length will never be
subjected to high bending moments, such as those parts near the ends
of a simple beam, the stresses will be such that scarf joints of steepe r
slope may be permitted, even in the outer parts of the depth, than
would be permissible at points of high moment .

Regardless of such possibilities for the use of less efficient joint s
in certain areas, it may be found expedient to use only a single typ e
or scarf joint in order to simplify manufacturing operations and to
lessen the chance that joints of various types will be erroneously
plated in a beam .

In general, a scarf-jointed outer lamination on the tension side o f
a beam will control the overall strength of the beam . Where the
strength of the jointed lamination is very low, however, as compare d
with that of the continuous laminations, the load that would caus e
failure of the outer lamination at the joint would be insufficient t o
cause failure in the remaining laminations . There is, therefore, a
"floor" below which the strength of the beam would not be expecte d
to fall, regardless of the reduction in strength caused by a joint i n
the outer lamination .
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Thus, a beam of 17 laminations having a jointed outer lamination o n
the tension side would be reduced in effectiveness to that of a beam o f
16 laminations if the jointed lamination failed without . causing failure
of the rest of the laminations, and it, would then have some 89 percen t
of the strength of the original beam . In such a beam, then, if the
jointed outer lamination on the tension side had less than 89 percen t
of the strength of a continuous lamination, the overall strength of th e
beam would be taken as 89 percent of that of an unjointed 17-lamina-
tion beam rather than as determined by the strength of the jointed
lamination .

It is possible, but not probable, that similar relations exist in beams
with jointed laminations of low efficiency located near, rather than at ,
the tension face .

In compression and tension members, the stress requirements i n
different parts of the cross section and at different points along th e
length normally do not vary, so that the requirement is the same at
all points .

As pointed out earlier, butt joints tend to concentrate shear stres s
in the interlamination glue joints near them . Both theoretical
considerations and test data (see appendix) indicate a serious concen-
tration of shear stress in the neighborhood of a concentrated load on a
beam . It seems desirable, in order to reduce the possibility of failure
by shear, to avoid combining these two concentrations . It is sug-
gested, therefore, that. if butt joints are used in laminated beams, they
be kept well away from the location of any concentrated loads, par-
ticularly if the joints are in laminations located near the upper surface .

EFFECT OF KNOTS IN VARIOUS PARTS OF MEMBER S

The reduction in bending strength caused by a knot in a laminate d
beam is a function of the moment of inertia of the cross-sectional area
occupied by the knot . A knot near the center of the depth of a beam
has only a small fraction of the effect on bending strength that a kno t
of the same size would have if it were located at or near the outside o f
the beam.

Laminations of relatively low grade may therefore be used in th e
central parts of the depth of a beam without inordinately reducing it s
strength . Efficient and economical use of material may thus be at-
tained by using pieces of high grade in the outer parts of the depth and
pieces of low grade in the inner parts of the depth, where their inferio r
strength is not injurious t,o the strength of the beam as a whole . The
relatively small effect of low-grade material occupying as much as th e
central three-fifths of the depth has been demonstrated in the statis-
tical studies of knot effect mentioned earlier .

Similarly, laminations of lower grade may be permitted in parts o f
the length that will be subjected to small bending moments, such a s
those near the ends of a simply supported beam .

The curve of figure 55 was derived from tests on beams in which th e
outer laminations were generally of better quality than the inne r
laminations . Although such an arrangement is logical and economi-
cal, the use of figure 55 for beams having the reverse of the usua l
arrangement-that is, with low-quality outer laminations and higher-
quality inner laminations-may result in an allowable stress for the
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beam that will produce an excessive stress in the outer laminations .
1 t is improbable that a designer would use such an arrangement . If,
however, a beam were misassembled and such an arrangement re-
sulted, it might be desired to attempt to salvage the beam . In such
a case, a new allowable stress can be computed by means of figure 5 5
but, in addition, the stress thus computed should be checked against
the strength of the outer lamination .

MODIFICATION OF WORKING STRESSES FOR SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF LOADING

Working stresses computed by the methods here given and based o n
the basic. stresses of table 5 or table 6, pp . 100, 102, are applicable t o
conditions of fall duration (25 to 50 years) of maximum design load .
Since. wood has the desirable characteristic of being able to support :
liigher loads for short than for long periods, higher working stresses ar e
applicable to conditions where the full design loads are of shorte r
duration than 25 to 50 years .

Figure 65 presents data by means of which adjustments for duration-
of-load effects may be made . For example, if the anticipated duratio n
of full design load were 10 years, stresses could be increased about 1 0
percent over those allowable for conditions of full duration . It has
been found that intermittent loading separated by a period of rest i s
cumulative as far as t:he. durational effect is concerned . The duration
to which figure 65 is applicable is, therefore, the sum of the duration s
of the expected loads . Loads less than those that would produc e
stresses at' or below the permanent load level may he neglected i n
computing such durations .
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FIGURE 65.-Relation of working stress to duration of load .
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Working stresses computed from the basic stresses of table 5 o r
table 6 may be used without regard to impact if the stress produced b y
impact does not exceed the allowable stress for permanent loading ;
but the sum of stresses induced by any combination of loading, suc h
as impact, dead, long-time live, and short-time live loading, canno t
exceed twice the allowable stress for permanent loading .

In no ease can a structural member be used that is smaller than i s
required for permanent load alone .

Increases in stress for impact and other duration effects are no t
applicable to modulus of elasticity .

Wood under continuing load takes on a continuing increment of de -
formation known as plastic flow or yield, usually very slow but per-
sistent over long periods of time . Deflection of this nature occurrin g
in timbers acting as beams is sometimes known as " set" or "sag . "
This increase of deformation with time may become as much as th e
initial deformation without endangering the safety of the timber .
This effect is of importance only where the long-continued load is a t
or near the maximmn design level . It is necessary, where deforma-
tion or deflection under long periods of loading must be limited i n
amount, to provide extra stiffness. This can be done by doubling
any dead or long-time loads when computing deformation, by settin g
an initial deformation limit at half the long-time deformation limit ,
or by using one-half of the recommended value of modulus of elasticit y
in computing the immediate deformation . In any case, it must be
understood that the recommended values for modulus of elasticit y
will give the immediate deflection of a beam, and that this deflectio n
will increase under long-continued load . The increase may be some-
what greater where the timber is subjected to varying temperature an d
moisture conditions than where the conditions are uniform .

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR LAMINATED WOO D
It is beyond the scope of this publication to discuss methods o f

structural analysis . Certain features of design, however, especiall y
those peculiar to wood or laminated structures, are presented because
they need to be considered .

Attempts to economize too thoroughly by varying requirements a t
different points in a structure can become complicated . It is true
that stress requirements may permit the use of butt joints in som e
locations, the use of scarf joints of steeper slope in some locations
than in others, and so on . By taking advantage of all such provisions ,
some savings in material and labor can be gained . Their use, how-
ever, necessitates extreme care in fabrication to insure that all ma-
terial is properly placed .

ENGINEERING FORMULA S

Engineering formulas applicable to solid-wood structures are gen-
erally applicable also to laminated structures, since the glued joints ,
if properly made, have shear strength approximately that of wood .
The glued laminated member ,must accordingly behave as would a .
solid member . Lamination, however, introduces two possible case s
in which the usual formulas are not applicable, and which are no t
encountered in structures of solid wood .
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In the case of sharply curved flexure members, the ordinary equation s
for stress in a beam are not applicable and the special methods relatin g
to curved beams should be used . Stresses computed by the usual
equations will be low by about 5 percent when the radius of curvatur e
of the center line of the member is about 6 times the depth of th e
member, and by about 11 percent when the ratio of radius to dept h
is about 3, with rapidly increasing percentage errors as the ratio o f
radius to depth becomes smaller (25) . Limitations on the radii to
which laminations may be bent without damage will generally operat e
to keep the ratio of center-line radius to total depth at a reasonabl e
value. It is probable, therefore, that few members will be designe d
with ratios of radius to depth small enough to require special treat-
ment, but all sharply curved members should he investigated to as -
sure that the error involved in the use of the ordinary equations is
small . The curve of figure 66 may be used to estimate, for flexura l
members of rectangular cross section, the error involved in the appli-
cation of the ordinary equations for stress to curved flexure member s
having various ratios of center-line radius to depth .
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FIGURE 66.-Error resulting from use of ordinary equations for flexural stres s
with curved beams of rectangular cross section having various ratios of center-
line radius to depth .
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Cases may arise where it is desirable to use laminations of more tha n
one species . If so, consideration should be given to the fact that, with
laminated beams having laminations of markedly different moduli of
elasticity, the usual assumption of linear variation of strain across th e
depth will lead to a nonlinear variation of stress . . This will normally
be of little consequence, particularly if the difference in modulus o f
elasticity is small' or if the material of low modulus of elasticity i s
used in only a small part of the depth near the neutral axis . In the
case of a beam having material of high modulus of elasticity in th e
outer two-fifths of the depth and low modulus of elasticity in th e
central three-fifths of the depth, errors of about 5 percent and 1 1

▪ percent will be introduced for ratios of moduli of three-fourths and
one-half, respectively . Such a case might arise where, for reasons o f
economy, a species of low strength and low modulus of elasticity i s
used in the central part of a beam .

EFFECT OF HIGH MOISTURE CONTENT

The working stresses applicable to laminated members must b e
suitable for the general maximum moisture content that will b e
reached by the wood under use conditions . While most glued lami-
nated members are used under dry conditions, some must withstan d
exposure to moisture . The direct effect of moisture content on

r .

	

strength has been considered in establishing the basic stresses o f
tables 5 and 6 . There are, however, additional considerations involve d

• where the use conditions result in high moisture content in the member .
- The wood in glued laminated members intended for use condition s
involving moisture and other conditions conducive to decay can b e
made durable by the application of preservative chemicals if the woo d
is not naturally durable . The wood may be treated in lumber for m
with preservatives before gluing, or the treatment may be given t o
the laminated member after the gluing has been completed . Such
treatments do not protect the wood from absorbing moisture, an d
the moisture-content level of the treated wood under use condition s
is generally the same as that of untreated wood, although certai n
fire-retardant treatments make the wood more hygroscopic than

' untreated wood . Consequently, preservatively treated wood an d
untreated wood require the same working stresses for similar use
conditions. The use of untreated wood that is not naturally durabl e
is not, however, recommended where the conditions of use are con-
ducive to decay .

In general, design for conditions favorable to decay should be on
.-' a more conservative basis than where such a hazard is not present .

In addition, attention should be given in design to the elimination o f
such features as might increase the decay hazard, such as the encase-
ment of wood members in masonry . Timbers exposed to the hazard s

• of decay should be inspected at frequent intervals and removed if
decay appears in or near highly stressed areas .

EFFECT OF HIGH TEMPERATURE

It is known that wood has lower strength at high than at lo w
temperatures, and investigations at the Forest Products Laborator y
have shown that wood that has been exposed to high temperatures
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for long periods has had its strength reduced even though it may b e
used subsequently a.t . normal temperatures . It is known also that
strength reduction resulting from the effects of high temperature i s
greater for wood at high moisture content . Available data (14, 22 ,
23) are, however, too meager to permit the establishment of any rule s
for the effect of high temperature on strength .

Caution is suggested ire the design of glued laminated structure s
for use under conditions of elevated temperatures, particularly i f
such temperatures are likely to persist over long periods . Where
such conditions are expected, some reduction in working stress i s
desirable to reduce the possibility of damage to the structure from th e
effects of high temperature .

Since the. temperature of the wood and not of the surrounding ai r
determines the amount. of strength loss, if any, recognition should b e
given to the fact that high air temperatures do not necessarily mea n
high temperatures in the wood . Wood is a good insulator, and ,
therefore, high temperatures must persist . for long periods before th e
wood temperature rises much, particularly if the member is large . in
cross section. In considering the possible necessity for strengt h
red uct,ion for high temperature, therefore, consideration needs to b e
given not only to the temperature to which the member will be exposed ,
but. also to the anticipated duration of the exposure .

The probability of long-continued high temperatures should b e
considered, also, in the choice of a glue, since certain glues are ad-
versely affected by such exposure, (part I) .

EFFECT OF SHRINKAGE OR SWELLING ON SHAPE OF CURVED MEMBER S

A wood member tends to shrink or swell across the grain with loss
or absorption of moisture, l.atit practically no change occurs in th e
dimension along the grain . For a section of a curved wood membe r
such as is shown in figure 67, the :Ingle a must change to accommodat e
the change. in thickness, since the lengths L and 1 do not change .

1 t . has been shown (28) that if the thickness t is changed to a thick-
ness t(1 -i-k), the angle a changes to a value a(l +q), where q= -k
(approximately), so that, the change in angle is -ka. Hence, if t is
clanged by a small percentage k, the angle a will he changed b y
approximately the same percentage, but in the opposite direction ;
that. is, radial swelling causes a decrease, and radial shrinkage causes
an increase, in the angle a between the ends of a curved member .

l t may be noted that, the percentage change in angle is independen t
of the length of the section, the dimensions of the cross section of th e
piece, and the radius of curvature . The foregoing relation may
therefore be used regardless of the form of the member .

Ili deriving this relation, an approximation was used that consiste d
of considering that, -k / (1 +k) was equal to -k, since k is small
compared with unity . Slightly greater accuracy will be obtained by
computing the change of angle t,o be -k a / (1+k) .

It should be noted that, in the application of this method, severa l
approximations cannot be avoided . These include :

(1) An average value of shrinkage must be assumed as applicabl e
to the member . The actual shrinkage may differ considerably fro m
the average value, and the value k will be in error by the amount o f
the difference .
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FIGURE 67.-Diagram showing notation used in deriving the formula for change o f
curvature produced in a curved wood member by radial swelling or shrinking .

(2) The relation used is based on the assumption that the percen-
tage shrinkage is the same at all points . In large cross sections, th e
shrinkage near the outside of the cross section may be different fro m
that in the inner part simply because of the greater time required fo r
the moisture content to change in the inner part . Similarly, for
members varying considerably in depth, a thin section will reach
equilibrium throughout sooner than will the thicker section, and thu s
the effective value of k will be different at the two points . With
sufficiently long exposure., however, and reasonably constant condi-
tions, the value of k for all points in the member will be the same .

The effects of shrinkage or of swelling should be considered in an y
computation of deflection or of final position of a curved laminated
member. In the case of three-hinged arches of such shape that the y
are horizontal, or nearly so, at the crest of a roof, such effects may be
of considerable importance . , In such arches there may be shrinkage
enough to form a depression, or trough, at the crest of the roof tha t
will create serious drainage problems . For an arch of this type ,
consideration should be given to the moisture content of the member
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at the time of fabrication, the moisture content to be expected i n
service, and the change in angle between the two ends of the membe r
that will result from changes in moisture content and the consequen t
shrinkage across the grain .

Consideration should be given to the provision of effective hinge
details in joints of arches where such joints have been assumed i n
design. With such details provided, the line of action of the force s
on the member will be as assumed, regardless of changes in shape o f
the member .

Where deformation in a curved laminated member is restrained ,
as in a boat frame connected to a deck beam, the tendency to deform
will cause stress in the member . The method just outlined will
furnish the data necessary to calculate the magnitude of these stresses .

CONSIDERATIONS IN THE DESIGN OF CONTINUOUS BEAM S

Caution should be exercised in the use of butt joints in continuous
beams because of the reversal of moment, and thus of the location o f
the compression section of the beam, at points near the supports ,
since the treatment of butt joints in design is different for the tension
and compression sections of beams . Furthermore, in structures sub-
ject to variations in load, the point of moment reversal may var y
somewhat, so that the areas in which butt joints may be used wil l
also vary . In addition, the use of scarf joints of steeper slope and o f
laminations containing knots of larger size is rendered more difficult ,
for moments are no longer small near the supports, as in simple beams .

It is recommended that butt joints not be permitted at any poin t
in a continuous beam, and that no attempt be made to vary th e
requirements for slope of scarf joint or knot size at various point s
along the length .

FASTENING DESIG N

Allowable loads or allowable stresses and methods of design fo r
bolts, connectors, and other fastenings that are applicable to fasten-
ings used in one-piece sawn members, are applicable also to laminate d
members. However, in the design of fastenings in laminated mem-
bers, problems may arise . For example, in connecting an arch rib t o
a foundation, it is common practice to bolt the rib to a metal channel
or shoe attached to the foundation. With a rather deep section, the
bolts may be widely separated . If a large decrease in moisture con-
tent occurs, the tendency of the member to shrink between the widel y
separated bolts will be considerable ; and, if the bolts are held i n
position by the metal channels, a considerable stress in tension per-
pendicular to grain will be set up, and splitting may occur .

This tendency will be reduced if the moisture content at the time o f
erection is approximately the same as that to be reached in service .
Some relief may also be gained if the bolt holes in the steel channel s
are slotted to permit movement of the bolts . It is probable that
friction on the bolts will be large enough to prevent free movement ,
but such an arrangement may relieve the tensile stresses across th e
grain somewhat. Cross bolts will assist in preventing separation if
splitting does occur .
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ELASTIC .INSTABILITY

HEIGHT-WIDTH RATIO OF BEAM S

According to the usual flexure formulas, strength and stiffness vary
as the second and third powers, respectively, of the height of a beam ,
but only as the first power of the width . Consequently, the amount
of material required for strength and stiffness is minimized by makin g
the height as great as other considerations permit, within certain
limitations imposed by the effect of the height factor .

The extent to which strength and stiffness can be augmented b y
increasing the height and decreasing the width is limited, becaus e
large ratios of height to width lead to lateral instability and to failur e
by twisting and lateral buckling at loads less than those compute d
by the usual flexure formulas . The critical bending moment or loa d
depends on the modulus of elasticity and the modulus of rigidity (i n
torsion), the length and cross-sectional dimensions of the member ,
location or distribution of load, and on the way in which the ends and
edges of the member are supported and restrained .

Formulas for critical moment or load have been developed theoreti-
cally and checked experimentally for several combinations of thes e
factors (7) . The formulas were derived for straight beams . Ade-
quate information along similar lines is lacking for curved members .
The following ratio has been suggested by the Forest Products
Laboratory (28) .

The ratio of the depth to width in a curved member with rectangular
cross section should not exceed 4 when 1 edge is braced at frequen t
intervals, as by girts or roof purlins, and should not exceed 3 whe n
such bracing is lacking . The length of members that are brace d
along one edge is probably not important . It is suggested that th e
combined bending and compressive stress in unbraced members b e
limited to one-third of the stress that, according to the Euler formula ,
would cause lateral buckling in straight . members of the same cross
section and of a length equal to the chord length of the curved member .

Formulas for critical moment or load for beams having cross
sections other than rectangular are somewhat more complicated .
Formulas for a number of cases for beams of I section are given i n
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics Report 382 (26) . The
formulas for beams of rectangular section may be used for beams o f
box section if the appropriate torsion constant is used .

For use in the formulas mentioned above, a value of mean modulu s
of rigidity may be taken that is equal to one-sixteenth the modulus o f
elasticity .

WRINKLING AND TWISTING OF COMPRESSION MEMBERS HAVING THI N
OUTSTANDING FLANGE S

Compression members having thin outstanding flanges may fail b y
wrinkling of the thin outstanding parts or through twisting of the
entire member about its longitudinal axis rather than by the usua l
modes of failure appropriate to their length . Both wrinkling and
twisting phenomena are governed by individual laws and differ from
the usual column behavior . Failure of any kind, whether it be crush-
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ing, as for a short column, flex-urc, as for a long column, wrinkling, or
twisting, will come from that particular stress or combination o f
stresses to which the member has least resistance .

Criteria. for determining the critical stress for wrinkling or twistin g
failure have been developed (7) . These' criteria may be used to deter-
mine whether the critical stresses for these secondary modes of failur e
are greater or less than the stress associated with the primary mode o f
failure .

SUGGESTED SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENT S

Specification requirements suggested here ;n for glued laminated
structures and structural members must. necessarily be general . Such
requirements can, however, offer guidance in cpnsidering the mor e
important points that affect a specification for a particular structur e
and may, in some instances, be applicable in themselves . They are ,
where possible, based on the best available test data ; where test data
are not available, they are based on the best . judgment of the authors
and others. Some of the provisions have been taken from Unite d
States Department of Agriculture Technical Bulletin 691 (28), whic h
has been widely used as a source of specification requirements since it s
publication in 1939 . The following requirements are presented for th e
purpose of serving as general aids to specification preparation .

DESIGN

LOADS

Both the magnitude and the duration of the loads to be encountered
in service shall be considered in design . The loading to be considere d
in the design shall include dead load, snow load, wind load, impact ,
earthquake, and others as applicable, and shall include such combina-
tions of these loads as are applicable . The types of loading to be
considered and the magnitudes of the various loads shall be determine d
by the best usual practice or as dictated by applicable codes or
ordinances . Loads to be encountered in erection shall also be con-
sidered in the design .

ALLOWABLE WORKING STRESSES

Allowable working stresses shall be determined in accordance wit h
the provisions of this publication . Allowable design loads or stresse s
for fastenings shall be determined as for fastenings in solid woo d
members .

MATERIAL

GLUE

A glue shall be used that is adequate to develop and retain the full
strength of the wood under the conditions expected for the anti-
cipated service life of the structure. (Glue types suitable for use unde r
various service conditions are described in part I of this publication ,
in which some references to specifications for these glues are given .)
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LUMBER CLASSIFICATION

Each piece of lumber, before assembly into a glued laminated
member, shall be classified and suitably marked or segregated t o
identify its grade . Where a piece is resawed, ripped, or cut into shorter
lengths, each piece resulting from such cutting shall be regraded and
suitably marked or segregated so that its grade identity is retained.

Moisture content.-The moisture content of the lumber immediatel y
prior to assembly into the laminated member shall be such that th e
completed member shall have a moisture content as near as possibl e
to that expected in service. The range of moisture content of various
laminations assembled into a single member shall not exceed 5 percent .
(for example, 6 to 11 percent or 10 to 15 percent) at the time of gluing .

Limitations for stress grades .-Laminations may be of material
graded under the rules for stress-grade material as given in the Woo d
Handbook (7) and in the grading rules of the various organization s
publishing grading rules and providing inspection, except :

1. For use in horizontally laminated members subject to bending ,
the size of knot permitted at the center of the wide face of pieces o f
joist and plank grade may be permitted at any location on the wid e
face .

2. The rule limiting knot concentration in the center half of th e
length shall be applicable to all portions of the length .

3. Laminations sawed from material graded under the rules for
stress-grade material or edge-glued from such material shall b e
regraded in the new size .

Limitations for other commercial grades .-Grades of lumber that do
not have limitations on all factors affecting strength shall not be used
in glued laminated structural members unless they have been regraded
in accordance with the principles set forth for stress grades or hav e
been classified in accordance with the provisions of the following
section .

Limitations for special lamination classes .-It may sometimes b e
necessary or desirable to use grades of lumber in which the defects ar e
not adequately limited to permit their use in structural members . In
common grades of lumber, for example, cross grain is not limited . The
classes suggested below are essentially' sorting classes, which may b e
used in a plant to classify commercial grades of lumber for use in
laminations .

Decay is not permitted in any piece in which the largest permitte d
knot is required to be smaller than one-half the width of the piece . In
pieces where decay is permitted, it shall, at its maximum point, occup y
a proportion of the cross section of the piece no greater than one-hal f
that occupied by the largest permitted knot . Pieces containing decay
shall not be used in the outer laminations of members subjected t o
bending loads .

Sap stain is permitted .
Sound, encased, loose, or pith knots shall be admitted . Unsound

(decayed) knots may be admitted provided the decay does not exten d
into the surrounding wood to an extent greater than is permitted b y
the requirement given above . Knotholes shall be measured an d
limited as specified for knots .
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Knots may be measured as specified in the Wood Handbook (7) o r
in lieu thereof, the following method, of measurement may be used .
The size of a knot in a typical flat-grained piece is to be taken as th e
distance between lines touching the knot and parallel to the edge s
of the piece on the face on which the size of the knot is the greater ,
except that the greatest dimension of the remaining portion of a knot
that is partially cut away at the edge of the piece shall be taken as the
size . In the case of a spike knot or of a knot extending across the
wide face of an edge-grained piece, the ratio of the maximum cros s
section of the knot to the cross section of the piece shall not exceed
the fraction specified for the ratio of the size of a knot to the widt h
of the piece .

The sum of the sizes of all knots within any 8 feet of the length o f
a piece shall not exceed 41 times the maximum permitted size . When
knots are in tandem or partially so, as in figure 68, the measuremen t
a may be used instead of the sum of the individual sizes .

B
ZM81028 F

FIGURE 68.-Measurement of "tandem" knots . The distance a is to be taken
as the size when b is 6 inches or less .

The slope of grain is to be measured over a distance sufficiently
great to determine the general slope, but disregarding slight loca l
deviations . Particular attention is to be given to spiral grain, , which
is detectable on tangential (flat-grain) surfaces only .

Laminations shall be free from checks, shakes, or splits that make
an angle of less than 45° with the wide face of the piece, and fre e
from pitch pockets whose width measured on the wide face exceeds
1% inches or one-eighth the width of the piece, whichever is the lesser .

Wane is permissible if its greatest width does not exceed the finishe d
thickness of the piece or one-eighth the finished width, whichever is
the lesser . .
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CLASS 0 shall be free from knots greater than % inch in size or one -
sixteenth the width of the piece, whichever is the lesser . The slope
of grain shall not be steeper than 1 in 20 for members stressed primar -
ily in bending or tension nor steeper than 1 in 15 for members stressed
primarily in compression .

.CLASS 1 shall be free from knots greater in size than 1% inches o r
one-eighth the width of the piece, whichever is the lesser. The slope
of grain shall not be steeper than 1 in 18 for members stressed primar-
ily in bending or tension nor steeper than 1 in 14 for members stressed
primarily in compression .

CLASS 2 shall be free from knots greater in size than 3 inches or
one-fourth the width of the piece, whichever is the lesser . The slope
of grain shall not be steeper than 1 in 14 for members stressed primarily
in bending or tension nor steeper than 1 in 10 for members stresse d
primarily in compression.

CLASS 3 shall be free from knots greater in size than 3 inches o r
three-eighths the width of the piece, whichever is the lesser . The slope
of grain shall not be steeper than 1 in 10 for members stressed primaril y
in bending or tension nor steeper than 1 in 8 for members stresse d
primarily in compression .

CLASS 4 shall be free from knots greater in size than 3 inches o r
one-half the width of the piece, whichever is the lesser . The slope o f
grain shall not be steeper than 1 in 8 .

FABRICATION

TECHNIQUES

Techniques used in fabrication shall be in accordance with part I
of this publication .

QUALITY OF GLUE JOINT S

Glued joints between laminations of members of all types and glue d
edge joints in laminations for vertically laminated members shall be
of such quality that they will meet the requirements appropriate to
the conditions expected in service, as given under Methods of Evalua-
tion of Product in part I of this publication. Glued edge joints i n
laminations for horizontally laminated members and for compressio n
and tension members should preferably also meet the foregoing require -
ments .

JOINTS IN THE WIDTH OF LAMINATION S

Laminations composed of 2 or more pieces edge glued to each other
prior to final surfacing may be considered as 1-piece laminations . In
vertically laminated beams, all laminations required for shear resist-
ance shall be 1-piece . For members to be exposed to the weather
or equally severe service, it is preferable that all laminations be on e
piece . In horizontally laminated members for interior use, laminations
may be 1 piece or may be of 2 or more pieces, not edge glued . Edge
joints in adjacent laminations, particularly for severe conditions o f
exposure, should be separated by not less than the lamination thick-
ness .
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JOINTS IN THE LENGTH OF LAMINATION S

Types.-Butt joints may be used . They should preferably not be
used in the laminations of tension members, in the laminations com-
prising the tension section of flexure members, nor in anv lamination s
of the curved section of a member. Due account shall be taken in
design of the effect of butt joints in reducing the effective area of axi-
ally stressed members and the net moment of inertia of flexure mem-
bers.

Plain or stepped scarf joints may be used . Scarf joints steeper than
1 in 5 for interior use or 1 in 10 for exterior or equally severe service
shall not be used .

End joints of other types may be used provided (a) adequate infor-
mation is available on which to base limitations of slope, spacing ,
and placement, and on which to calculate allowable design stresse s
for members having laminations containing such joints, or (b) they
are placed and treated, in the design of the member, as if they wer e
butt joints.

No end joints of any type shall be permitted in the laminations o f
the outer one-fifth of the depth of a flexure member where the radiu s
of curvature to which the lamination is bent is less than 125 time s
the thickness of the lamination .

Spacing .-Butt joints in adjacent laminations of axially stresse d
members shall be spaced not closer longitudinally than 50 times the
lamination thickness unless account is taken in design of the effect o f
closer spacing . In flexure members, the minimum longitudinal spacin g
shall be 10 times the lamination thickness .

Where scarf joints occur in compression members or in the compres-
sion portion of flexure members, there are no limitations on the spacin g
of joints in adjacent laminations ., but some dispersion is desirable .
in tension members or the tension section of flexure members, scarf
joints in adjacent laminations shall be longitudinally spaced, center
to center, at least 24 times the lamination thickness where the desig n
stress is at the full allowable value . For lesser values of stress, the
minimum required spacing may decrease linearly to zero in areas of
zero stress .

ARRANGEMENT OR DISTRIBUTION OF TAPER

The tapering of members that vary in depth shall be accomplished
by one of the following methods :

1. The member shall be built up to approximately the desired dept h
and formed to the desired shape . If, by this procedure, the slope o f
grain with respect to the outer surfaces of the member becomes steepe r
than the grain slope permitted in the outer laminations, one of th e
following procedures shall be used .

2. A group of outer laminations totaling at least one-fifth of th e
depth of the member at the point of maximum depth, or one-half th e
depth of the member at the point of minimum depth, shall run paraI -
lel to each face of the member, with the remaining laminations s o
arranged that it will not be necessary to taper their ends to a slope ,
with respect to the grain direction, steeper than that permitted fo r
scarf joints in the outer group of laminations . Such tapering shall

247040 °-54	 10
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be done by the use of techniques that will insure that glue joints be-
tween the inner and outer groups of laminations will have a quality
equal to that between laminations .

3. All laminations shall run parallel to the center line of the member ,
except the last one at each face, which shall follow the curvature o f
the face . Fitting of the ends of the central group of laminations shal l
be clone by the use of techniques that will insure that glue joint s
between the outer laminations and the central group will be of a
quality equal to that between laminations .

4. The total taper shall be divided with approximate uniformity
among all laminations ; that is, each lamination shall be tapered in
the same proportions as the member itself .

INSPECTION

Plant or other inspection to insure quality of the finished produc t
should cover at least the following points : (1) quality of materials ,
(2) proper fabrication techniques, (3) quality of glue joints, and (4 )
proper placement of edge and end joints and material of various
grades.

GLOSSARY

Air-dried or air-seasoned . See Seasoning .
Arch . A structural element whose general form is that of a curve and which i s

so supported that horizontal as well as vertical motion is resisted . When the
ends of the arch are fixed in position with respect to the abutments and th e
member is continuous between abutments, it is known as a fixed arch ; when it
is supported at the abutments by connections incapable of transmitting momen t
and the member is continuous between hinges, it is known as a 2-hinged arch ;
when it is supported as is a 2-hinged arch, but is made of 2 parts joined at a n
intermediate point, usually the center of the length, ;by a connection incapable
of transmitting moment, it is known as a 3-hinged arch .

Basic stress . See Stress .
Beam. A structural element, supported at one or more places along its length ,

the principal function of the element being to support loads acting more or less
transversely to the long dimension .

Butt joint . See End joint .
Check. A separation along the grain extending, generally, across the rings o f

annual growth .
Chord . One of the principal members of a truss, usually horizontal, braced b y

the web members .
Close-grain rule. Rules for classification of lumber on the basis of rate of growt h

(rings per inch) . The rules at present apply only to Douglas-fir and redwood
and differ slightly . Structural material of these species meeting the require-
ments of these rules is assigned somewhat higher working stresses than is
material not meeting these requirements .

Column . A vertical compression member on which the principal loads are paralle l
to the axis (a line joining the centers of gravity of all cross sections) of the piece .
Short columns are those which fail primarily by shearing or crushing ; inter-
mediate columns are those which fail by a combination of shearing or crushin g
and flexure ; long columns are those which fail in flexure ; simple columns are
those whose cross section at all points is a closed area ; spaced columns are
those composed of two or more simple columns spaced some distance apar t
and connected at two or more points, usually with metal connectors at th e
juncture of the simple column and the spacing element .
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Cross grain . Lack of parallelism between the longitudinal elements of the woo d
and the axis of a piece . Applies to either diagonal or spiral grain or to a com-
bination of the two .

Diagonal grain. A form of cross grain resulting from sawing at an angle wit h
the bark of the tree .

Spiral grain . A form of cross grain resulting from the growth of the longi-
tudinal elements of the wood spirally about instead of vertically along th e
bole of the tree .

Defect . Any irregularity in or on wood that may lower its strength .
Delamination . Separation of two laminations due to failure of the adhesive .
Density rule . Rules for classification of lumber based on percentage of summer -

wood and rate of growth (rings per inch) . The rules at present apply only to
southern yellow pine and Douglas-fir and differ slightly . Structural material
meeting the requirements of these rules is assigned somewhat higher workin g
stresses than is material not meeting these requirements .

Diagonal grain . See Cross grain .
Edge joint . The juncture of two pieces joined edge to edge, commonly by gluing .

This may be done by gluing two squared edges as in a plain edge joint or by use
of machined joints of various kinds, such as tongue and groove .

Edge grain. Lumber that has been so sawed that the annual growth rings form
an angle of 45 degrees or more with the wide surface of the piece .

End joint . The juncture of two pieces joined end to end, commonly by gluing .
Butt joint . An end joint formed by abutting the squared ends of two pieces .

Because of the inadequacy and variability of glued butt joints, they ar e
not generally glued .

Semi joint . An end joint formed by joining with glue the ends of two piece s
that have been tapered to form sloping plane surfaces, usually to a feathe r
edge, and with the same slope of the plane with respect to the length in bot h
pieces. In some cases, a step or hook may be machined into the scarf t o
facilitate alinement, of the two ends, in which case the plane is discontinuou s
and the joint is known as a stepped or hooked scarf joint .

Flat grain . Lumber that has been so sawed that the annual growth rings form a n
angle of less than 45 degrees with the wide surface of the piece .

Form. factor . A factor to be applied to the usual formula for resisting moment i n
a beam to take account. of the difference between the stresses developed i n
beams having certain cross-sectional shapes and those developed in a bea m
having a solid 2- by 2-inch cross section when computed by means of the usua l
engineering formulas .

Grade . The designation of the quality of a manufactured piece of wood .
Hardwoods . The botanical group of trees that are broadleaved. The term has

no reference to the actual hardness of the wood . Angiosperms is the botanical
name for hardwoods .

Height factor . A factor to be applied to the usual formula for resisting moment i n
a beam to take account of the difference between the stresses developed in beam s
of various heights and those developed in a beam having a solid 2- by 2-inc h
cross section when computed by means of the usual engineering formulas .

Joist and plank . Pieces (nominal dimensions 2 to 4 inches in thickness by 4 inches
and wider) of rectangular cross section graded with respect to their strengt h
in bending when loaded either on the narrow face as joist or on the wide fac e
as plank .

Kiln-dried . See Seasoning .
Knot . That portion of a branch or limb that has been surrounded by subsequen t

growth of the wood of the trunk or other part of the tree ; also a cross section of
such a branch or limb on the surface of a piece of wood .

Decayed knot. A knot which, due to advanced decay, is softer than th e
surrounding wood .

Encased knot . A knot whose rings of annual growth are not intergrow n
with those of the surrounding wood .

Intergrown knot. A knot whose rings of annual growth are completel y
intergrown with those of the surrounding wood .

Pith knot . Sound knot having pith hole not over % inch in diameter .
Round knot . A knot whose sawn section is oval or circular .
Sound knot . A knot which is solid across its face, at least as hard as the

surrounding wood, and shows no indication of decay .
Spike knot. A knot cut approximately parallel to its long axis so that the

exposed section is definitely elongated .
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Laminated wood . An assembly made by bonding layers of veneer or lumber s o
that the grain of all laminations is essentially parallel .

Horizontally laminated wood . Laminated wood in which the laminations ar e
so arranged that the wider dimension of the lamination is approximatel y
perpendicular to the direction of the loads .

Vertically laminated wood. Laminated wood in which the laminations are s o
arranged that the wider dimension of the lamination is approximately
parallel to the direction of the loads .

Lamination . One layer in, or to be used in, laminated wood . It may consist o f
a single piece or of a number of pieces in width or length, with the edge and end
joints glued or unglued .

Moisture content . The amount of water contained in the wood, usually expresse d
as a percentage of the weight of the oven-dry wood .

Plain-sawed . Another term for flat. grain .
Plywood . A cross-banded assembly made of layers of veneer or veneer i n

combination with a lumber core or plies joined with an adhesive . Two types
of plywood are recognized, namely : (1) veneer plywood, and (2) lumber-cor e
plywood .

NoTn.-Generally the grain of one or more plies is approximately at right .
angles to that of the other plies and almost always an odd number of plies are
used .

Quarter-sawed . Another term for edge grain .
Radial . Coincident with a radius from the axis of the tree or log to th e

circumference .
Rate of growth . The rate at which a tree has grown wood, measured radially i n

the trunk or in lumber cut from the trunk . The unit of measure in use is th e
number of annual growth rings per inch .

Ring, annual . The annual growth layer as viewed on a cross section of a stein ,
branch, or root .

Scarf joint . See End joint .
Seasoning . The removal of moisture from green wood in order to improve it s

serviceability .
Air-dried or air-seasoned . Dried by exposure to the air, usually in a yard .

without artificial heat .
Kiln-dried . Dried in a kiln with the use of artificial heat .

Shake. A separation along the grain extending, generally, between the rings o f
annual growth .

Softwoods . The botanical group of trees that have needle or scalelike leaves, an d
are evergreen for the most part, baldcypress, western larch, and tamarack bein g
exceptions . The term has no reference to the actual hardness of the wood .
Softwoods are often referred to as conifers, and botanically they are called
gymnosperms .

Spiral grain . See Cross grain.
Split . A lengthwise separation of the wood extending from one surface generall y

across the rings of annual growth through the piece to the opposite surface o r
to an adjoining surface ; a through check .

Springwood . The portion of the annual growth ring that is formed during the
early part of the season's growth . It is usually less dense and weaker mechan-
ically than surnmerwood .

Strength . The term in its broader sense embraces collectively all the propertie s
of wood that enable it to resist different forces or loads . In its more restricte d
sense, strength may apply to any one of the mechanical properties, in which
event the name of the property under consideration should be stated, such as
strength in compression parallel to the grain, strength in bending, or hardness .

Strength ratio . A ratio representing the strength of a piece . of wood remaining
after making allowance for the maximum effect of the permitted knots, cross
grain, shakes, and other defects .

Stress . Force per unit of area .
Basic stress . The working stress for defect-free material . It has in it al l

the factors appropriate to the nature of structural timber and the condi-
tions under which it is used except those that are accounted for in th e
strength ratio .

Working stress . The stress for use in design of a wood member that is ap-
propriate to the species and grade . It is obtained by multiplying the basic
stress for the species and strength property by the strength ratio of the
grade.
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Summerwood . The portion of the annual growth ring that is formed after th e
Npringwood formation has ceased . It is usually more dense and stronger rne-
t'hanieally than springwood .

Tangential. Strictly, coincident with a tangent at the circumference of a tree o r
log, or parallel to such a tangent . In practice, however, it often means roughl y
coincident with a growth ring .

Timber, one-piece sawn . A timber consisting of a single piece of wood and forme d
to its final dimensions by no other manufacturing operations than sawing o r
sawing and subsequent planing of one or more surfaces .

Truss . A framework consisting of straight members, with axes all lying in th e
same plane, so connected as to form a triangle or series of triangles . In some
cases, as in a bowstring truss, the chord members may be slightly curved, bu t
the curvature is generally so slight that it complies essentially with the defini-
tion .

Veneer . A thin layer or sheet of wood .
Rotary-cut veneer . Veneer cut in a continuous strip by rotating a log or bol t

against a knife .
Sawed veneer . Veneer produced by sawing .
Sliced veneer . Veneer that is sliced off by moving a log, bolt, or flitch agains t

a knife .
Vertical grain . Another term for edge grain .
IVa.ne. Bark, or lack of wood or bark from any cause, on an edge or corner of a

piece .
Working stress. See Stress .
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APPENDIX

EFFECT OF END JOINTS

JOINTS IN BEAMS

Laminated beams with end joints in the laminations have bee n
tested at the Forest Products Laboratory . The types of end joints
tested and their locations are shown in figures 69 and 70 .

The variation in longitudinal strains within beams having joints i n
laminations was measured in typical beams of all types for loads belo w
the proportional limit. In every instance, the variation of strains o n
a, cross section was essentially linear, except in the immediate vicinity
of the joint, and the point of zero strain was at or 'very near the mid -
height of the beam . These facts indicate that, under working loads ,
the deflection of the beams and the general stress distribution are
determined by the properties of the full cross section, with the joint
acting as a stress raiser to cause local variations in stress .

The strains in the neighborhood of a joint were found to reach
measured values as much as 2% times as great as the strain at the sam e
vertical position in a cross section that was at some distance from th e
joint and subjected to the same moment . It was not possible t o
measure the strains on the most highly stressed -fibers, and it is there -
fore safe to say that strains in excess of measured values exist .

These findings are consistent with mathematical investigation s
(21) dealing with stresses in beams of orthotropic .material. The in-
tensity of stress at the extremities of the major axis of an elliptical
hole with a ratio of major to minor axis of 50, and oriented with . the
major axis perpendicular to the direction of principal stress, is show n
to be some 240 percent as great as the stress at some distance fro m
the hole . Such a condition is somewhat analogous to that of a but t
joint in a lamination .

Data for each beam with joints are plotted in figures 71 and 72 .
In each diagram the abscissa is the ratio of In , the net moment of
inertia (computed as if all jointed laminations were totally ineffective )

yep£ the jointed beam, to Ig, the moment of inertia of the full cros s
section (or moment of inertia of the control beam), with both moments
of inertia being taken about the axis at midheight of the cross section . -
The ordinate in each is the ratio of the load on the jointed beam to the
load on the matched control beam. The heavy dotted lines represent
the load ratios to . be expected from the ratios of moments of inertia .

Butt joints .-The diagrams indicate that the proportional-limit
ratios .for beams with butt joints in the bottom laminations are muc h
lower than the ratios of moment of inertia would indicate, although
the ratios for modulus of rupture approximate the expected values .
Beams with butt joints in the lamination next to the bottom one fel l
somewhat short of expected load ratios . Even with the greatest spac-
ang used, joints in the second and third , laminations from the bottom
appeared to lower the strength below that estimated by assumin g
both jointed laminations to be totally ineffective .

:-;
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FIGtiRE 69.-Jointing patterns for laminated beams . Patterns 1, 2, 5, and 6 are
butt joints in single laminations . Pattern 3 is an Onsrud joint . Pattern 4 i s
a serrated scarf joint .

Expected load ratios are approximated by beams with butt joint s
in the top lamination or in the lamination next to the top . Data for
beams with butt joints in the second and third laminations from th e
top indicate that, even with the greatest spacing used, the strengt h
was no greater than would he estimated from the assumption that bot h
laminations were ineffective .

These data indicate that butt joints have somewhat more serious
effects when in the tension than in the compression half of a beam .
Table 10 affords a comparison of the effects of butt joints in the two
locations. Average ratios of the properties of beams containing but t
joints to those of beams containing no joints are shown for comparable
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FIGURE 70.-Jointing patterns for laminated beams. Patterns 7 to 9 and 1 3

through 18 are butt joints in more than 1 lamination, with various spacings
between joints in adjacent laminations . Patterns 10 to 12 are scarf joints o f
various slopes in single laminations .

locations in the tension and compression portions of beams . Also
shown are ratios of the values for beams containing joints in th e
tension half to those for beams containing joints in the compressio n
half. Values of this ratio lower than unity indicate a more seriou s
effect for joints on the tension than for those on the compression side .

The data of table 10 are somewhat erratic . It is apparent, never-
theless,-that the ratios tend to be lower than unity, particularly for
butt joints in the outer lamination on the tension side. This fact ,
together with the erratic nature of the data, indicate the desirabilit y
of avoiding butt joints in the tension half of a flexure member. If
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FIGURE 71.-Ratio of proportional-limit load for beam with joints to proportional-
limit load on control beam. Net moment of inertia computed as if all jointe d
laminations were totally ineffective .
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FIGURE 72.-Ratio of ultimate load for beam with joints to ultimate load o n
control beam. Net moment of inertia computed as if all jointed lamination s
were totally ineffective .
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butt joints are used, an additional factor should be considered in
computing the strength-reducing effect of butt joints beyond tha t

- used for butt joints in the compression half . Considering the dat :i .
of table 10, it appears that a reduction of at least 20 percent shoul d

. be applied to the moment of inertia computed by considering th e
jointed laminations ineffective . Where a butt joint is located in th e
outer lamination on the tension side, the reduction should be at leas t
40 percent .

TABLE 10.-Comparison of properties of beams having butt joints i n
tension laminations with those of beams having butt joints in compres-
sion laminations

8-LAMINATION BEAM S

Fiber stress at proportional
limit

Ratio of jointed
to nonjointe d

beams. Joint s
Location of joints

	

in-

Com-
pres-
sion

lamina-
tions

Outside lamination__ _ _
Second laminatio n

	

from outside	

	

Average	

11-LAMINATION BEAM S

Outside lamination	 0. 84
Second laminatio n

	

from outside	 .81
Second and third lami 	

nations from out-
.'

	

side :

	

Spaced 10t	 .82

	

Spaced 20t	 .81

	

Spaced 30t	 . 74

	

Average	
I

17-LAMINATION BEAMS

Outside lamination	 0 . 84 0. 42 0. 50
Second

	

laminatio n
from outside	 .91 .97 1. 06

Average	 .78
Average of all	 .80

Modulus of rupture

Ratio of jointed
to unjointed

beams .

	

Joints
in-

Ratio
Com- (6)/(5 )
pres-
sion

lamina-
tions

Tension
lamiua-

tions

(5) (6) (7)

0.91 0. 75 0. 82

. 87 . 78 . 90
------- - . 86

0. 89 0. 81 0. 9 1

.96 .76 .79

. 98 . 67 . 68

.89 . 60 . 67

. 79 .56 . 7 1
. 75

0.99 0. 77 0. 78

. 95 .78 . 82
_______ . 80
______ .79

(2)

Tension
lamina-

tions

(3)

Ratio
(3)/(2)

(4 )

0 . 70

. 79

0.28

. 89

0.40 '

1 . 1 2
.76

0. 33

. 81

0. 40

1. 00

.99

. 79

. 89

.81

. 81

. 64

. 66
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To supplement the joint spacing data discussed above, an additional
set of 12-lamination beams was tested . The second and fourth
laminations from the top contained butt joints in the same cros s
section, and the third and fifth laminations contained butt joints in a
cross section 4, 7, or 10 times the lamination thickness distant fro m
that containing joints in the second and fourth laminations .

The results of these tests are shown graphically in figure 73 ; shown
also are the data from the earlier series . The horizontal dashed line s
in the figure are drawn at levels representing the ratio of strength o f
jointed to unjointed beams, by assuming that the strength of th e
jointed beam is proportional to the net moment of inertia compute d
by assuming certain combinations of laminations ineffective . Th e
upper dashed lines in the left half of the figure at 81 .5 percent have
had the second and fourth laminations from the top omitted from th e
computation of net moment of inertia . The lower lines at 69 . 3
percent have had the second, third, fourth, and fifth lamination s
omitted . The corresponding lines in the right half of the figure hav e
had the second and the third laminations from the top omitted in th e
computations represented by the lines at 85 .5 and 77 .3 percent ,
respectively . The upper lines represent the strength when only th e
butt joints at a single cross section contribute to strength reduction ,
\dine the lower lines represent the strength when all butt joint s
contribute to strength reduction, as if all were at a single cross section .

In the left half. of figure 73 the trend is toward the upper line wit h
increasing spacing, with the average ratio corresponding essentially
with the upper line at a spacing of 10 times the lamination thickness ;
tinis, a joint, spacing of 101 appears adequate . In the right half of the
figure, the trend is generally downward . The reason for this decline
is not known, but it may result . from the concentration of shear stress
in the vicinity of the load points as discussed later . At a joint spacing
of 301, the joints were only about 1 .65 inches from the load points . It
is possible, therefore, that. the stress concentration near the load point s
has contributed to the strength reduction at the greater spacings an d
that, had the joints been farther from the load points, higher value s
would have been obtained . It appears desirable, from this, to keep
haut.t joints in beams well away from concentrated loads .

\ Tod ulus of elasticity appears to be unaffected by butt-joint spacing ,
although there appears to be some lowering when the joints are nea r
the load points .

Onsrud joints .-Beams with Onsrud joints in the bottom lamina-
tions were no better in modulus of rupture than those having but t
joints similarly located ; at proportional limit, the two types gav e
essentially the same results . Other tests (12) have shown low effi-
ciency in tension for joints of this type, so that they cannot be expecte d
to be essentially different from butt joints with respect to' their be-
havior in beam .

Scarf joints.-The data indicate that beams with scarf joints (ser-
rated scarf and plain scarf with slopes of 1 in 12, 1 in 8, or 1 in 5) ar e
nearly equal in strength to beams with continuous laminations, an d
considerably better than the prediction based on the assumption tha t
the jointed lamination is totally ineffective . The data afford littl e
basis for differentiation among the 4 kinds of joints, but the efficiency
of plain scarf joints in tension in another series of tests (12) averaged
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about 95 percent at a slope of 1 in 20, about 85 percent at a slope o f
1 in 10, and decreased rapidly with further increase in steepness o f
slope to an average value of less than 70 percent at a slope of 1 in 5 .
A serrated scarf joint of the type used in the beams averaged abou t
G4 percent .
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FIGURE 73.-Ratios of properties of beams with spaced butt joints to correspondin g
properties of unjointed beams .

In these tension tests and in the tests of beams, end joints were
formed by cutting a lamination or board in two at approximately th e
desired slope and, after machining the parts, by gluing them togethe r
in approximately their original positions . This was done in order to
get the best possible matching between jointed specimens and thos e
without joints . It resulted in summerwood being glued to summer -
wood and springwood to springwood more consistently than can b e
expected generally . In commercial fabrication, summerwood will b e
joined to comparatively weak springwood over part of the area of th e
joint . Even with the best technique in fitting and gluing, therefore ,
lowered efficiency is to be expected .
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In some beams with joints in the outer lamination on the tensio n
side, the strength of the jointed lamination is very small as compare d
to that of a continuous lamination . The load that would cause failur e
of the outer lamination would, in such beams, be insufficient to caus e
failure of the reduced beam formed by considering the failed outer
lamination to be ineffective . There would, therefore, be a "floor "
below which the strength of the jointed beam would not be expected
to fall regardless of the reduction in strength of the outer laminatio n
caused by the joint . These floors, represented by the strength of th e
reduced beam, would be at 77, 83, and 89 percent of the strength o f
an unjointed full-depth beam for 8, 11, and 17 laminations, re-
spectively .

The expected strengths, computed on this basis, are shown in tabl e
11 as calculated for efficiencies of 92, 84, and 70 percent for plain scarf s
having slopes of 1 in 12, 1 in 8, and 1 in 5, respectively, and 64 percen t
for a serrated scarf (12) . These expected strengths are given in tabl e
11 as percentages of the strengths of unjointed beams, together wit h
the average ratios from tests .

The lack of agreement between expected and test values may b e
explained on the basis of errors in choosing the efficiencies for calcu-
lating the expected values . The range in efficiencies at any given
slope of scarf is great, and the actual efficiencies of the jointed lami-
nations of the beams may have been considerably greater than thos e
chosen for the calculations . In only three instances were the test
averages below the expected values .

TABLE 11 .-Expected strength of beams with serrated and plain scarf
joints in outer tension lamination, and test values for the same beams

Plain scarf strength
Serrated scar f

strength
Slope 1 :12 Slope 1 : S Slope 1 : 5

Number o f
laminations

Aver- Aver- Aver- Aver-
Ex- age Ex- age Ex- age Ex- age

pected from pected from pected from pected from
tests tests tests tests

Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent
8	 77 95 92 91 84 94 77 90
11	 83 91 92 87 84 97 83 91
17	 89 84 92 92 89 92 89 96

1 Expressed as percentages of the strength of comparable unjointed beams .

It appears reasonable to require that the stress in a jointed lami-
nation be no greater than some specified percentage of that for an un-
jointed lamination, and to calculate the strength of beams containing
jointed laminations as outlined above . Considering the range. in
efficiency demonstrated in tension tests of jointed specimens and th e
probable lowered efficiency of jointed laminations in general as coin-
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pared to those tested, lower values than the average efficiencies foun d
from test should be used in calculating the percentage reduction in
strength of a jointed lamination .

In the original series, no tests were made of beams containing scar f
joints in adjacent laminations at various spacings . A supplementary
series of tests were made to investigate this variable . Twelve-lamina-
tion beams containing scarf joints in the lower five laminations a t
spacings of Ot, 5t, and 7t were tested . The data are shown in figure 74 .

The results indicate little choice between the spacings investigated .
The average strength at all spacings is on the order of that to be
expected of a beam containing scarf joints at, a slope of 1 in 5.

The failure to develop higher strengths with increased joint spacings
may be explained on the following basis . When the joint in the outer
lamination fails, this lamination tends to peel away from the re-
mainder of the beam and, at the location of the adjacent joint, th e
beam is effectively shallower, so that the stress on that joint . is im-
mediately excessive and it fails . Had the adjacent joint been suffi-
ciently far away from the failed joint. so that the "peeling" extended
only a fraction of the distance between the two joints, the full bea m
depth would have remained effective, and stress on the second join t
would not have been excessive .

The data are not extensive enough to show what the spacing shoul d
be . In view of the fact that a spacing of 24t has been used for som e
years, this spacing is' suggested until- test data are available to permi t
modification .

Modulus of elasticity appears to be unaffected by scarf-join t
spacing .

JOINTS IN COLUMN S

Figure 75 shows the type and location of joints in laminated column s
tested in compression . In figure 76, the average ratio of the maxi -
mum stress on the gross cross section carried by a jointed column to
that carried by a matched control column is plotted against the gros s
cross-sectional area minus that of two laminations .

Butt joints .-The diagrams h1 figure 76 for columns with but t
joints in the 2 outer laminations at the same level show that the rati o
of loads is at least. as great as the ratio of net to gross area . For those
in which butt joints in the 2 outer laminations were spaced 30 time s
the thickness of a lamination from joints in the adjacent laminations ,
the load on the jointed column was less than would be expected fro m
the ratio of Pet to gross area .. That is, the overlap of 30 times the
lamination thickness was insufficient to transfer and distribute th e
load from jointed laminations .

Additional data on butt-joint spacing in columns were obtained fro m
a supplemental series of tests of short columns in which joints in ad-
jacent laminations were spaced lot, 20t . and 40t in addition to th e
30t spacing of the earlier series . The results of these tests (fig . 77 )
indicate that a spacing of 50t is required for optimum results . A t
lesser spacings, joints in adjacent laminations tend to act as if they
were at the same cross section . Considered in another way, the cross
section of a lamination adjacent to one containing a butt . joint is only
partially effective . This consideration was used in adapting th e
data of figure 77 to the curve of figure 61 .

is
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of each specimen for squaring before test .
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Scarf joints.-The diagrams for the 4 scarf-jointed construction s
indicate that, with the possible exception of the 8-lamination column s
having joints with a slope of 1 in 3, there is no deficiency in strengt h
as compared to the control columns, which have continuous lamina-
tions. It is doubtful that the small deficiency in these instances is
significant . From this, it appears unnecessary to modify the strengt h
of a laminated column for scarf joints as steep as 1 in 5, and possibl y
for joints with slopes of 1 in 3 as well .

Supplementary data on the effect of scarf-joint spacing was ob-
tained from tests of short columns containing scarf joints (slope 1 in 5 )
spaced Ot, 10t, and 24t in adjacent laminations . The results (fig . 78 )
indicate no loss in strength even where the joints are immediatel y
adjacent (0t) . These results, indicating high efficiency for scar f
joints stressed in compression, indicate also that no restrictions nee d
be made, from the standpoint of strength, on scarf-joint spacing i n

M78322 F

FIGURE 78.-Ratios of strength of 1-in-5 scarf-jointed to control columns fo r
various joint spacings expressed in multiples of the lamination thickness .

1F
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compression members . Since the tests were made on members con-
taining relatively steep scarf joints, it must be assumed that simila r
results would be obtained for joints of flatter slope.

STRENGTH OF END JOINTS ,OF VARIOUS TYPE S

The tests of beams and compression members upon which the limita -
tions on joints were based, included only a limited number of types o f
joints in a limited number of locations . Joint types studied included
butt., Onsrud, serrated scarf, and plain scarf with slopes of 1 in 12 ,
1 in 8, and 1 in 5 . In tests of beams, only butt joints were include d
at or near the compression face, while all types were included at o r
near the tension face . Only butt. joints and plain scarf joints o f
slopes of 1 in 3 and 1 in 5 were included in the tests of compressio n
members .

Many types of joints have been used to join laminations end to end .
Some of these types have been tested in compression and tension, an d
data from these tests (12) are included here to serve as a guide in th e
choice of joints as well as in determining the percentage of full strengt h
that. may be assigned to a lamination containing such a joint .

Figures 79 through 85 indicate the ratios of strength of jointed to
unjointed specimens . Table 12 indicates the range of ratios for thos e
specimen types for which ranges are not shown in the figures .

In the tests to which these data pertain, end joints were formed b y
cutting a board in two at. approximately the specified slope and, afte r
machinin.g the parts, gluing them together in approximately thei r
original positions . This was done in order to get the best possibl e
matching between jointed specimens and specimens without joints .
It resulted in summerwood being glued to summerwood and spring-
wood to springwood more consistently than can be expected generally .
Iii actual fabrication, summerwood will be glued to springwood ove r
part of the area of a joint and the strength of that part will be depend-
ent. on the strength of the weaker springwood, so that, even with th e
best technique in fitting and gluing, lowered efficiency is to be expected .

In spite of the care with which the joints were made, a considerable
range. in efficiency was found for all joint types . Because of this range
and the probability that factory-made joints in general will be some -
what less efficient than those of the tests, the design ratio of strengt h
of a jointed to an unjointed lamination probably should be based o n
values somewhat below the average values shown .

EFFECT OF KNOTS

FLEXURAL DESIGN FOR HORIZONTALLY LAMINATED MEMBER S

In figure 86 are plotted the results of tests on 90 Douglas-fir beam s
with knots in the horizontally placed laminations . Each point
represents the value derived from a test of an individual beam plotte d
vertically against IK/IG . Circles connected by dotted lines each
represent average values for a group of 10 beams . Curve (A) is drawn
as an average relation between modulus of rupture and IK/IG .

It was found that, for stress at proportional limit and for modulu s
of rupture, the vertical dispersion of the individual points increases
on a percentage basis as IK/IG increases . The dispersion shown at the
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FINGERED ONSRUD

ZM81074 F

FIGURE 85.-Strength in compression parallel to the grain of white oak specimen s
with various end joints compared to corresponding controls .

left edge is considered to be due principally to variability in th e
strength of the clear wood, and the increase in variability as IA/IG
increases results from increase in the variability of knot. effect as th e
size of knots increases . Allowance for variability of clear material
has been made in deriving the basic flexural stress ; in connection with
design stresses for beams with knots in the laminations, however ,
consideration needs to be given to the variability in knot effect .
Consequently, to form curve (C), the average curve has been depresse d
by a percentage that increases uniformly from zero at the left edge t o
25 percent at IRJIG =0 .50. Curve (C) is then the basis for a suggeste d
design curve (fig . 55) .

The depression of curve (C) below curve (A) represents about 13 4
times the estimated standard deviation of the knot effect as found
from a study of the variance due to variations in clear material an d
that resulting from knot effect . The equation of curve (A) is

Y1 =9,907 (1+3x) (1-x)3

	

(7 )
where Yl is the modulus of rupture and x=lx/IG . The equation o f
curve (C) is

Y2 =9,907 (1+3x)(1-x)3 (i_)

	

(8)
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where Y2 is the value of modulus of rupture as read from this curve .

Conversion of the ordinates of this curve to a unit basis give s

FK -(1+3x)(1-x)3 (i_)

	

(9 )
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as the equation of the design curve shown in figure 55 where FK is the
ratio of the allowable stress to the basic stress in flexure . The cor-
relation of flexural strength with IK/IG implies that the strength is
reduced by a knot at anv point in the cross section, and the form of th e
average curve (curve (A)) implies further that the percentage reduc-
tion exceeds the value of the ratio of IK to I .

Similar relations were found for stress at proportional limit . Ac-
tually, both modulus of rupture and stress at proportional limit were
considered in fitting the average curves . While the curve for modulu s
of rupture is slightly high and a corresponding curve for stress a t
proportional limit is slightly low for the data, it is considered that ,
when both sets of data are considered, the average curve show n
is an acceptable' representation of the average .

A somewhat different concept has been used as the basis of desig n
by some fabricators of laminated construction . According to this
concept, when the outer laminations of a beam are clear, no reductio n
in the strength of the beam is caused by a knotty interior lamination ,
provided that the ratio of its strength to that of a clear board is a s
great as the ratio of the distance of its outer face from the neutra l
surface to the half-depth of the beam, which latter ratio is equal t o
the stress at the outer surface of the lamination divided by the stres s
in the outermost fiber of the beam . According to this concept, if i t
is assumed that laminations with knots equal in diameter to one-fourt h
the width of the beam have three-fourths the strength of clear lami-
nations, such knotty laminations could occupy the middle three -
fourths of the depth of a beam having clear laminations in each oute r
one-eighth without detriment to the strength as compared to a bea m
composed entirely of clear laminations . Figure 87 has been prepared
to compare computations from this concept with the results of tests .
Values of modulus of rupture are plotted against D, the computed ,
percentage or proportionate strength deficiency, which was found as
follows :

Let b represent the width of the beam, K the diameter of a knot in
the. nth lamination from the neutral plane, N the total number of
laminations, and R the computed ratio of the strength of the beam
to that of a beam composed of clear laminations . Then :.

R_ b-K n
b 'N .

2

From the recorded data on . knot sizes, width of beam, and numbe r
of laminations, a value of R was computed for each lamination (in-
cluding the outer one) on the tension side of a beam and the minimu m
was taken as the value of R for that beam. Then

D=1-R.in•

	

(11 )

where D is the value plotted as abscissa in figure 87 . The straight
line shown is drawn from the point representing the average for control
beams (modulus of rupture equals 9,907, D equals zero) to the poin t
representing zero strength at D-1 .00. The trend of the plotted

(10)
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points should be along this line if the concept is valid . It is obvious
that the majority of the points are below the line . Moreover, for
all but 1 of 14 beams for which D equals zero (IKIIG is not zero for
these), the modulus of rupture is below the average for control beam s
and 3 of the 14 are below the minimum for controls . The vertica l
spread of points that are within a limited range of the abscissa, further -
more, is considerably greater than in figure 86, and, consequently ,
conformity with any curve that, could be drawn in figure 86 woul d
be less good . The concept, therefore, is much less valid for design
purposes than the one that assumes the strength of a beam with knot s
in the laminations to be correlated with the value of IK/Ir .

It is evident, from figure 86, that. modulus of elasticity decreases
with increasing IK/IG . The type of curve relating strength properties
to IK IIG descends too rapidly with increasing IKIIG to be applicabl e
to modulus of elasticity . A linear regression line (shown as a clashe d
line) indicates too high a value at low values of IK/IG . The curve
shown is considered to be an acceptable representation of the data .

ESTIMATION OF IA / IG
Since the factor IK/IG is the determinant of the effect of knots o n

the strength of laminated beams, means must be developed to estimate
the value of this factor for beams of various grades or combinations o f
grades . One approach is to assume that the maximum knot per-
mitted by the grading rules is present in every lamination within th e
1-foot length centered at the critical cross section and to use the cor-
responding value of IKII G in design. Obviously, some degree o f
dispersion of knots would occur, and the dispersion would make the
probability of such a concentration of knots quite low . It is desirable ,
therefore, to find some means of evaluating the probability of occur-
rence of various levels of IKIIG and to use, in design, a value of IKIIG
at some reasonable level of probability . A study made by the
National Lumber Manufacturers' Association and the Forest Prod-
ucts Laboratory has led to a procedure for estimating values of IKIIG .

Data on knot size and location were gathered in the field on severa l
commercial lumber grades by mapping knot size and location for eac h
piece, Each grade was represented by from 50 to about 200 pieces ,
with the samples for each grade being taken from a number of source s
in order to get a more adequate representation of the grade.. Sample
pieces were chosen in such a way as to be sure of random sampling.

The tests described earlier had shown that the properties of lam-
inated beams were affected by the knots within a . 1-foot length cen-
tered at a critical cross section. It was necessary, therefore, to stud y
the sums of knot sizes within various 1-foot lengths .

It was assumed that any point in any piece could be at the midpoin t
of a 1-foot length centered at a single cross section of an assembly .
Hence it was not sufficient to use the 1-foot lengths established b y
measurements from the ends of the pieces . Instead, sums of knot ,
sizes were measured in the feet beginning at each 2-inch point, thu s
approximately meeting the criterion mentioned above and consider-
ably increasing the number of feet available for study .

The first procedure for establishment of probabilities of occurrenc e
of various values of IK/Ir0 that was studied consisted of computing
values of IK/IG for a considerable number of assemblies with randomly
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chosen laminations and then studying the distribution of compute d
values . Computations were made for 100 assemblies, each of 2, 4, 6 ,
. . . 16 laminations . The feet to be assembled for the various
"beams" were randomly chosen by means of a table of random num-
bers from the various feet of length selected as described above .

Cumulative frequency distributions of IKIIG resulting from such
computations are shown in figure 88 for 1 of the grades studied .
The ruling of the graph is such that a standard frequency distribution
would plot as a straight line intersecting the 50-percent horizonta l
at the average value of the abscissa . The graph for 16 laminations
conforms reasonably well to these criteria, while for lesser numbers o f
laminations the conformity is less good .

From these curves, the values of IKIIG at various levels of proba-
bility can be chosen. The irregularity of the graphs makes difficul t
any positive choice of a value at a specific level of probability . The
ranges in values computed in several ways from single samples of 2
commercial grades are shown in figure 89 for an exclusion limit of 1
percent. By a 1-percent exclusion limit is meant the value of IKIIG
that will be exceeded not more frequently than about once in 100 times .

The ranges shown in figure 89 indicate- a downward trend of IK/IG at
the 1-percent level with increasing numbers of laminations . The same
general trend is apparent for both grades .

The procedure just described is too laborious for easy application .
Accordingly, a second procedure was evolved . It was conceived that
if the distribution of knot sizes in each grade of lumber were studied ,
it would be possible to use the characteristics of these distributions i n
accordance with established statistical procedures to compute limitin g
values of IK/IG for assemblies made up of a single grade or of a specifie d
combination of grades . This concept formed the basis for the method
finally adopted .

If the distribution of knot sizes were normal, it would be completel y
described by the two parameters, 7, the average, and 0-, the standard
deviation. Further, any combination of items drawn from a number
of normal distributions and individually weighted would be normally
distributed, and the average and standard deviation of the combina-
tion could be readily computed .

Assuming a normal distribution, the computation of a 1-percen t
exclusion limit for IKIIG would proceed as shown in the following
example for a 6-lamination assembly . Values of 7=1 .546 and v=
2 .271, which will be used in the example, correspond with the sampl e
for which ranges of IKIIG are shown in figure 89, A . Values of 7 and
0- are in Y4-inch units . The weighting factors (table 13) reflect th e
effect of the position of the lamination in the assembly with respect t o
the neutral axis .

Then IK, the average value of IK, would, according to the accepted
statistical procedure, be taken as 547 and the standard deviation a- o f
IK as V822o2. In a normal distribution, 99 percent of the values ar e
less, and 1 percent is greater than the average plus 2 .326 times the
standard deviation .

Hence, the 1-percent exclusion limit for IK would be computed as

1K+2 .326a =547 +2 .326i/8220- 2

	

(12)
247040 °-54--12 ,
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For the particular sample chosen ,

Ix+2.3267=54X 1 .546+2.326 X2 .2711/822=234.9

Dividing this by the value of I G(IG=30EF=30X54=1,620) gives

Ix/IG =0.145 or 14.5 percent .

as a 1-percent exclusion limit .
32
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FIGURE 89.-Comparison of various methods of determining limiting values o f

I1/IG• Ranges shown by brackets represent range of estimates of 1-percen t
exclusion limits based on 100 individual computations of R(Ix/IG) . Curves
and circles represent exclusion limits based on computations by statistica l
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TABLE 13 .-Method of application of weighting factors in computin g
certain statistical characteristics of a laminated beam containing knot s

Weighting factor F
Average value

of Fx
(x= knot size)

Standard
deviation

(Fa)

Variance, or
square of stand-

ard deviatio n
(Fa) r

1 9	 197 190- 361,72
7x. 70 49x-2

1	 x_
x a

a
a •
a-

7	 7x 7a 49a2
1 9	 197- 19a 361 a1

Sum mati ons : 54 _ . 54;r 8220.'2

Comparison with figure 89 indicates that this is lower than was pre-
dicted by the other method . That is, the factor 2.326 is incorrect fo r
the distribution of I„/IC for the sample considered . The produc t
2 .3266 represents the difference between the value of IK at the 1-per-
cent level and the average value . I t may be noted from the computa -
tion above that 2 .3266=2 .326uv iEF 2 . Therefore, the produc t
2 .326c represents the difference between the knot size at the 1-percen t

+ level and the average value . Since the factor 2 .326 is incorrect fo r
this nonnormal distribution, we may replace the product 2 .326a by
the difference between the knot sizes at the 1-percent level and at th e

. -average actually taken from a plotted distribution . Thus IK/IG at the
1-percent level would be

xEF+(m-7)VEF2--	 -

	

IG

	

-

where ni is the knot size at the 1-percent level .
Such computations have been made for the two samples for whic h

ranges in IK/IG are shown in figure 89 and are shown in the same figur e
as curves 1 and 2. Reasonable agreement between the two methods
is evident, indicating the applicability of the method .

Similar computations were carried out using, instead of the dat a
for the particular samples involved, values of m and for a combina-
tion of all samples of the two grades. These computations are repre-
sented by curves 3 and 4 of figure 89 . It, will be noted that these
curves are, in many cases, lower than the maximums of the range s
shown for computations by the first method . The samples of a
particular grade varied considerably in their characteristics, and thu s
it is apparent that, 1-percent exclusion limits of IK/IG computed on
the basis of all samples of a grade would be exceeded more than 1 per -
cent of the time by assemblies made from one of the poorer samples .

Curves 5 and 6 of figure 89 represent 2-percent exclusion limits of
IK/IG and are, in general, above the plotted data . Thus, it is recom-
mended that, as a basis for design, values of IKIIG based on the
characteristics of all samples of a grade be computed at the Y2-percent

(13 )
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level. Even on this basis, values of IR/IG so computed may be
exceeded more than 1 percent of the time for specific lots of lumber .

The method just described appears, therefore, to be suitable for us e
in estimating values of IK/IG for use in design. Following is a step-
by-step description of the procedure to be used in applying the metho d
to any particular grade .

1. Obtain data on knot size and location . It is suggested that, no t
less than 50 pieces of a grade be used as a sample and that they b e
randomly chosen from a number of sources so as to be representativ e
of the grade . No special selection of the pieces to be sampled shoul d
be made . The only requirement is that they meet the rules for th e
grade. A convenient form for recording knot size and location and
other pertinent data is shown in figure 90 . The method of recordin g
the data is indicated on the form and is illustrated by the sample dat a
shown thereon .

2. Tally the sums of knot sizes in the 1-foot lengths in the sample .
In order to take into account the fact that any 1-foot length in any
board may be at the critical cross section of a member and, effectively ,
to increase the size of the sample, it is desirable to sum knot sizes i n
1-foot lengths at closer intervals than the 1-foot marks on the grid of
the data sheet (fig. 90) . It is suggested, therefore, that the knots be
summed in all the 1-foot lengths formed by taking the beginning o f
the feet at 2-inch intervals on the grid . To take into account the
knots at the end of the board, consider it to be bent to form a circl e
and tally the knots in the feet thus formed . Table 14 shows a sampl e
tally for the 12 pieces shown in figure 90 . The figures to the left i n
each column show the individual occurrences of the particular su m
for that piece . The number to the right of the equality sign show s
the total number of occurrences of a particular sum in a particula r
piece . It is convenient to show the number of 1-foot lengths in eac h
piece in order to check the tallying ; the number of 1-foot lengths i n
each piece must equal the total of the tallies . Since the feet, for pur-
poses of summing, are taken as beginning at 2-incn intervals, the num -
ber of 1-foot lengths equals 6 times the length of the piece in feet .

3. Summarize the data on occurrence of the various sums of kno t
sizes as tallied in step 2 . A sample summary is shown in table 15 .
The particular sample shown in figure 90 and tallied in table 14 i s
shown in the summary as sample 4 . Such a summary for all samples
of the grade gives an overall view of the frequency of occurrence o f
various knot-size sums .

4. Compute the average sum of knot sizes for the grade . The total
of column 13 (table 15) divided by the total of column 10 gives th e
average sum of knot sizes. For the sample shown in table 15 ,

Av. sum of knot size= Total X sum/total
=20,081/17,11 4
=1 .17 (34 inch units )

5. Plot, on arithmetical probability paper, the cumulative fre-
quencies in percent against the corresponding knot-size sums . A
sample plot of the data summarized in table 15 is shown in figure 91 .

6. Approximate the plotted points by a straight line . Arithmetical
probability paper is so ruled that a normal frequency distribution plots
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as a straight line . This step, then, defines the normal frequency dis-
tribu tion that approximates the actual distribution .

7. Pick off, from the straight line drawn in step 6, the sum of knot
sizes at the %2-percent exclusion limit . Following up the 99 .5-percent
vertical from the lower scale to the straight line and reading off the cor-
responding sum gives the sum that has a probability of being exceede d
not more than once in 200 times . For the sample shown in figure 91 ,
this sum is 8 .6 units of % inch. Other exclusion limits could b e
chosen, but study has indicated that the %-percent exclusion limit i s
suitable .

8. Using the values of average sum of knot sizes (step 4) and th e
sum of knot sizes at the s-percent exclusion limit (step 7), compute
values of IK/IG for the member .

For a member having all laminations of a single grade ,

lzv vE2n F?

	

(14)

where R (v ; 2n) = value of IK/IG for a beam of 2n laminations of grade v at
an exclusion limit depending upon the choice o f
the value h .

x v =average sum of knot sizes in grade v (step 4 )
h v =difference between sum of knot sizes at the exclusio n

limit chosen (step 7) and T v .
b=finished width of laminations .
F=weighting factor depending upon the number o f

laminations in the member. Values of F, EF, etc . ,
are given in table 16 .

For the grade of table 15 and figure 91, and for a member containin g
16 laminations, the computation would be as follows :

Tv=1 .17/4=0 .2925 inch (step 4 )
h v=(8.60-1 .17)/4=7.43/4=1 .8575 inches (step 7 )
b=7 .5 inches

//~;2n F2/E2n =0.334 (table 416)

R(v ;16)=
0 .2925 + 1 .8575

X0 .334=0 .12 2
7 .5

	

7 . 5

For a member having a group of clear, straight-grained lamination s
on each side, with the balance of the laminations of another grade ,

2n

	

2n 2

R(o, v ; 2N, 2n)=	 E 2:
F+
	
hNF

/EO	 F

	

(15)

where R(o,v;2N,2n)=value of IKIIG for a beam of 2N laminations,
of which the central 2n are of grade v and th e
others are clear and straight-grained (grade o )
and the other terms are as described earlier .
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FIGURE 91 .-Sample plot, on arithmetical probability paper, of cumulativ e
frequencies of occurrence of sums of ,knot sizes in 1-foot lengths .

TABLE 16 .-Factors for use in computing values of IKIIG from characteris-
tics of knot distribution s

/4

4

6

Weighting factor
for Nth lamination
from neutral axis
F=3N2 -3N+ 1

=N3- (N-1) 3

Number of
lamination

=2N

For 2N lamination s

EP=2N3 E F 2 = 35N(9N4 - 5N2 + 1) IlZF 2

/4 /4 Y6 1 . 000
2	 1 2 2 . 707
3	 3% 6% 21% 6 . 682
4	 7 16 100 . 625
5	 1234 31% 321% 6 . 573
6	 19 54 822 . 53 1
8	 37 128 3, 560 . 466
10	 61 250 11, 002 . 420
12	 91 432 27, 564 . 384
14	 127 686 59, 822 . 357
16	 169 1, 024 116, 944 . 334
18	 217 1, 458 211, 122 . 31 5

271 2, 000 358, 004 . 299
22 331 2, 662 577, 126 . 285
24	 397 3, 456 892, 344 . 273
26_ 469 4, 394 1, 332, 266 . 263
28	 547 5, 488 . 1, 930, 684 . 253
30	 631 6, 750 2, 727, 006 . 245
40__ .	 1, 141 16, 000 11, 504, 008 . 212
50	 1, 801 31, 250 35, 125, 010 . 190
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The computations would be as follows for a beam of 16 laminations ,
of which the outer two on. each side are defect-free and the others ar e
of the grade illustrated in table 15 and figure 91 .

R(o,v;16,12)=
0.2925X432+1 .8575 -x/27,564

=0 .057
7 .5 X 1,024

For a member having a group of outer laminations on each side o f
one grade, and the inner laminations of another grade ,

R(w, v ;2N, 2n)=~~2n 	FxvEon	booFEZnF2 + hroonF2 (16)

where R(w,v;2N,2n)= value of IK/IG for a beam of 2N laminations,
of whicn the central 2n are of grade v and the
others of grade w

xv=average sum of knot sizes for grade v
xw =average sum of knot sizes for grade w
h v=difference between sum of knot sizes at the ex-

clusion limit chosen and x
h,v =difference between sum of knot sizes for th e

exclusion limit chosen and x,v

The computations would be as follows for a beam of 16 laminations ,
of which the outer 2 on each side are of the grade illustrated in. table
15 and figure 91, and the inner laminations are of a lower grade .
For the inner laminations, xv=0 .5225 inch, and hv=2 .4275 inches .

R (w,v ; 16, 12) = 0 .2925 (1024-432)+0.5225X432+V1.8575 2 (116,944-27,564)+2 .4275 2 X27,564_
0 .141

7 .5 X1024

9. With the values of IK/I, computed in step 8, enter the curve o f
figure. 55 to determine the corresponding strength ratios. For the 3
examples of step 8, the strength ratios are 0 .87, 0.96, and 0 .84, re-
spectively . For convenience in design, strength ratios for variou s
grades and grade combinations may be computed at suitable interval s
and plotted . Strength ratios for a member containing any give n
number of laminations may then be picked off the curve without th e
necessity for computing each case . Samples of such curves are shown
in figure 92, A, B, and C.

10. With the strength ratios computed in step 9, working stresse s
may be computed by multiplying the appropriate basic stress by th e
strength ratio. For members composed of more than one grade, the
basic stress to be used is that applicable to the outer group of lamina-
tions except as indicated below .

The strength ratios found in step 9 are applicable to the member a s
a whole and may result in overstress in the inner group of lamination s
of a. member composed of 2 grades if (a) there is a considerable dif-
ference in quality between the laminations of the 2 groups, (b) th e
outer groups constitute a very small proportion of the total depth o f
the beam, or (c) the laminations of the outer groups are close-grained
or dense while those of the inner group are not,
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To check for overstress . the following procedure is suggested :
(a) Determine the strength ratio for a beam having the number o f

laminations and grade of lumber contained in the inner grou p
of laminations .

(b) Multiply this strength ratio by the basic stress appropriat e
to the grade of lum.bBr contained in the inner group of lam -
ination. This gives the working stress appropriate to th e
"inner beam . "

(c) Determine the stress in the extreme fiber of the "inner beam"
that would result from application to the complete member o f
the working stress (for the whole member) as determined i n
the early part of step 10 . By assuming linear distributio n
of stress through the depth of the beam, this may be don e
by multiplying- the working stress for the member as a whol e
by the ratio of the number of laminations in the inner grou p
to the total number of laminations in the member .

(d) If the stress calculated in step c is higher than that calculate d
in step b, the working stress for the member as a whole must
be reduced to the point where the stress of step c is equal to

.

	

or less than that of step b .
11 . Strictly speaking, the survey and computations just indicate d

should be made for each standard width of stock for each grade. It
is probable that no excessive error will be encountered if some media n
width, say 8 inches, is surveyed and the results applied to any width .
It may be expected that the results will be somewhat unconservativ e
for narrower widths and somewhat conservative for wider widths .
It should be understood also that a change in the grading rules wil l
invalidate the results and necessitate a resurvey and recomputations .

The procedure explained above provides a method by which a man-
ufacturer may sample the stock he uses in his product and develop
da.ta, from which lie may establish strength ratios for use in design .
Also commercial grades, in addition to those for which data are given ,
may be similarly studied .

It is recognized that beams may be made of species and grade s
other than those studied, and that estimates of applicable strength
ratios may be desired. No feasible means of extending current,dat a
to additional grades is apparent . Figure 56 presents ratios of values
of IK/IG by the method outlined, as determined from the grade s
studied, to those which would result if the largest knot permissibl e
in the grade were assumed to be in every lamination . For the
grades studied . the range in this ratio is not excessive . It seems
feasible, for preliminary estimates, to assume ratios as represented by
the curve of figure 56 and from these to estimate the values of IK/IG
that may be used as a basis for design . While such a procedu re ap-
pears to be reasonably conservative, its use on more than a temporary
basis is not recommended .

A method of limiting the number of knots to not more than 2 o f
the largest permissible within 6 inches of any cross section was dis-
cussed earlier : The curves of figure 57 are for use in determinin g
values of IK/IG when such limitations are observed . The equations
of these curves are given below for the convenience of those who ma y
wish to construct them more accurately or to extend them . In the
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equations, A indicates the number of the lamination, beginning wit h
1 for the outside lamination, 2 for the lamination next to the outside
1, and so on. The number of laminations is represented by N.

For A=1 ,

Il/IG=
2 (3N2 -6N+4)

For A=2,
I2/IG N3 (3N2 -18N+28)

For A=3,
I3/IG=N3 (3N2 -30N+76) (17)

For A=4,
I4/IG=N3 (3N2 -42N+148)

For A=5,
I5/IG=N (3N2-54N+244)

Or, in more general terms ,

IA/IG= [3N 2-6N(2A-1)+4(3A2 -3A+1)]

	

(18)

LAMINATION GRADE S

The principal determinants of the strength of a laminated beam ar e
the slope of cross grain and the size and location of knots in the lamin-
ations . Safe and efficient design requires that cross grain be definitel y
limited and that the size of permitted knots be related to the widt h
of the lamination .

Many commercial grades of lumber that might be used in laminating
are based on general appearance and do not limit cross grain at al l
and limit knots without respect to board width. While the metho d
of analysis described in the preceding section can be applied to suc h
grades to evaluate the. effect of knots, it is believed that considerably
greater efficiency will be attained by further sorting and classification
of the material with a direct view to use in laminating . In any event ,
sorting of such material with respect to cross grain prior to its use i n
structural members is a necessity .

Further, lumber is often lowered in grade by the presence of sa p
stain, pitch pockets, and like features that affect appearance but hav e
little or no effect on strength. In addition, knotholes and encase d
knots are limited to one-half the size of sound, intergrown knots, eve n
though they are no more detrimental to strength when of the sam e
size and may be even less so if the grain deviates less around them .

In view of these considerations, as well as of the fact that gradin g
with relation to laminated construction has not yet been undertake n
by the lumber industry, it is believed that the fabricator of laminate d
construction can much more 'efficiently and economically utilize avail -
able strength values by sorting and classifying the lumber he uses .
A system of lamination classes is therefore proposed for consideratio n
by lumber manufacturers .
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Five lamination classes, numbered from 0 to 4, are proposed, clas s
0 being free of significant strength-impairing features and classes 1 t o
4 permitting such features in magnitudes differing between classes ,
with defects being limited most in class 1 and least in class 4, wit h
classes 2 and 3 intermediate . .

The classes of beams would be designated in accordance with th e
classes of laminations of which they are composed . Classes such a s
0-0, 1-4, and 2-2 would designate beams composed throughout of a
single lamination class, while classes such as 0-1, 0-2, 1-2, 1-3, 2-3, an d
3-4 would designate beams with the higher class of laminations i n
top and bottom parts and the lower class in the remainder of the cros s
section .

A more complete description of the proposed lamination classe s
and their limitations is given on p . 138.

Combination of Laminations to Form Beams .-Advantageous use o f
laminations containing knots, such as classes 1, 2, 3, and 4 outline d
above, requires that knots should be well dispersed and not concen-
trated at any one cross section. If, in forming beams from one of thes e
grades, no attention whatever were given to the position, chance woul d
of course provide various degrees of dispersion, as described earlier for
commercial grades . Material classified in accordance with the sorting
classes described could be sampled and studied by the statistical pro-
cedure outlined to take advantage of chance dispersion in evaluatin g
working stresses . Lacking such a study, it appears necessary to
assume the worst knot in the worst position in each lamination.

FLEXURAL DESIGN FOR VERTICALLY LAMINATED MEMBER S

The results of tests on vertically laminated members indicated that
the design curve of figure 55 is inapplicable . The results did indicate ,
however, that, the average of the strength ratios of the laminations a s
determined by the methods described in the Wood Handbook (7) coul d
be used to determine the strength ratio of the vertically laminate d
beam . The increase in strength ratio permitted by the Wood Hand -
book for thin members used in dry locations is not applicable, since th e
effects of drying have been incorporated into the basic stresses of table 5 .

DESIGN FOR COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

Figure 93 shows a plot of the results of tests on laminated shor t
columns containing knots . Values of the strength properties ar e
plotted as ordinates, while the abscissae are values of K/b, where K is
the average of the size of the largest knot in each lamination in th e
column and b is the width of the lamination.

Values are plotted in figure 93 for each specimen, with 8- and 17 -
lamination columns being indicated by different symbols . The same
symbols with numerals alongside represent averages, with the numera l
indicating the number of values averaged. Grand averages for eac h
group of specimens having knots of similar size are indicated by dot s
with numerals of similar significance alongside .

The plots of figure 93 show a definite decrease for each of the three
properties with increase in K/b . In each plot, also, the points repre-
senting grand averages are very nearly in linear relation . In each
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FIGURE 93.-Relation of properties of columns with knots in laminations to Kit, .

fit the three grand averages in each plot .
The intercept of curve G on the left-hand scale is at a value o f

2,360,000, which is approximately 30 percent higher than the averag e
value found from tests of control columns . No adequate explanation
is available for this discrepancy, inasmuch as the method of measuring
strains was essentially the carne in all instances . The presence o f
knots and severe cross grain hidden within the columns, but near th e
strain gages, may have affected the distribution of strains to a n
unknown extent, and thus accounted for the discrepancy . The

32

5

4

• 5

6

• 4

•• 3 06

instance, however, straight lines averaging the grand averages woul d
intersect the left-hand scale at values higher than are to be expecte d
from material of the same density but free from knots, and hence
such lines cannot be considered as being representative of the effect o f
knots . Shown as curves G, H, and I are the parabolic curves that best ,
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intercept of curve H is in good agreement with the results of tests o f
columns without knots, but the intercept of curve I is somewha t
higher than the . average fiber stress at proportional limit for th e
controls .

Curve J is suggested as a basis for 'design . It was derived in a
manner analogous to that used in deriving the design curve for th e
effect of knots on bending stress . The strength ratio, or factor y, b y
which to multiply the basic stress to determine the allowable com-
pressive stress for a column with knots would have the equatio n

y=[1-(K/b)2][1-Y(K/b)]

	

(19)

where y is the ratio of allowable stress in compression to the basi c
stress, or the strength ratio, K is the average of the maximum kno t
size in the several laminations, and b is the width of lamination.

The term in the first bracket represents the average effect of knots ,
and that in the second the allowance made for increased variation i n
strength that accompanies increase in size of knots .

Estimation of K/b .-As has just been indicated, the factor K/b is
the determinant of the effect of knots on column strength . With
random assembly of laminations, some assumption must be made as
to the value of K for use in design . The relations from test are base d
on the average of the largest knots in the various laminations of 3-foot-
long columns. A conservative assumption would be, therefore, tha t

at least one 3-foot length of any column, each lamination would
contain a knot of maximum permissible size . General experience, as
well as the results of the statistical study on beams discussed earlier i n
the appendix, indicate that such a concentration is unlikely to occur .
Accordingly, statistical procedures for estimating, from the kno t
distribution characteristics of a grade, an appropriate value of K/b
for use in design has been developed . The step-by-step procedures are
described below.

1. Obtain data on knot size and location. The procedure is, o f
course, exactly the same as described earlier for beams .

2. Tally the largest knots occurring in the 3-foot lengths in th e
sample . Since the relations from test are based on 3-foot columns, i t
seems necessary to use 3-foot lengths as the basis for tallying. Since
any 3-foot length in any piece could be located at any point in a col-
umn, it is necessary to tally largest knots in 3-foot lengths beginnin g
more frequently than at 3-foot intervals on the grid of the record
sheet, Trials at various intervals indicate that it is sufficient t o
tally knots in the 3-foot lengths beginning at 6-inch intervals . To
take into account the knots near the end of a piece, consider that th e
piece is bent to form a circle, and tally the largest knots occurring
rn the 3-foot lengths thus formed . Table 17 gives a sample tally fo r
the 12 pieces shown in figure 90 . The method of recording the tallies
is similar to that described earlier for bending members . The number
of 3-foot lengths in each piece is equal to twice the length of the piec e
in feet, since the beginnings of the lengths are taken at 6-inch intervals .

3. Summarize the data on occurrence of the various maximum knot
sizes as tallied in step 2. A sample summary is shown in table 18 .
The particular sample shown in figure 90 and table 17 is shown in th e
summary as sample 4 .

247040 0-54 	 13
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TABLE 18.-Sample summary of distribution of maximum knot size s
in 3-foot lengths

Frequency of occurrence
in sample

of maximum knot size s
number- All samples

Maximum
knot sizes
in Y4-inch Per-

units cent-2 3 4 5 6 7 8

	

Total age of
whole

0	 474 206 404 169 192 183 86 589 2, 303 36. 72
54 0 12 11 0 10 5 53 145 2. 31

178 38 58 48 20 82 20 149 593 9. 46
:3 254 33 36 21 46 33

	

26 251 700

	

11 . 1 6
531

	

111 156 43

	

35 30 81 164 1, 151 18. 35
5	 234

	

46 51 36

	

57 34 70 103 631 10. 06
4i 226 60

	

53 6 30 6 34 53 468 7. 46
7

	

- 64 24 24 6 0 6 42 18 184 2. 93
25 42 6 0 0 0 0 6 79 1 . 26

9	 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0
10	 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 . 10
11	 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12	 6 0 0 0 0 0

	

0 6 12 . 19

Total__ - 2, 052
1

560

	

800 340 380

	

384 364 1, 392 6, 2 72 100. 00

4. Compute the mean of the distribution summarized in step 3 an d
certain other statistical characteristics . A sample computation fo r
the distribution shown in table 18 is given in table 19. Column 1 of
this table represents simply the array of maximum knot sizes in 3-foot.
lengths found for the grade . Column 2 represents the last column of
table 18 divided by 100 . The meanings of other columns are self -
evident. The mean maximum knot size (m) is represented by th e
total of column 3 . The factors m. 2 , m3i and m4 are the totals o f
columns 6, 8, and 10, respectively . These values, and the quantities
computed from them, are useful in later steps . They are also statis -
tical measures of the distribution. The factor A/m2, for example,
is the standard deviation of the distribution about the mean, a measur e
of the scatter of the various knot sizes . For a normal distribution ,
the factor m3/m2 m 2 would be exactly zero and the factor m4/m2 2

would be exactly three . The closeness of these factors to these values
indicates whether or not the actual distribution approximates a norma l
distribution .

Steps 1 through 4 provide data on the characteristics of the dis-
tribution of the maximum-size knots in 3-foot lengths of the grade .
Subsequent steps will illustrate the application of these characteristic s
to particular members .

5. Compute, from the data of step 4, certain statistical character-
istics of the average of the largest knot sizes occurring in a member .

(a) The mean value of the largest knot.. sizes will, of course, be the
same as the mean value for the grade computed in step 4 for a member
composed of only one grade. Other characteristics will be dependen t
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upon the number of laminations in the member . These may be
computed from the following formulas for members composed onl y
of one grade .

o.= Vm2/-jb (20)

a 3 = (m3/m2A/m 2)/ % IL (2 1)

a4=3 (n- 1)/n+ (m4/m 22)/n (22)

For example, for a member containing 16 laminations and of th e
grade illustrated by table 19 ,

v=2 .3561/4=0.589 0

a 3 = 0 .3992/4 = 0 .099 8

a 4 =3 x 15/16+2 .3064/1 6

=2 .8125+0 .1442

=2 .9567

For a normal distribution, the latter 2 factors would be exactly zero
and exactly 3, respectively . There is no method of evaluating the
effect of the differences in the values of these factors from zero an d
from three on the validity of the method of computation . Computa-
tions by other methods, however, indicated that even where sizabl e
differences occurred, the computations were satisfactory .

(b) When the member is composed of two grades, the methods o f
computation are somewhat different . For example, consider a mem-
ber having a total of n laminations made up of na laminations of grad e
a having a mean maximum knot size ma and standard deviation
Ua and n b laminations of grade b having a mean maximum knot size o f
Mb and standard deviation Qb . Then

nama+nbmb
m=	

n
(23)

6=- yfaQa 2 + nbo, 2

	

.(24 )

where n=na+nb .
For example, for a member consisting of 20 laminations, of which 8

are of the grade for which the data were worked out in step 4 and 12
are of a grade for which the mean is 4.3596 and the standard deviatio n
3 .1399, the computations would be as follows :

ma = 2 .5704, 0-a =2 .356 1
mb =4.3596, vb =3 .]39 9

8X2 .5704+12X4 .3596
m	

20
=3 .643 9

u=20 X (2 .3561) 2 +12X (3 .1399) 2

=0 .6378
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(c) When one of the grades in the combination contains no knots ,
ma and 6a both become zero, and equations (23) and (24) reduce t o

m=
n b m b

n

6=1Z
(7?b6b 2

	

(26)

6. Compute, from the data of steps 4 and 5, the average maximum
knot size at an exclusion limit of % percent . This knot size equals the
sum of the mean and a multiple of the standard, deviation . Thus,

K(32%) =m+2 .5756

	

(27 )

The factor 2 .575 is taken directly from the mathematical properties
of a normal distribution . At other exclusion limits, the factor i s
different-for a 2-percent exclusion, the factor would be 2 .054, and for
a 1-percent exclusion, 2 .326 .

For the example of step 5 in which all laminations are of one grade ,

K(i2%) =7n+2 .575 6
=2 .57+2 .575X0 .5890
=4 .09 units of Y inch
=1 .02 inches

For the second example of step 5 ,

K(%%) =3 .64+2 .575 X0.6378
=5 .29 units of 3a inch
=1 .32 inches

7. Compute the value of K/b for use in design. For the examples
of step 6, the lamination width was nominally 8 inches . Thus, for the
two examples, .

K,Ib=1 .02/7 .5=0 .136
K/b=1 .32/7 .5=0 .176

8. With the value of K/b computed in step 7, enter the curve o f
figure 62, p . 122, to determine the corresponding strength ratio . Fo r
the examples of step 7, the strength ratios are 0 .95 for K/b = 0 .136 and
0 .93 for K/b=0 .176. For convenience in design, strength ratios fo r
various grades or grade combinations may be computed at suitabl e
intervals and plotted . Strength ratios for a member containing an y
number of laminations may then be picked ofT the curve without th e
necessity for computing each case.. Such curves would be set up in a
form similar to that shown in figtu°e 92 .

9. As has been indicated earlier, in the discussion of bending mem-
bers, the analysis just described should be carried out for each standar d
width to be used . Reasonable results may be expected, however, i f
the analysis is based on some median width such as 8 inches . A
change in grading rules will require a complete reanalysis .

(25)
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' 10 . The procedure for tension members will be exactly the same a s
just described for all steps, including calculation of K/b . Strength
ratios for tension will be taken from figure 64, p . 126 .

As was true for bending members, there appears to be no feasibl e
way to extend the results of an analysis such as that, outlined above t o
other species or other grades . Figure 63 presents ratios of the value s
of K/b determined by the method outlined above for several grades t o
the value of K/b derived on the assumption that all laminations con-
tain a knot of maximum permissible size in every lamination in at . least
one 3-foot length. Again, the range of values of this ratio is no t
excessive . Therefore, it seems feasible, for preliminary estimates o f
values of K/b that may be used as a. basis for design, to use ratios as
represented by the curve of figure 63 . The use of this procedure on
more than a temporary basis is not recommended .

EFFECT OF FORM AND HEIGHT OF BEAMS

FORM AND HEIGHT FACTOR S

Beams and eccentrically loaded compression specimens develop i n
test higher computed stresses in compression than are obtained whe n
compression members are uniformly or concentrically loaded . This
is true also of beams of circular section and of square beams place d
with a diagonal vertical instead of with the normal orientation, bot h
of which develop higher computed flexural stresses than rectangula r
pieces. On the other hand, beams of I or box section show lower
stress values than do rectangular beams . Also, among beams o f
rectangular section the computed unit strength decreases as th e
height increases.

All available test results are in agreement with the hypothesi s
(5 . 15) that the minute elements of the wood structure behave as
long, slender columns subject to buckling under load and that, in an y
instance of nonuniformly distributed compressive stress, as in a
beam or an eccentrically loaded compression specimen, the more
highly stressed elements are restrained from buckling by those tha t
are less highly stressed . This may be termed the hypothesis of
supporting action: In the case of the circular and diagonal-vertica l
sections, the support is increased by the increase in width of sectio n
with increase in distance from the outermost fiber . I and box section s
are inferior because, as compared to rectangular sections, part of the
support is lacking. High or deep beams give lower values than
shallow ones because less support results from the smaller rate o f
decrease of stress with distance from the outermost elements .

The conclusion from this hypothesis is that flexural unit stresses ar e
not actual properties of wood but are manifestations of behavior in
compression under varying circumstances . Obviously, however ,
such a conclusion is modified somewhat when defects are present tha t
reduce the tensile strength below the compressive .

The form-factor formula (5, 15) for I and box sections was develope d
from the concept that the modulus of rupture of such a section consist s
of two parts that can be added together . These are:

1. The compressive strength of the material .
2. The excess of modulus of rupture of a rectangular section of th e

same height over the compressive strength multiplied by a factor that

G
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expresses the ratio of the support afforded the outer fibers in the I or
box section to the support afforded them in a rectangular beam .

This concept may be expressed in symbols as follows :

RF=C+(R-C)S

	

(28)

where R is the modulus of rupture, C is the compressive strength, an d
S is the support factor .

Since R varies with the height of the beam, the manner of tha t
variation must be considered . The formula originally presented
(5, 7) is

Fh =1 .07-0.07 -`/~2

	

(29 )

where Fh is the ratio of the strength of a beam of height H to that of
a beam 2 inches high .

It is now recognized that this formula is inconsistent with the
hypothesis presented, inasmuch as it implies that, at large values o f
H, R is less than C, whereas the hypothesis put C as the lower limi t
of R. Furthermore, the formula is not consistent with recent data .
Consideration of these data has resulted in a new formula for Fh . The
data and graphs of the new formula are shown in figures 94, A and B,
and the corresponding relation of R to C is shown in figures 95, A
and B .

The data are from tests on Douglas-fir beams . Obviously, which -
ever curve is taken in figure 94, A, or figure 95, A, it should be coor-
dinated with that in figure 94, B, or figure 95, B, and inasmuch as the
data do not justify differentiation between proportional limit an d
ultimate, the curves in the four graphs are essentially identical . There
are noticeably large departures of plotted points from the curve i n
each graph, but with all four graphs considered together, points belo w
the curve are reasonably well-balanced by points above the curv e
and the fit of the curves is as good as may be expected . The fact that
R, as found from tests of 2- by 2-inch air-dry specimens of Douglas-fir ,
has averaged about 1 .6C (or C=0 .625R), was made use of in corre-
lating and locating the curves .

The curve in figure 94, B, has the equation

H2 +14 3(H25+588 +1)-5/8 H2+88

	

(29)

and is asymptotic to 5/8, the value of C/R2 , the ratio of the compressiv e
strength of Douglas-fir to the modulus of rupture as found from test s
of 2- by 2-inch air-dry beams . Then

H`+143 n
RH=5/8 H`+88 1L 2

	

(30)

where R2 is the modulus of rupture for height of 2 inches and RH is
modulus of rupture for height H. Also from figure 95 :

H2 +14 3
RH-- 112+88

C (31)
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This expression for RH in terms of H and C can be used in the form -
factor equation, which becomes

RHF = C`t' (RH- C`) S

	

(32)

where RHF is the modulus of rupture of an I- or box beam of any height .
Dividing by R2j

RHF
D
C RH

7C S F
R2 R2 +(R2 R2/

= hj 2

where Fhf„ is the form and height factor for an I- or box beam of heigh t
II and RHF equals I{ hf2 multiplied by R 2 .

Clsing the values of RH/R 2 and ('/R 2 as derived above from the curve
of figure 94, the resulting equation is

Fhf 5/8-{-(5/8 FH+8g _ 5/8)s= 5/8 [i+(2 +H +88-1)
S1 (34)

where, as previously stated, Fhf2 is the form and height factor- for an
I-beam or box beam of height H and is the ratio of the modulus o f
rupture of such a beam to that of a rectangular beam 2 inches high .

The basic flexural stress of table 5, p . 100, is for a height of 12 inches.
Hence for use with these stresses a value of Fhf12 is needed .

By analogy with equation (33 )

RHF 7C (RH'_ C

	

(35)R12 _R,2 + 12 1112
S =Fhf 1 2

From equation (31), - C 23 2
R 12 ~28 7

From equation 30 RH- 232 H2 +14 3
( )

R12 287 H2 +8 8

Substituting these values ,

1 ,

	

232 1+

	

S'hf12 287 [

	

(H2 +143_ 1 )
H2-}-88

	

(36)

which is seen to be identical with equation (34) except that 5/8 is re-

placed by 287, which can without significant error be taken as 0 .81 ,
and

H 2+14 3Fh=0 .81 72 -}-8$

(33)

Fh f l2 = 0 .81 [i+( 8483_ i)s]

	

(37)

It may be noted that, for a rectangular beam, S equals 1 and equa-
tion (34) reduces to equation (29) . Likewise, equation (37) reduces to
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Inspection of equations (32) and (34) shows that :
1.When S becomes very small, as with shallow flanges, R approaches

C as a limit, .
2. When II becomes very large, the fraction in which it appears

becomes nearly equal to unity and R approaches C as a limit . Thus,
because of height and form factors, the value of flexural stress to b e
used in design never becomes less than the compressive strength .

The formulas for height . and form factor and for height factor ar e
based on the assumption of failure in compression, whereas th e
factors for end joints and for knots provide for any deficiency in tensil e
strength. Hence, there is no need to apply factors of the two type s
consecutively .

SUPPORT FACTOR FOR I-BEAMS AND BOX BEAM S

The supporting action that the fibers at various levels give to th e
extreme fiber in compression has been empirically represented (5) .
A close approximation to this original relation is given by the curv e
of figure 96 which has the equatio n

Y=(1-x) 2 x
=x-2x2 +x3

	

(38)

where Y equals the support given to the extreme compression fiber b y
a fiber at a distance x from the extreme fiber .

The support given to the extreme compression fiber by all th e
fibers down to a level p will be given b y

Support=J (x-2x 2+x3)

p2 2p3 p4

2 3 + 4

The support given by all the fibers over the full depth, considerin g
the depth equal to unity, will be given by

Full support=
J

(x-2x 2 -+3)
0

= -{-
42 3

=1/12

	

(40)
p2 2 p 3 p4

-Support factor= 	
support= 2	 3 + 4

full support

	

1
1 2

6p2
-8p 3 +3p 4

=p2(6-8p+3p 2 )

(39)

i
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FIGURE 96-Curve of relative supporting influence on extreme fiber in com -
pression of fibers at various points in the depth of a rectangular beam .
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In the case of an I-beam (fig . 97), full support will be given over a
width equal to that of the web, while partial support, as represente d
by equation (41), will be given over a width equal to the width of
the beam minus the width of the web . Therefore, the suppor t
factor for the I-beam (or for a box beam, taking the thickness of th e

.two webs as that over which full support is available) is given b y

S=p2(6-8p+3p 2 ) (1 -q) +q

	

(42 )

where S is the support factor, p the ratio of depth of the compressio n
flange to the full depth of the beam, and q the ratio of thicknes s
of the web (or webs) to the full width of the beam .

RELATION OF STRENGTH PROPERTIES TO CURVATUR E

Figure 98 presents results from tests of curved laminated member s
(28) plotted against the relative curvature of the laminations . Th e
plotted points represent average and minimum values as determine d
from end-thrust tests of members built of southern yellow pine an d
individual results of tests of halves of two large building arches, als o
of southern yellow pine .

Figure 99 presents the data of figure 98 reduced to a percentag e
of the strength of straight members, and includes also the result s
of similar tests of Sitka spruce and Douglas-fir members . The result s
for the smallest. relative curvature (0 .00125, fig. 99) were taken a s
the base for the southern yellow pine members, while the results fo r
straight members matched to the curved members were taken as th e
base for the Sitka spruce and Douglas-fir members .

The curves shown in figures 98 and 99 are essentially identical .
In placing them, consideration was given to the plotted points o f
these figures, to the number of tests represented by each plotted
point, and to other pertinent information . Furthermore, more
weight has been given to the values at the proportional limit tha n
to those at the maximum moment . It had been found that th e
full ultimate bending strength at the section of maximum curvature
had not been developed in the tests of the half-arches . Consequently ,
the points representing these arches in the upper part of figure 98
are too low .

If half-arch D-2 alone is considered, the curve for the proportional -
limit values in figure 98 would seem to be too high . The value fo r
arch D-2 is counterbalanced, however, by values representing nearl y
as great curvature and lying, in general, well above the curve i n
figure 99 .

The arches were of various heights, so that the results would hav e
been somewhat more comparable if each value had been divided b y
its appropriate height factor . In many of the tests, however, th e
variation in height was small enough for such a procedure to mak e
no large differences . For the half-arches, an upward adjustment of
about 10 percent would make the results more comparable to those
from the other tests and would bring the points representing suc h
tests considerably nearer the curve .
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FIGURE 97.-Cross section of I-beam

In the end-thrust tests, curved members were subjected to bending
stress combined with stress in compression parallel to grain . Since
stresses in compression parallel to the grain of wood, both at propor-
tional limit and ultimate, are considerably lower than bending stresses ,
the validity of adding longitudinal compression to the compressio n
resulting from bending may be questioned . In the tests, however ,
the bending stress had been from 78 to 98 percent of the total ; and
a previous investigation has shown that within this range the combine d
stress is not significantly lower than bending stress alone at eithe r
proportional limit or ultimate.

Some share of the increased deficiency of stren g th with increased
curvature has come from the use of equations for computing stres s
that are applicable to straight members, but which give result s
somewhat in error when applied to deep, sharply curved members .
The indications are, however, that this has been a relatively small
factor in the tests reported, so that the larger share of the deficiency
shown results from stresses induced in bending the laminations t o
form.
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STRENGTH OF GLUED LAMINATED CONSTRUCTION MADE OF THIN VENEER S

During World War II, the shortage of Sitka spruce suitable for
solid wing spars in aircraft or for spars laminated from sawed lumbe r
prompted an investigation (11) of the feasibility of laminating spar s
and spar flanges from veneer, so as to avoid some waste in sawdus t
and shavings. Included in the investigation were studies of th e
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rrs • 'strength of such material and of the effect-on strength of cross grain ,
scarf joints, and, the orientation of laminations . The results of this
investigation are presented in tables 20 through 23 .

The veneer was fabricated into 2-inch-thick stock, most of which -
was straight-grained and made with continuous laminations . Some
was purposely fabricated with the grain ,slopes in adjacent plies
crossed, so as to make planks with grain sloping at 1 in 10 or 1 in 15 .
Other planks were made from straight-grained veneer with scar f
joints having a slope of 1 in 15 in alternate laminations .

The liquid glue, together with possible slight densification of th e
wood from the pressure applied in gluing, added about 7 percent t o
the unit weight of the laminated material .

The tests included static and impact bending, compression parallel
to grain, and toughness .

In these tests the straight-grained laminated Sitka spruce gav e
average values essentially similar to averages from previous tests o n
solid Sitka spruce (table 20), except that in work values in static
bending, a measure of shock resistance, the laminated stock wa s
definitely lower than the solid. This exception was not, however ,
confirmed by impact-bending and toughness tests, which are als o
measures of shock resistance .

Whether straight-grained or -grained, beams tested with
laminations vertical were essentially as strong as beams tested wit h
laminations horizontal, except for height of drop in impact bendin g
and work in static bending (table 21), in both of which they wer e
consistently lower . The tests, therefore, confirmed previous con-
clusions that a given slope of grain has the same effect regardless o f
the orientation of the plane in which the slope lies .

Laminated material with grain sloped 1 in 15 showed no significan t
deficiency, as compared to similar straight-grained material, in thos e
strength properties used in aircraft design (table 22) . Deficiency in
work values in static bending is apparent, and particularly so fo r
specimens tested with third-point loading, wherein the stress i s
constant between the two load points . That this deficiency is cor-
robated neither by toughness nor impact-bending values is very
possibly due to the fact that these tests were made-only with cente r
loading .

Strength values of laminated material with grain sloped 1 in 1 0
were not sufficiently high to justify use of such material in parts tha t
are highly stressed in compression, or bending (table 22), or in tension
parallel to the grain (considering modulus of rupture values in tabl e
22) . . '

It has frequently been thought that, by interlacing the grain
(reversing grain slope in adjacent laminations) in stock built 'up from
thin laminations, the deleterious effects of cross grain on such prop-
erties as bending and tension could be overcome and wood with stee p
grain slopes could be made equal to straight-grained material . This
was not confirmed by these tests . It was, however, definitely in-
dicated that, under flexure (as in static- or impact-bending or tough-
ness tests) beams with grain sloping oppositely in adjacent lamination s
were superior to those with grain oriented throughout at the same
slope.
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Beams with glued scarf joints at a slope of 1 in 15 . in alternate
laminations and at the same point in the length were deficient a s
compared to beams with all laminations continuous (table 23) . The
reduction was particularly large in those properties indicative of shoc k
resistance. The low value of joint efficiency resulting from tensio n
tests of scarfed and unscarfed veneer strips and the consistent failur e
of the test specimens in the scarf joints indicated that the gluing
technique could have been improved . Scarf joints are being success -
fully used in aircraft parts formed of sawed laminations . Rotary-cut
veneers, because they are thinner, afford opportunity for better join t
distribution than the thicker sawed material ; and, for this reason ,
the effect of a jointed lamination at the tension face of a member
stressed in bending would be loss .

The general conclusion is that, on the basis of strength values ,
Sitka spruce laminated from rotary-cut veneer is satisfactory as a n
alternate to solid members or members laminated from sawn veneer ,
provided the same requirements for straightness of grain and limita-
tion of defects are observed .

CONCENTRATION OF SHEAR STRAIN NEAR LOAD POINTS OF BEAMS

Strain measurements on one beam indicated that shear strain is
highly concentrated in the vicinity of points of load application .
Figure 100 shows the distribution of shear strain as determined bot h
by strain measurements and from theoretical considerations. In
addition to evidencing strains far higher than those that would b e
computed by the usual methods, the distribution is considerabl y
different, in that the larger strains are located near the surface of th e
beam to which load is applied rather than at the neutral surface . In
addition, the data. indicate that shear exists between load points ,
whereas the usual theory indicates no shear in this zone .

This matter needs further exploration, but it may serve as at leas t
a partial explanation of why failures of beams in horizontal shear ar e
ordinarily at, computed values (using the usual assumptions) muc h
lower than are found in shear tests of small clear specimens . It may
serve also to explain, in part, the results of tests of beams containin g
butt joints near the upper surface and close to the loading block s
(fig . 73) .

	

'
Shear concentration as described above, together with that exisiting

solely because of the presence of butt joints, may, in combination ,
result in shear failures . It appears desirable to keep butt joints, if
used, well away from any concentrated load on a, beam .
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Specifications	 138
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141
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- Fastening, design_ .	 13 5
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For
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in
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Recommendations	 14 Basic	 11 9
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Dollies	 78 Unit	 195
Drainage, problems caused

	

by Value(s) in design	 200
shrinking and swelling of Flexure formula	 136
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Drying, effects of on basic stress 	 187 Form, in beams	 195
Dry kiln(s)	 76 Effect on stress	 98
Edge gluing	 33, 43, 48, 93, 138 Factor, defined	 143
Edge grain, defined	 143 Formula	 195
Edge joint(s)	 93 Forms, gluing	 39, 78, 8 9

Defined	 143 Formula(s)
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In high-frequency heating	 69 struction	 98, 130
Location of	 37 Euler	 136
Specifications	 140 Flexure	 136
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for
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69
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Finger	 34 Casein	 2, 17, 26, 48, 52
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Curing	 64
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Double spreading	 51
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Equipment for applying	 67 .
For edge gluing	 42
Fortified	 2 1
High-frequency heating	 69
Hot-setting	 20, 22, 25
Injurious to body tissues 	 50
Intermediate-temperature	

setting resin	 25
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17, 2 5
Strength	 87

Mixing	 48
Equipment:Equipment	 77

Phenol-resorcinol resin	 3 ,
17, 22, 26, 66

Strength	 87
Preservative-treated wood ,

effect on	 88
Protein

	

___ 17
Resorcinol-formaldehyde resin_ 3,17, 24

For end joints	 45
In high-frequency heating	 69
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Resorcinol-modified phenols ,
for bonding treated wood 	 88

Selection of	 9, 14, 26
Specifications	 137
Spreading	 '

	

5 1
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18, 26, 46, 52
1 Starch	 1 7
i. Storage life	 26

Storage of glued material 	 78
Suitable for laminating strut	

tural wood	 9
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Woodworking	 1 7

Glue joints	 14, 1 6
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Glued assemblies	 ,37, 89
Gluing, edge joints	 93
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Pressure	 ._ __

	

19, 54, 56, 59, 88
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Grade(s)-Continued

	

Page
Defined	 .	 ,1'43
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Specifications	 36

Grain	 32, 38, 206
Gravity axis	 104
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Defined	 1-43
Heartwood, durability of	 28
Heating	 67
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Dense species	 72
End joints	 46
High-frequency

	

44, 68
Moisture content of wood	 70
Rate of, in large assemblies 	 72
Shrinkage of wood due to	 7-t
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Height; effect of in beams_ 98, 136, 19R
Factor for	 118, 14

High-frequency, bands .	 69
Curing, in scarf joints	 45
Dielectric heating_ _ .	 44
Generator (s)____r	 67

Hoists, overhead	 .78
Humidification	 74, 7 9
Humidity _ . .	 16, 30, 74

Dispersion of in laminations_ _

	

Effect, in horizontal lamina
tions	

On flexural stresses	

	

On laminated beams of var	
ious grades

On modulus of elasticity
On working stresses	 .
Variability in

In beams

Tongued-and-grooved 	
In columns	
In laminations	
Planed or sawed	 :
Specifications

Jointing equipment	
Joist and plank, defined	
Kiln-dried, defined	

Drying	
Open	 74,82,85 Kilns, dry

Induction coils	
Inertia, moment of	
Inspection____

	

_	
Of lumber	
Specifications	

Instability, elastic, lateral 	
I-sections, stress values of 	

With plywood	
Joint (s), edge, glued_ _ _ 29, 93, 140 ,

End	 34, 45, 93, 142 ,
Butt, in compression	 104 ,
Onsrud	
Scarf	 34, 45, 69 ,

94, 98, 120, 141, 153, 156 ,

Knot(s)	 14 ,
Concentrations of	 108.

69
104
8 1
76

142

	

136

	

.
98
92

161
147
120
153
91 ,
160

	

93

	

.
156
140

42
140.
77

143
144
30
76

143
110
187

Grade(s) :

	

-

	

In columns	 122 ,
Commercial lumber	 196

	

In compression members	



INDEX

Knot(s)-Continued

	

Page
In computing working stresses 	 104
In laminated members 	 97
In tension members	 125
Maximum permissible 	 108
Probability of occurrence	 108
Procedure for estimating I K/I G	 172
Procedure for estimating K/b	 189
Sizes and location of _ _ _ _ .	 186

In

	

commercial lumber
grades	 172

Specifications	 13 8
Laminated arches	 89
Laminated assemblies, gluing 	 46

Layout of	
Laminated members__ 17, 89, 130, 14 4

Knots in	 9 7
Seasoning lumber for	 14
Vertically laminated, flexural

design	 187
Laminating	 33, 75, 87
Lamination (s), assembling 	 54

Checks in	 9 7
Classes, proposed system	 186
Curved	 91,93
Defined	 1-1 4
Edge gluing .	 48, 93
End jointing	 48
For curved members	 37, 97
Grades	 37, 186
Grading	 11 8
Knots in	 97, 187
Number and thickness of 	 97,11 0
Outer, edge gluing of 	 93
Preparation of__ ..	 1 4
Specifications for	 138
Stacking prior to gluing	 5 4
Thickness	 36, {17

Layout of laminated assembly 	 37
Load, buckling	 129, 136, 19 5
Loading. long-time_ _ _ 99, 129, 135, 15 6
Longitudinal shear, in edg e

joints	 93
Lumber, classification	 . .	 138

Bending radius	 39
Commercial grades	 108
For curved laminated members

	

39
Grade (s) , in laminations	 82, 172
Preparation for laminating 	 28, 7 5
Preservative-treated	 88
Resawing	 35
Resurfacing prior to gluing 	 3 7
Selection for laminating_ _ _ .	 28
Storage	 31,3 6
Surfacing	 32,3 6
Thickness, for laminating 	 89

Machine spreader	 5 1
Machining, end joints 	 3 4
Machinery, laminating_ _

	

75
Mechanical, fastenings	 89

Spreaders, glue	 1 8
Melamine-formaldehyde r e s i n

glues . See Glue(s) .
Members, constant strength 	 9 7

Curved	 . .	 3 8
Bending laminations for	 98

Members, constant strength-Con . Pa g e
Curved-Continue d

Clamping techniques for 	 6 1
Gluing of	 40
Working stresses 	 104

Flexure in	 13 1
Horizontally laminated	 91, 161
Ratio of depth to width 	 136
Retaining clamps for	 55
Shrinking, effect of	 133
Straight	 38
Strength requirements 	 84

Micrometers	 81
Mixers, glue	 48
Modified glues	 21
Modulus of elasticity_ _ _ _ 115, 130, 13 2
Modulus of rupture__ 118, 147, 170, 19 5
Moisture content	 16, 30

Defined	 144
Determination of	 31, 76, 80
Effects of	 89, 99, 130, 13 2
In high-frequency heating	 70
Lumber	 30
Percentage added in gluing	 52

Moisture meters 	 31, 80
Mold resistance, casein glue	 19
Moment, critical, formulas for	 136
Moment of inertia, net, in ten 	

sion portion	 107
Net, in compression portion	 104
Reversal of, in continuou s

beams	 135
Nailed arches	 9 1
Nailing pressure	 55
Oil-borne preservatives	 36, 88
Onsrud joints, strength of	 153
Oven-drying	 30,80
Parallel heating	 69
Permanent load	 130
Perpendicular heating	 46, 69
Phenol-formaldehyde resin glues .

See Glue(s) .
Plain-sawed lumber 	 32, 144
Planer, portable 	 36, 80
Plastic flow	 98, 130
Plywood---	 14, 17, 22, 69, 92, 14 4
Potentiometers	 73, 8 1
Preservative (s) 	 18, 87, 31, 13 2
Pressing period, glue	 65
Pressure, gluing	 54
Proportional-limit

	

stress,

	

in
beams	 98

Quality, glue-joint___-	 81, 142
Quarter-sawed lumber	 :32, 14 4
Radiant heating	 .	 67
Radius, bending	 .	 39, 131
Rate of growth	 125, 144
Ratio, height. width, of beams	 136

Of IK/IG	 170, 161 . 17 2
Of K/b	 	 18 r
Of radius to depth	 131

Redwood, design stresses	 99, 125
Relative humidity, in heated

chambers	 74
Residual stress, in curved members 	 98
Resin glues . See Glues .



Page

	

Pag e
Steam, coils	 67

For curing chambers 	 75
Sprays, humidity	 67

Stepped scarf joint	 94, 141
Stiffness, of beams	
Storage, buildings	

Of test specimens	
Straight members	

Clamping technique for 	
Gluing of	
Pressure devices	
Stray-field heating	

End joints	
Working stresses of	

Strains, longitudinal, variation
in	

Strength, beams	
Constant, strength members 	
Defined	
Effect of curvature on 	

Of moisture content on 	
Of rate of growth on	

Flexural, effect of knots 	
Glue-joint, testing for	
In jointed laminations	
Of edge joints__

	

_	
Of end joints	
Of laminated I)eams	
Of laminated veneers	
Of scarf joints	
Of Sitka spruce, material for

aircraft wing spars	 206
Of wood, basic stresses	 99
Ratio(s), for beams ..

	

107, 144
For dry locations	 118
Limited by cross grain	 114
Limited by knots	 124, 189
Of knotty to clear lamina 	

tions	 170
Procedure for estimating	 108

, Requirements	 84
Stress (es), allowable	 98 ,

104, 114, 135, 144, 147, 170
Bending	 125, 136, 203
,Compressive	 93, 136, 195

Eccentric	 195
Concentration	 128
Critical	 13 7

Resorcinol-formaldehyde resi n
glues . See Glues-.

Ring, annual, defined 	
Roller conveyors	
Rotary-cut veneer, defined 	
Round knot, defined	
Sag in beams	
Sap stain	
Sapwood, durability of	

Preservative treatment 	
Sawed veneer, defined	
Sawing equipment	
Scales	 78,80
Scarf joint(s), defined__„~~	 143

Efficiency in tension	 15 3
For exterior exposure 	 96
In arches	 9 1
In continuous beams	 13 5
Maximum allowable stress 	 104
Placement of	 207
Preliminary layup	 106
Slope (s)	 37, 94, 96, 104, 141, 15 6
Spacing of	 104, 106, 141, 160
Strength of	 93, 98, 105, 14 4

Seasoning, defined	 144
Degrade	 1 4
Of lumber	

Set in beams	
Shake(s), defined	

In flat-grained laminations .	
Specifications	

Shapers, timber 	
Shear, blocks, testing of	

Concentration	
Longitudinal, in edge 'joints	 93
Parallel to grain	 1 6
Resistance	 91, 93, 94, 11 8
Specification requirements	 . 13 7
Strength	 83, 89, 9 7

Shrinkage of heated wood	 74
Effect on curved member	 133
In fixed arch ends	 89

Sizers, timber	 80
Sliced veneer, defined 	 145
Slope, in scarf joints 	 98

Of cross grain	 186 ;
Of plane, in scarf joints	 94
Of scarf joints	 104
Specifications	 139

Softwoods, defined	 144
Sound knot., defined_ __	 143
Spacing, butt joints 	 152
Species	 14, 38, 13 2
Specifications _ Specifications	 137
Specimens, shear	
Spike knot, defined	
Spiral grain	
Splits, defined	

Specifications for	
Sprays, curing-chamber	
Spreaders, glue__

	

_	
Spreading glue	

144
54

145
143
130
138
28

145
145

77

30
130
144
98

139
80 1
82

207

82
143
143
144
139

79
77
5 1

Springback, in curved members 	 40
Springwood, defined	 144
Standing waves	 69

147
136

97 '
144
202
132
125
170
82

155
89
98

186
204

98

In beams	 98, 118, 195= -
Tensile	 93
Working, calculation of	 '	 98

Surnmerwood	 125, 145

	

= :
Sunken joints	 45
Support factor	 200

	

_ -
Supporting action	 195
Surfaces, sawed	 37
Surfacing	 88 ;

Equipment'	 77, 80
Final	 33, 35
Rough	 32,36

Swelling, effect on-curved mem	
ber	 133

Synthetic resin glues	 17, 28
Tangential, defined	 145
Taper, specifications	 "-- 141
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INDEX

Page

Temperature(s), curing	 18, 54, 88
Effects on deflection	 134
Wet-bulb .__ .	 74

Tensile stress lacking in but t
joints	 93

Reduction by defects	 195
Tension, across the grain	 1 6

Members	 . .	 124, 14 1
Radial	
Ratios for beams .	 149
Stresses	 .	 . 92, 135

Test, block-shear	 82
Tests, strength	 206

Weather exposure on chemi 	
cals	 87

Thermocouples_ _ Thermocouples	 73, 8 1
Thermoplastic glues	 1 7
Thermosetting glues _ glues	

Page

Vegetable glues	 1 8
Veneer, defined	 149

Li laminating_

	

.	 89, 204
Rotary-cut, use of	 207
Sitka spruce for wing spars 	 206

Vertical grain	 . _ 32, 145
Vertical laminations	 93, 97
Vertically laminated beams__89

Members	 11 8
Vinyl-ester resin glue .

	

See
Glue(s) .

Wane	 ..	 139, 145
Water-borne chemicals 	 87
Water-resistant glues	 3, 26
Water sprays	 67
Wet-bulb temperature 	 74
Wood-failure values	 .	 84
Wood-preserving chemicals .	 87
Working stress, defined .

	

See
Stress	 ..	 144

Working stress (es) _ _ _ _ 98, 108, 125, 14 4
Computing of-_- . .	 104

In columns with knots	 123
In preservative-treated woods 	 13 2
Modification of _ - .	 129
Restriction of 	 10 7

Wrinkling, compression mem	
bers	 136

1 7
Thickness, caul	 59

Laminations	 36, 38, 9 7
Timber, defined	 145
Torsion, in box-section beams	 13 6
Treated-wood gluing	 87
Truss, defined	 .	 14 5
Twisting, of beams	 13 6
Ultimate stress, in beams	 98
Urea-formaldehyde resin glues .

See Glues .
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